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improve products as it sees fit, and to revise the specifications and information
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specifications and capabilities described in this manual are subject to change
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Introduction
About this course and manual

02

This course is intended to teach the user how to use CAMWorks to create 4 and 5 axis toolpaths for the
machining of parts created in SOLIDWORKS and CAMWorks Solids.
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This manual is intended to be used in a classroom environment with an experienced CAMWorks
instructor. The instructor is expected to cover the lesson material as part of a live demonstration and
provide addition instruction and guidance during the lab exercises. It is not intended to be a self-paced
tutorial.
Self-paced tutorials are available with every installation of CAMWorks. They are in C:\Program
Files\CAMWorks20XXx64\CAMWorks_VC140\lang\English\Manuals\Multiaxis_Tutorial.pdf. It is
generally recommended to review this material before attending the course.

ng

Since it is hard to cover every minute detail of 4 and 5 axis machining in a short class time, this course
with examine the fundamental skills and concepts needed for the successful use of CAMWorks.
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The case studies and Lab exercises in this course are intended to show you how to use CAMWorks to set
up your files for 3+2 machining, wrapped, and Multi-Axis Mill operations and may not correspond to
actual machining practices.
It is recommended to use this course material as a supplemental to and not a replacement to the
documentation and help files.

Prerequisites

Student attending this course are expected to have the following:
CAMWorks 2.5 axis training (SOLIDWORKS CAM Standard Training)
CAMWorks 3 Axis Essentials
Experience with Surface Modelling inside of SOLIDWORKS Design Software
Experience with CNC Machining

Lab exercises

Ch

•
•
•
•

Lab exercises provide the opportunity to apply and practice the concepts covered in each lesson. They
are modest in scope to allow the user enough time to complete in the allotted time
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Course Length

Recommend minimum course length is 3 days

Training files

A complete set of training files will be provided by the instructor.
The files are organized by lesson number. The Case Study folder contains all the files the instructor will
use during the lessons. The Exercises folder will contain any file that required for the lab exercises. In
each of these folders a Finished Parts folder contains the files in their completed state.
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Technology Database for this course
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This course was designed to be used with the default technology database that is installed with a new
installation of CAMWorks. If a different technology database is used, some of the resulting toolpath
might be different from the manual.
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Your instructor can provide you with a default technology database if necessary.
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Lesson 1—Introduction to CAMWorks 4/5 Axis Programming,

Upon successful completion of this lesson, you will:

02

Understand the benefits of 5 axis
Understand the types of 5 axis machines and kinematics
Have a general understanding of Tilted Working Plane
Have a general understanding of Tool Point Control
Know the process for creating and post processing CAMWorks 4/5 axis tool paths
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•
•
•
•
•
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Lesson 1—Introduction to CAMWorks 4/5 Axis Programming

Introduction to Course Material

•

Wrapped Toolpaths – is a rough or finish
milling operation that is applied to a
wrapped feature. A Wrapped Feature is
defined as a pocket, boss, slot, open
profile, or engrave feature whose
geometric shape lies on a constant radius
cylinder, where the center line of the
cylinder is the same as the axis of
rotation.
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3+2 machining – The part is machined
using simple 2.5 and 3 axis operations
such as drilling, rough mill or contour mill
while the part or assembly will
periodically rotate in the 4th or 5th axis to
position the part to the machining
direction.
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CAMWorks Multi Axis 4 and 5 axis milling can refer to any milling operation or setup that uses more
than the 3 axes of X, Y, and Z. This course covers the following material as part of CAMWorks 4 and 5
axis training:
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•

4/5-axis simultaneous – this allow you to
create toolpath across complex shapes.
These toolpaths will move all the
machine axes simultaneously.
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3 to 5 axis conversion – CAMWorks 4/5
axis machining includes a parameter in 3
axis operations that allow the tool to tilt
when collision is detected between the
part and the tool holder.
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Benefits of 4/5 axis Machining
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In addition to the X, Y and Z axes that are used on 3 axis milling machines, 5 axis machines use two
additional rotary axes. This provides some distinct advantages over 3 axis milling. Here some benefits to
using 5-axis:
•
•
•

Complex shapes with fewer setups – 5 axis operations allow for the toolpath to cut in areas that
cannot be reached using 3 axis milling strategies.
Better Accuracy – because of there being less setups there is less chance for error so better
accuracy can be achieved.
Better Surface Finish – Tool orientation in relation to the machining surface can be optimized
for better cutting which results in better surface finish. Also, 5 axis operations allow for shorter
tool protrusion which reduces vibration and improves surface finish.
9|Page
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Longer Tool Life – Because of the ability to tilt the tool in relation to the machining surface, the
tool can be tilted to avoid collision with the holder. This allows for more rigid setup of the tool
by not have it protrude as much out of the holder. This allow for higher cutting speed without
putting as much pressure on the tool.

02
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Types of Machines

It is important to understand the limitations and capabilities of the machine that is being programmed.
Multi-axis machines come in many varieties that need to be accounted for when programming.
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4 Axis – A rotary attachment can be mounted to
the table of a 3-axis machine as the 4th axis.
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The following is a list of the types of machines configuration that exist in the industry:
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4 Axis Horizontal – A horizontal milling machine
will have a rotary table that the workpiece sits on
either by itself or places on a tombstone fixture.
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5 Axis Head/Table – One of the axes is attached
to the table of the machine as the 4th axis, usually
a rotary axis, and the 5th axis is attached to the
spindle.
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5 Axis Table/Table – The 4th and 5th axes are
attached to the table where the workpiece is
mounted.
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User Interface
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Mill Turn – on a CNC lathe with live tooling it is
possible to program 4 and five axis toolpaths.
Typically, the spindle serves as the 4th axis. Some
machines have the 5th axis as part of a milling
head instead of a turret.
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5 Axis Head/Head – Both the 4th and 5th axes are
attached to the spindle. This type of machine is
most common with 5 axis routers and gantry type
machines.
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CAMWorks User Interface is an extension to the SOLIDWORKS native Windows interface and behaves in
much the same way. Here is a list of the important parts of the interface:
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Lesson 1—Introduction to CAMWorks 4/5 Axis Programming

SOLIDWORKS Feature Manager Design Tree – Displays all the features of the part or assembly file in
SOLIDWORKS
CAMWorks Feature Tree – Displays the machinable features and setups of the part or assembly.

ng

CAMWorks Operations Tree – Displays the machining operations of the part or assembly.

CAMWorks Tool Tree – Show the tool crib, or list of available tools in the part or assembly file.
CAMWorks CommandManager Tool bar – Contains easy access to the CAMWorks commands.
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CAMWorks Pull Down Menu – Provides access to the CAMWorks commands
CAMWorks Message Window – Reports on what processes have occurred.

Process overview

Ch

With CAMWorks we can create 5 axis toolpaths through automated and interactive methods. Using the
knowledgebase that can be captured in the Technology database, toolpaths can be automatically
inserted based on the features.
Here is the process we use to generate 5 axis toolpaths in CAMWorks:
Model the part or assembly in SOLIDWORKS or CAMWorks Solids
Select the CAMWorks Feature Tree
Define Machine Controller Parameters
Define the Part/Stock
Define Machinable Features
Generate Operation Plan
Adjust Operation Parameters and Required
Generate toolpath
Simulate toolpath
Post process
Transmit file to the CNC
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
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Lesson 1—Introduction to CAMWorks 4/5 Axis Programming, Case Study – Overview of the process to generate Multi-Axis toolpath

Case Study – Overview of the process to generate Multi-Axis toolpath

2

In this case study, we will go through the process of creating Multi-Axis toolpath to generate NC code on
a SOLIDWORKS Part.

e2
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This case study will use an existing SOLIDWORKS Assembly file. While programming on the single part
file is an acceptable way of programing, using an assembly file and programming in assembly mode can
provide some addition benefits. One of these benefits is that we can model in and simulate around the
fixtures that is used to hold the workpiece to the table.
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1. Open Assembly
a. Open the assembly file 010101_01.SLDASM in the …\Lesson 01\Case Study folder
2. Select the CAMWorks Tab
a. Click on the CAMWorks CommandManager tab and the CAMWorks Feature tree tab
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CAMWorks Feature Tree

In the CAMWorks Feature manager tree there are the following icons:
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Configuration Manager – We can define a separate data set inside a part file using a configuration. This
can be used in conjunction with SOLIDWORKS configurations or within a single SOLIDWORKS
configuration.

•
•
•

Machine tab – Selects the type of machine from a list of predefined machines. These machines
can be customized and defined in the technology database
Tool crib tab – Allows for the selection of a custom list of tools to be used on the part or
assembly
Post processor tab – Allows for the selection of the post processor
Posting – Defines custom parameters for the part relative to the post processor

e2

•

02

Machine – Defines which machine tool, tools and post processor will be used for the part or assembly
file.

ng

Part Manager – defines the parts to be machines. In assembly mode, we must define which parts we are
defining toolpath on.
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Stock Manager – Once a part is defined in the part manager the Stock manager allows us to define the
initial stock or workpiece the part or assembly will be cut out of.

Coordinate system—Used to define a coordinate system that can be used to define a Fixture Coordinate
System
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Recycle Bin—Stores deleted features. CAMWorks does not use the CRTL+Z undo command to recover a
feature after it have been deleted. Instead, it stores deleted features in the recycle bin to be restored
later if needed.
3. Define the machine
a. Double click on the Machine[Mill – Metric] icon to open the Machine definition
dialogue
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b. Click on the Machine tab and under available machines, highlight Mill 5 axis – Metric
and click on the Select button

Ch

c. Click the Tool Crib tab. Make sure Tool Crib 2 (Metric) is the active tool crib.
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d. Click the Post Processor tab. Select the M5AXIS-Tutorial as the active post processor
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Fixture Coordinate System (FCS) – The FCS is typically the home point of the machine where the
G Code is based off. It can also be a reference point that defines the direction of the home axes
of the machine while having the G-Code based off a work coordinate system.

02

•

2

The part of this assembly that we are machining requires multiple setups to machine efficiently. How
the machine accommodates those setups will need to be defined. This is done by defining the following
items:

e2

In part mode, the Fixture Coordinate System is optional for 2.5-axis and 3-axis milling. In
Assembly mode, it is required for the definition of the direction of the axes. It is also required
for 3+2 machining as it is used to define the direction of the rotary and tilt axes.

Setup indexing type and limits – Setting up the indexing type and limits is set on the Setup tab.
Here, we define the type of indexing used for positioning. The three options are None, 4 Axis,
and 5 Axis.
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The FCS is defined by editing the Coordinate system node in the CAMWorks feature tree or on
the Setup tab of the Machine definition dialogue box

We can also set the limits of each axis. This will keep the tool orientation within the limits of the
machine for 2.5/3 axis positional machining. For 5 axis simultaneous operations, the machine
limits are determined by the post processor.
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Rotary axis – The Rotary Axis tab defines around which axis is the fourth axis.

•

Tilt Axis – The Tilt Axis tab defines around which axis is the fifth axis.
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•
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4. Machine definition for Multi-Axis 3+2 machining
a. Click on the Setup tab
b. Set Indexing to 5 Axis

c. Define the Fixture Coordinate system. Click on the Define button
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If a Fixture coordinate system has already been defined for the part or assembly file, there will be an
Edit button instead of a Define button.

Both buttons will take you to the Fixture Coordinate System Property Manager in SOLIDWORKS.

•
•
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In the Fixture Coordinate System Property Manager there are two methods that can be selected:

User defined – The position and direction of the fixture coordinate system are defined based on
the settings in the Fixture Coordinate System property manager dialog
SOLIDWORKS Coordinate System – The position and direction of the fixture coordinate system
are defined by a pre-existing SOLIDWORKS Coordinate System.
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When the User Defined method is selected, the Origin section defines the position of the Fixture
Coordinate System. This can be done with one of the following choices:
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Entity – SOLIDWORKS geometry is selected from the graphics area
Part bounding box vertex – A point is selected from either a vertex or center face of the
smallest box that fits around the part.
Stock bounding box vertex – A point is selected from either a vertex or center face of the
smallest box that fits around the Stock.
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•
•
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d. Under Method, select User Defined
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e. For the Origin, select the Entity radial button
f. In the graphics area, select the sketch point from the SOLIDWORKS assembly Sketch2
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Under the Axis section of the Fixture Coordinate System property manager there are three options that
are used to define the direction of the FCS axes. By highlighting these fields, we can select geometry on
the graphics area to define direction. The following geometries can be used:
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Flat Face/Plane – selecting a flat face or SOLIDWORKS reference plane will define the direction
normal to that face. Once a face is selected, the Reverse Direction icon will change the direction
of the Axis

•

Edges/Axis – selecting a straight edge of a model or a SOLIDWORKS reference axis will define
the axis direction along the edge selected. The Reverse Direction icon will change the direction
of the Axis
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•

•

Cylindrical/Conical surface – Selecting a cylindrical or Conical surface will define the axis
direction along the axis of the cylindrical or conical surface. The Reverse Direction icon will
change the direction of the Axis
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Circular edge – A selected circular edge can be used to define the direction of the Fixture
Coordinate System. The FCS direction will be normal to the plane on which the circular edge lies
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g. Set the FCS Axis direction by highlighting the Z axis field in the Fixture Coordinate
System property manager and selecting the shown face from the assembly in the
graphics area in SOLIDWORKS. Notice the origin preview Z axis changes direction when
the face is selected
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The Create SOLIDWORKS Coordinate system box will appear. Click on the Assign a
coordinate system checkbox and click OK.
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h. Under Options, click on the Create SW Coordinate System… option. This will place a
SOLIDWORKS coordinate system in the SOLIDWORKS Assembly Manager tree.

j.
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The property manager for the Fixture Coordinate System will be updated so the Method
is SOLIDWORKS Coordinate System and the selected coordinate system is the new
SOLIDWORKS coordinate system that was just defined.
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Click on the Tilt Axis tab
Set the Tilt axis to X axis
Check on the Reverse direction checkbox
Set the Rotation direction to Both
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e.
f.
g.
h.
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k. Click OK
5. Set the Rotary and Tilt axes
a. Click on the Rotary Axis tab
b. Set the Rotary axis to Z axis
c. Check on the Reverse direction checkbox
d. Set the Rotation direction to Both
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Click OK
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Since we are working in assembly mode, we need to tell CAMWorks which part we are machining. To do
this we will edit the part manager.

ng

For assemblies with multiple instances of the same part, we would need to select all the parts we are
wanting to program.
For this Case Study, we will be only machine one of the parts
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6. Define the part to be machined
a. Right click on the Part Manager and select Manage Parts…
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b. Select the 010101.SLDPRT in the graphics area or from the SOLIDWORKS assembly
tree
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c. Click OK
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The CAMWorks Feature Tree will now look like this:
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Under the Feature Manager Icon, we define the machinable features and setups
Stock Manager – By default, any parts defined in the part manager will have a stock automatically
defined as the smallest bock that will fit around the part. The stock manager allows us to define the
stock based on other components in the assembly.
In part mode we have the option to define the stock using a bounding box, a predefined bounding box
size, an extruded SOLIDWORKS Sketch, a cylinder an STL file or another part file.
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In Assembly Mode, we can also define the stock from another component part file in the assembly.
For this case study, we will be using the SOLIDWORKS part option.

7. Define Stock
a. Double-click on the Sock Manager icon in the CAMWorks feature tree
29 | P a g e
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b. For Stock Type, Select SOLIDWORKS part
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c. Select the transparent part file in the graphics area or select [Stock^010101_01] from
the SOLIDWORKS Assembly Tree

d. Click OK
e. In the SOLIDWORKS Assembly Tree, hide the assembly component [Stock^0101_01]
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We are now ready to define the features on the part. Before we do this, we need set the option for
automatic feature recognition so that AFR defines the desired features.
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CAMWorks options is accessed in one of two ways. On the CAMWorks toolbar, we can click on the
CAMWorks Options icon.
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We can also go to the Tools pulldown menu, CAMWorks, and then Options.
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c. Click OK
9. Define Machinable Features
a. Run AFR

ng
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8. Set the AFR options
a. Go to the CAMWorks Options, Mill Features tab
b. Under Extract machinable features, uncheck Face and Part Perimeter

2

The Mill Features tab controls how the 2.5axis features will be recognized. On this example we are
concerned with a couple of these options. We will turn off the Part perimeter option. This will reduce
the number of extraneous features that result from AFR.
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b. The following features are recognized
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c. Change the strategies of the Irregular Slots to Rough Finish.
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We can use the Default Feature Strategies tool to change the strategy. This can be an easy way to
change the strategies for multiple features at one time
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On the CAMWorks CommandManager Toolbar click on the Default Feature Strategies.
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Before closing the dialogue, click on the Apply button to change the strategy.
Interactive Feature Definition in Assembly mode

We will use a multi axis operation to cut the top portion of this part. To do that, we will need to define a
multi-surface feature for the operation.

Ch

When using Multi Surface operations on parts with multiple setups, it is recommended that we define
all multi surface operation on a Mill Part setup that it normal to the Fixture Coordinate system. If the
Mill Part setup is at a different orientation, the generated G-Code could generate incorrectly.
Since running AFR did not generate a Mill Part setup at the correct orientation, we will need to manually
define this Mill Part Setup in the CAMWorks Feature Tree
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This can be done from clicking on the Setup flyout menu, then click on the Mill Setup tool on the
CAMWorks CommandManager toolbar or by right clicking on the feature manager icon under the part
icon under the part manager.
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10. Insert Mill Part Setup
a. Right Click on Feature manager and select Insert Mill Part setup
b. For the Reference plane select Top Plane@CWPart
c. Click on the Reverse direction checkbox
d. Click OK
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11. Insert Multi Surface Feature
a. Right click on Mill Part Setup3 and select Multi Surface Feature
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For the Feature Type, select Faces or Surfaces
For Strategy, select 5 Axis
Select the shown faces
Click OK
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12. Generate Operation Plan
13. Adjust operations
a. Combine the Rough Mill and Contour Mill operations under Setup1 and Setup2 (Right
Click on the Setup and select Combine operations)
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b. Edit Multiaxis Mill1
c. On the Pattern tab, set the pattern to Flowline Between Curves

When using the Flowline between curves pattern we need to define the curves. These curves can be
selected from the part geometry or SOLIDWORKS sketch entities.
To define the Flowline curves, select the Upper… and Lower… buttons under the Pattern section of
the pattern tab
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d. For the Upper... curve select the shown edge
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e. For the Lower curve select the shown edge

Set the Max Stepover to 1mm
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f.

g. On the Entry/Retract tab set the Clearance to Type: Plane in Z and Z:500mm
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h. On the Links tab, change the Links between cuts Stepover > link threshold to Direct
and the Entry/Exit method to None
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i. Click OK
14. Generate Toolpath
a. Generate the toolpath for Multiaxis Mill1 and the operations under Setup1 and Setup2
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As mentioned before, it is not required to work in assembly mode when programming for 5-axis. All the
above steps could have been done on the part file. The advantage of working in assembly mode is that
we can have the fixturing visible as other components to use in the toolpath simulation.
To be able to visualize the other assembly components in the toolpath simulation, we will need to
define these components as fixtures. This is done by editing the definition of the Setup on the
CAMWorks Operation tree.,
If there in more than one setup, unless we are using the fixture to define an avoid area, it is only
necessary to define this fixture on one setup.
15. Define Fixtures
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a. Right click on Setup1 and select Edit definition. Alternatively, we can double-click on
Setup1
b. Click on the Fixtures tab
c. Select on the shown part
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d. Click OK
16. Simulate Toolpath
a. Simulate the toolpath by clicking the Simulate toolpath icon on the CAMWorks
property manager toolbar, or, right clicking on the machine and selecting Simulate
toolpath

b. Click the Run button in the Simulate Toolpath Property manager
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c. Click OK
17. Save Assembly
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Exercise 1 – 5-axis workflow
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Use the CAMWorks workflow to setup a part for 5 axis machining

This lab exercise will reinforce the following skills:

Define machine, stock, and coordinate system for 5 axis machining and 3+2 machining
Insert Mill Part Setup and Multi Surface Feature for Multi-Axis operation
Insert and edit multi axis machining operation
Generate and simulate toolpath

Procedure:

Ch

•
•
•
•
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1. Open Part
a. Open 5_AX_Cavity.SLDPRT from the . . .\Lesson 01\Exercises folder
2. Define Machine
a. Use the following parameters
i. Machine: Mill 5 axis – Metric
ii. Tool Crib: Tool Crib 2 (Metric)
iii. Post Processor: M5Axis-Tutorial.ctl
3. Define Machine Setup
a. Define the Fixture Coordinate System.
i. Method: User Defined
ii. Origin: Part bounding box vertex. Select the shown point
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iii. Axis: Select the shown face
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iv. Click OK
b. Set the Setup Indexing to 5 Axis
c. Set the Rotary Axis:
i. Rotary axis is: Z axis
ii. Check on the Reverse direction checkbox
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d. Set the Tilt Axis:
i. Tilt axis is: X axis
ii. Check on the Reverse direction checkbox
iii. Set the Rotation direction: Both
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e. Click OK
4. Define Stock
a. The following parameters should be used to define the stock in the Stock Manager
i. Material: 6061 -T6
ii. Stock Type: Part file
iii. Solid Model: Current part
iv. Configuration: Stock
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b. Click OK
5. Define Features using AFR
a. Run Automatic feature recognition
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6. Define Multi Surface Feature using IFR
a. Insert Mill Part Setup using the Top Plane
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b. Insert new Multi Surface Feature
i. Feature Type: Face or Surfaces
ii. Strategy: 5 Axis
iii. Selected Faces: Select shown faces
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iv. Click OK
7. Generate and sort operations
a. Generate operation plan
b. Sort Operations
i. Process tab: Strategy: By and across setups
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ii. Sort tab: Click Apply
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iii. Click OK
8. Modify Multi Axis Operation
a. Edit Multi Axis Mill1 and set the following parameters
b. Pattern Tab:
i. Pattern: Flowline Between Curves
ii. For Upper…, in the Curve Wizard, select the top face of the part

2
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iii. For Lower…, in the Curve Wizard, select the show edges

iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

Direction: Pattern: Zig
Check on Maintain cutting direction
Limits: Method: Avoid Cuts At Exact Edges
Surface Finish: Max. stepover: 1mm
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c. Entry/Retract tab:
i. Lead in move Method: None
ii. Leadout move Method: None
iii. Clearance Type: Plane In Z
iv. Z: 50mm
v. Distances Rapid Length: 15mm, Feed length: 5mm
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d. Click OK
9. Generate toolpath
a. Generate toolpath for all operations
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10. Simulate toolpath
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Upon successful completion of this lesson, you will be able to:
Setup up and assembly/part file for 3+2 axis machining
Use 3 to 5 axis conversion on a 3-axis operation for holder avoidance
Insert a 4-axis wrapped feature and operation
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Lesson 2—3+2 Axis Programming, 3 to 5 Axis Conversion, and
Wrapped Features
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3+2 axis programing – Anytime there is more than one setup for 2.5 and 3 axis operations on a
part or assembly file and it is intended that the part or tool reorient to each setup in the CNC
program, this is 2+3 machining.
3 to 5 axis Conversion – There is a parameter in 3-axis operations that will check the holder
avoidance and tilt the tool.
Wrapped and operations – This is a 4-axis operation where the part rotates around a rotary axis
and the tool is perpendicular to that axis

e2

•

2

This lesson covers the operations and setup procedures for the multi-axis functionality in CAMWorks
that does not include the Multi Axis operation type but would still be used in 4 and 5 axis programing.
There are three parts to this lesson:
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Case Study – 3+2 axis Machining

02

For this case study, we will start by following the procedure discussed in Lesson 1.

2

The topics covered in this Case study were briefly covered in the Lesson 1. In this lesson, we will go into
more detail on how to setup and program a Part or Assembly file with 3+2
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1. Open Assembly
a. Open the assembly file 020202_01.SLDASM in the …\Lesson 02\Case Study folder
2. Define the machine
a. Click on the CAMWorks Feature tree tab
b. Edit the Machine Definition
c. On the Machine tab, Select Mill 5 axis – Metric as the machine
d. On the Tool Crib tab, select Tool Crib 2 (Metric)
e. On the Post Processor tab, select
C:\CAMWorksData\CAMWorks2022x64\Posts\M5AXIS-TUTORIAL.ctl as the post
processor
3. Define the Fixture Coordinate System
a. Click on the Setup tab
b. Under Fixture Coordinate system, select the Define… button

Alternatively, the Coordinate System icon in the CAMWorks Feature tree can be used to define the
fixture coordinate system.
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We can edit the coordinate system by double clicking on the icon or by right click on the Icon and
selecting Edit Definition

c. Under Method, select User Defined
d. Under Origin, select Entity
e. For the entity, select the sketch point of the assembly Sketch1 as shown
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For the Axis, select the shown face in Z
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g. Click OK
4. Define the Rotary and Tilt Axes
a. On the Rotary Axis tab, set the Z axis to be the rotary axis
b. Check on the Reverse direction checkbox
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c. On the Tilt Axis tab, set the X axis to be the Tilt axis
d. Check the Reverse direction check box
e. For Rotation Direction select Both
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f. Click OK
5. Define the part to be machined
a. Double-Click on the Part Manager icon in the CAMWorks Feature tree or Right-Click on
the Part Manager icon and select Manage Parts…
b. Select the shown part file in the graphics area
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c. Click OK
6. Define the Stock
a. Edit the stock manager
b. For the Stock Type select SOLIDWORKS Part
c. Select the shown part as the solid model
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d. Click OK
7. Define Machinable Features
a. Open CAMWorks options and go to the Mill Features tab
b. Under Extract Machinable Features, Feature types, uncheck Part Perimeter
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c. Under the Hole recognition options set the Max diameter to 20mm
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d. Click OK
8. Run Automatic Feature Recognition
a. Run Automatic Feature Recognition

b. Clean up the features by doing the following:
i. Click on the Default Feature Strategies icon
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ii. Change the Default strategy for Rectangular pocket and Circular Pocket to
Rough-Finish

iii. Click Apply and then Close
9. Generate Operations
a. Click on the Generate Operation Plan icon
b. Combine the Rough Mill and Contour Mill operations

Combining operation will place multiple features using the same tool and operation parameters under
the same operation. Combining operations will shorten the list of operations in the CAMWorks
operation tree, making it easier to manage.
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We can right click on the setup and select Combine Operations… from the menu. In the Combine
Operation dialogue box check the operation types we want to combine. When we click OK CAMWorks
will automatically combine any operations in that setup that are using the same tool
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c. Right click on the Machine icon in the operations tree and select Combine
Operations…
d. In the Combine Operation box check on the Rough Mill and Contour Mill checkboxes
e. Click OK

Next, we will adjust the Mill Part setup parameters to work with our machine. This includes defining the
origin for each setup, setting the work coordinate offset, and defining the rotary and tilt angles that the
machine will follow to orient the tool to the workpiece. We will tell CAMWorks which assembly
components are used as fixtures
Tilted Work Plane
It is important to know how the controller on the machine handles the tilted work plane. Many
controllers will use a command that rotates the work plane on the machine or places the Z direction
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perpendicular to the setup and allow us to program as if we were on the G17 plane. This results in
shorter G Code programs because we can use G02/G03 instead of having the tool move to X, Y, Z points
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We also edit the mill part setup to define the pair of angles the 4th and 5th axis can move to for the
correct orientation. There are usually a couple of orientations, or angle pair that the 4th and 5th axes can
be at. The images below show example of different angle pairs applied to the machine.
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This is assigned on the Indexing tab of the setup parameters dialog
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10. Define origin
a. Edit Setup1[Group1]
b. Click on the Origin tab
c. Under the Setup origin click select Fixture coordinate system

11. Define Work Offset
a. Click on the Offset Tab
b. Under Work coordinate offset click on Work Coordinate
c. Type is 54 under the Start value column
d. Click on the Assign button
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12. Set the indexing angle
a. Click on the Indexing tab
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For this setup, the assigned angle will be 0deg, Rotary and 0deg tilt.
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When we set this for the other Mill Part Setups, we can select the angle pair for the setups. This is done
by selecting which angle from the Possible angle pairs list and clicking on the Select button at the
bottom.

13. Define the fixture
a. Click on the Fixtures tab
b. Select the shown part in the graphic area
c. Check on the Avoid checkbox
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With the avoid check box checked, CAMWorks will use the footprint of the selected component to
define an avoid area for any operations in that setup. This current setup will not show much difference
with this option selected. In other setups, the avoid checkbox with apply an avoid area to prevent
collision:
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14. Edit the definition for all Setups
a. Origin tab: Set the Origin to the Fixture Coordinate System on all Setups
b. Offset tab: Set the Work coordinate offset to Work Coordinate 54
c. Indexing tab: Set the following angles for each setup
i. Setup2[Group]: First Rotation: 0deg, Rotary, Second Rotation: 90deg, Tilt
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ii. Setup3[Group3]: First Rotation: 180deg, Rotary, Second Rotation: 90deg, Tilt

Ch

iii. Setup4[Group4]: First Rotation: -90deg, Rotary, Second Rotation: 90deg, Tilt
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iv. Setup5[Group5]: First Rotation: 90deg, Rotary, Second Rotation: 90deg, Tilt
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d. Fixture tab: Select the fixture part and check the Avoid checkbox as described above
e. Click OK
15. Sort Operations
a. Click on the Sort Operations icon on the CAMWorks CommandManager toolbar
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c. On the Sort tab click Apply
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b. On the Process tab, select By and across setups

d. Click OK
16. Generate Toolpath
17. Simulate Toolpath
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Case Study – 3 to 5 Axis Conversion

2

CAMWorks can utilize 5 axis capabilities to avoid holders on 3 axis operations. This case study shows
how to enable the 3-to-5 axis command for that purpose.
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1. Open part
a. Open 3 to 5 axis Piston.SLDPRT in the \Lesson 02\Case Study folder
b. Click on the CAMWorks Feature tree, the machine, stock and machinable features have
previously been defined
c. Click on the CAMWorks Operation Tree
2. Simulate toolpath
a. Click on the Simulate Toolpath icon form the CAMWorks CommandManager toolbar
b. In the Simulate Toolpath Options, set the Tool Holder to Pause on collision
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c. Run the simulation and note the warning message from CAMWorks that happens on the
constant stepover operation

d. Click OK
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3-to-5 axis conversion
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When the Convert to 5 Axis option is checked, the tool will tilt to overcome the collision of holder with
the feature being machined and avoid areas, if defined in the operation. If the Tool/Holder cannot be
tilted to avoid a collision, the areas of the toolpath resulting in collision will be deleted. Though not
supported in regular 5 Axis machining, Avoid allowance is supported in Convert to 5 Axis functionality
for all Avoid features and clamping fixtures.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Z Level
Constant Stepover
Curve Project
Flat Area
Pattern Project
Pencil Mill
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3-to-5 axis conversion can only be applied to the following operation types:

Within the Holder avoidance group box, this checkbox is enabled only when the all the following
conditions are fulfilled:
The Enable checkbox option within the Holder Avoidance group box is checked
The current tool assigned to the operation is a Ball End Mill tool
The post processor selected can post process 5 Axis toolpaths
Your CAMWorks license has been configured with the '5X Mill' module (required to generate 5
Axis operations and toolpaths)
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•
•
•
•
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3. Edit Constant Stepover operation
a. Edit Constant Stepover1
b. Click on the Advanced tab
c. Under holder avoidance, click on the Enable checkbox
d. Click on the Convert to 5 axis checkbox
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e. Click OK
4. Generate Toolpath
a. Generate toolpath
5. Run toolpath simulation
a. Run toolpath simulation with the Tool Holder set to Pause on collision in the toolpath
options
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Case Study – Wrapped toolpath
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A wrapped toolpath can be applied to a part that is set up for 4 axis machining. Wrapped toolpaths use
the same toolpath calculation algorithms as the 2.5 axis operations. They also use the same technology
database entries.
Wrapped toolpaths are generated from Wrapped features that are interactively generated. To insert
wrapped features, the part/assembly must be setup correctly. This case study shows how to set up a
part file to allow for wrapped features to be created.
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1. Open part
a. Open 4AX_Wrap.SLDPRT from the \Lesson 02\Case Study folder
b. Click on the CAMWorks Feature tree tab
2. Define the Stock
a. Edit Stock Manager
b. For Stock Type, select Extruded Sketch

Ch

c. For the Extrude Sketch, select the SOLIDWORKS sketch named Stock
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d. Set the end condition to Offset face and select the front face of the part as shown
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In order to define 4 axis wrapped features in CAMWorks, the part must be set up correctly. To do this
the following criteria must be in place on the part file:
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1. The Mill Part Setup must be perpendicular to the
4th axis
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2. Indexing must be set to 4 Axis on the Setup tab in
the Machine dialog box.
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4. On the Rotary Axis tab of the Machine Definition,
the X or Y axis of the Fixture Coordinate System
must be selected to define the Rotary, or 4th, axis.
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3. A Fixture Coordinate System (FCS) must be
defined. The FCS must be positioned along the
rotary axis.
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5. Faces or edges used to define the Wrapped
feature must be cylindrical.
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6. The cylindrical faces or edges of the wrapped
feature must be concentric with the 4th axis.

Click Define to define the fixture coordinate system
For the Method, select SOLIDWORKS Coordinate System
Select Coordinate System1 from the Available Coordinate Systems
Click OK
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3. Define the machine
a. Edit Machine definition
b. On the Machine tab, select Mill 4 axis – Metric as the machine
c. On the Tool Crib tab, select Tool Crib 2 (Metric)
d. On the Post Processor tab, select
C:\CAMWorksData\CAMWorks2022x64\Posts\M4AXIS-TUTORIAL.ctl as the post
processor
e. On the Setup tab, set the Indexing to 4 Axis
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j. On the Rotary Axis tab, set the Rotary Axis is to X axis
k. Set the Rotation direction: to Both
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l. Click OK
4. Define new Mill Part Setup
a. Select the Top Plane from SOLIDWORKS as the reference entity.
b. Reverse the direction so the Mill Part Setup direction is coming from the top of the part
as shown
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c. Click OK
5. Define Machinable Wrapped Features
a. Right click on Mill Part Setup1 and select Wrapped Feature…
b. Or, after selecting on the Mill Part Setup1 click on the Feature icon in the CAMWorks
2022 CommandManager Toolbar and then Wrapped Feature
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If the previous steps were not done to setup the part for 4 Axis Rotary milling, the option to insert
Wrapped Features would not be present from the right click menu.
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Likewise, the Wrapped Feature option will be missing from the Feature icon on the CAMWorks
CommandManager toolbar

Wrapped Feature Property Manager

Ch

The Wrapped Feature Property Manager is different than the typical property manager for inserting
machinable feature. Here are its main components:
Feature - There are 5 types of wrapped features that can be defined
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Wrapped Pocket
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Wrapped Open Profile
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Wrapped Slot

ng

Wrapped Engrave
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Profile Tab – this tab defines the feature perimeter profile

End Condition Tab – Defines the end condition for the feature profiles
Edit Profile Tab – On Wrapped Slot features, this tab allows us to define which edges are open air vs
material
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c. For Type, select Wrapped pocket
d. For Strategy, select Rough-Finish

e. Select the shown face
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f. Click on the End Condition tab
g. Under Direction 1 select the shown face to define the end condition
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h. Click OK
6. Pattern the Wrapped Pocket Feature
a. Right Click on Wrapped Pocket1 and select Pattern, Create Pattern…
b. Set the pattern Type to Circular Pattern
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c. Select the outside diameter face of the part as the reference axis to pattern around
d. Click on the Total distance icon
e. Set the number of instances to 3
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f. Click OK
7. Insert new Wrapped Slot Feature
a. Insert new Wrapped Pocket feature by right clicking on the Mill Part Setup1 and
selecting Wrapped Feature…
b. For Type select Wrapped Slot
c. For the Strategy, select Rough
d. Click on the shown face for the selected profile
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e. Click on the End Condition tab
f. Under Direction 1, set the Type to Upto Face
g. Select the outside diameter as shown
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When defining a 2.5 axis slot feature there are open air segments to the profile geometry and closed
material surfaces. The open-air edges are generally defined automatically from the selected geometry.
The same thing is generally true with 4 Axis Wrapped feature but in certain cases we may have to edit
the open-air condition on the profiles edges manually.
This is controlled on the Edit Profile tab of the Wrapped Feature Property manager. We have a list of all
the profiles in the feature being defined. The icon next to the profile tells us whether an edge is open or
not. By selecting any profile, we can change the open-air condition but toggling on or off the Open-Air
button.
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h. Click on the Edit Profile tab and edit the segments and changing them to open air except
the edge next to material as shown

Click OK to insert the feature

Up until now we have selected on part geometry to define our Wrapped features. We can also use 2D
sketches to define the wrapped feature geometry.
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On the current part, we see the wrapped feature at the top of the part. Part of its profile is broken by
the pocket. If we select on the faces of the part to define the wrapped feature, the resulting feature will
have extra edges. We may want to have the tool move over the cut away pocket as if it was not there.
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To do this, we will do the following in CAMWorks:
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Unwrap the Feature Geometry - Create an unwrapped 2D sketch from the wrapped feature geometry
using the Unwrap Faces/Edges to Sketch too in CAMWorks. This will automatically create a sketch in
SOLIDWORKS

Edit a 2D Sketch – Modify the sketch to reflect the desired geometry
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Define the Wrapped feature from the 2D Sketch – Used the edited sketch to create the Wrapped
Feature
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Important – When using a sketch to define a Wrapped feature the sketch being used need to be a single
closed contour sketch that is created on a reference plane that is coincident to the rotary axis. If these
criteria are not met, the sketch will not be listed on the list of available sketches
8. Insert Wrapped Pocket using sketch
a. Right Click on Mill Part Setup1 and select Unwrap Faces/Edges to Sketch…
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b. For the Selected Face/Edges select on the shown face
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c. Select the Top Plane as the reference plane
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d. Click OK
e. Edit the unwrapped sketch on the SOLIDWORKS feature tree and modify the sketch as
shown

It may be necessary to edit the sketch profile to make sure the sketch is a true closed contour.
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Exit the sketch and go back to the CAMWorks Feature tree
Insert a new Wrapped feature
For Type select Wrapped Pocket
For Strategy, select Rough Finish
Select the new sketch under the Available valid sketches selection box
Highlight the Wrapping Diameter Entity box and select the shown face from the
graphics area
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f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
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l. On the End Condition tab, under Direction 1, set the Type to Upto Face
m. Select the shown face to be the end face
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n. Click OK
9. Insert Wrapped Engrave feature
a. Set the Type to Wrapped Engrave
b. Set the Strategy to Engrave
c. For the Profile, select the Wrapped Sketch Text sketch under Available valid sketches
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d. Highlight the Wrapping diameter entity box and select the shown surface
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e. On the End Condition tab set the Direction 1 Type to Blind and the distance to 1mm
(Click on the reverse button to ensure that the feature’s end condition engraves into the
part)
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f. Click OK
10. Generate Operation Plan
a. Re-Order the CAMWorks Feature tree to the following order

b. Generate operation plan
11. Generate toolpath
12. Simulate toolpath
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Notice that there are areas of the machined wrapped pockets that show leftover toolpath on some of
the edges. This happens because of the geometry of the tool in relation to the feature that is being cut.
The Wrapped toolpath will always have the tool align with the center axis of the part. Because of that,
there might be some material left on the part.
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Exercise 2 – 3+2 axis machining

2

Use CAMWorks to set up an assembly for 3+2 axis machining

•
•
•

02

This lab exercise will reinforce the following skills:

Define machine, stock and coordinate system for 5 axis machining and 3+2 machining
Insert Mill Part Setup and use AFR to create features
Generate and simulate toolpath

e2

Procedure:
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1. Open part
a. Open 3_2_01.SLDPRT from the . . .\Lesson 02\Exercises folder
2. Define Machine
a. Use the following parameters
i. Machine: Mill 5 axis – Metric
ii. Tool Crib: Tool Crib 2 (Metric)
iii. Post Processor: M5Axis-Tutorial.ctl
b. On the Setup tab, under Fixture Coordinate system click on Define…
c. Use the SOLIDWORKS Coordinate System FCS for the fixture coordinate system
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d. For the Rotary axis, select Z axis
e. For the Tilt axis, select the X axis
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f. Click OK
3. Define Stock
a. Use the Bounding Box of the part with 0 offset as the stock
4. Run Automatic Feature Recognition
a. Edit the CAMWorks options
b. On the Mill Features tab, uncheck Face and Part perimeter

2
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c. Check on the option to Simplify Features
d. Uncheck the Recognize features by depth option
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e. Click OK
f. Run Extract Machinable Features
5. Interactively define features
a. Insert Face Feature under Mill Part Setup3
b. Use the shown face as the selected entity
c. Set the End condition to Upto Stock
d. Under Feature Profile check on the Use stock extents check box
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e. Click OK
6. Set the feature strategies
a. Set the strategy for all the Rectangular Slots, Irregular Slots and Rectangular Pockets to
Rough-Finish

b. Click OK
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7. Generate Operation plan
a. Generate operation plan
b. Change the tool for all the Rough Mill and Contour Mill operations to be T03 – 12 Flat
End
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8. Generate Toolpath
9. Sort operations
a. Sort Operations by and across setups
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b. Click OK
10. Simulate Toolpath
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Set a 3-axis toolpath to use 3 to 5 axis conversion to tilt the tool away from possible collision

•

02

This lab exercise will reinforce the following skills:

2

Exercise 3 – 3 to 5 Axis Conversion

Set a 3-axis operation to use 3 to 5 axis conversion

Procedure:

Ch
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ng

e2

1. Open part
a. Open 3_to_5_01.SLDPRT from the . . .\Lesson 02\Exercises folder
2. Simulate toolpath
a. Click on the CAMWorks Operation tree tab
b. Run Toolpath simulation and note the message
c. Under Options, set the Tool Holder to Pause on Collision
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3. Edit Operation Parameters
a. Edit the operation Constant Stepover1
b. On the Advanced tab, under Holder avoidance, click on the Enable checkbox
c. Check on the Convert to 5 axis checkbox
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d. Click OK and generate toolpath
4. Simulate toolpath
a. Ensure that the Tool Holder is set to Pause on Collision
b. Run simulation
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Exercise 4 – Wrapped Toolpath

2

Use CAMWorks to program the machining of wrapped features

•
•
•

02

This lab exercise will reinforce the following skills taught in Lesson 2:
Set up a part to for 4 axis machining
Define Wrapped features
Generate Wrapped toolpaths

e2

Procedure:
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1. Open part
a. Open WRAPPED_01_02.SLDPRT from the . . .\Lesson 02\Exercises folder
2. Define Machine
a. Click on the CAMWorks Feature Tree
b. Edit Machine Definition and define the following
i. Machine: Mill 4 axis – Metric
ii. Tool Crib: Tool Crib 2 (Metric)
iii. Post Processor: M4Axis-Tutorial.ctl
c. On the Setup tab, define the Fixture Coordinate System as shown

d. On the Rotary Axis tab, set the Rotary axis is to X axis
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e. Click OK
3. Define stock
a. Edit the Stock manager
b. Set the Stock Type to Part File
c. Under Solid Model to Current Part
d. Select the STOCK configuration
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e. Click OK
4. Define Features
a. Insert a new Mill Part setup
b. Use the Top Plane as the entity
c. Ensure the direct is from the top of the part as shown
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d. Insert new Wrapped Feature and set the following
i. Type: Wrapped Slot
ii. Strategy: Rough-Finish
iii. Profile: Select the show face
iv. End Condition: Select the shown face
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e. Click on the Islands tab
f. Select the shown edge to define the island
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g. Click OK
5. Insert Circular Pattern
a. Set the Type to Circular Pattern
b. Select the Shown face as the pattern edge
c. Set the Number of Instances to 2
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6. Generate Operation Plan
7. Generate Toolpath
8. Simulate Toolpath
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Lesson 3—Multi Surface Features for Multi Axis Operations

Upon successful completion of this lesson, you will be able to:
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•
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Define a Multi Surface feature using part faces using the following methods:
o Faces or Surfaces
o Faces by color
Define a Multi-Surface Feature using a surface body from SOLIDWORKS
Manipulate a Multi-Axis operation by editing the following operation parameters:
o Axis Control tab:
▪ Number of axis: 3 Axis
▪ Number of axis: 4 Axis
o Pattern Tab: Pattern types:
▪ Flowline between curves
o Finish tab:
▪ Extend/Trim
▪ Blend Surfaces by tool radius
o Entry/Retract tab:
▪ Clearance type
o Links tab:
▪ Links along cut
▪ Links between cut
SW Surface manipulation for 5 Axis
o Offset surface tool
o Delete hole
o Untrim surface
o Boundary surface
o Knit surface

02

•
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Lesson 3—Multi Surface Features for Multi Axis Operations

2

If we follow the CAMWorks workflow as defined in Lesson 1, after defining the machine and stock we
can see that the next step is to define machinable feature. For Multi- Axis operations that means the
main type of features that we will be defining in CAMWorks will be the Multi Surface feature.
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In the 3 Axis essentials manual, we examined the Multi Surface creation procedure as it generally
related to 3 axis operations. In this lesson, we will examine all aspect of multi-surface feature create as it
relates to the Multi-Axis operation in CAMWorks
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Case Study – Defining a surface using Part surfaces
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When working with 3 axis toolpath we generally define the 3 axis features using the All Displayed
method. Essentially, this mean we have a feature with all the surfaces of the part selected so that
resulting toolpaths are using the entire part. The local application of the 3 axis toolpaths are controlled
generally through Avoid and Contain areas.

a three axis operation with contain and avoid area controlling the location of the toolpath
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For multi-axis operations, the tool path is contained to whatever surfaces we define in the multi-surface
feature. If we are trying to cut a certain area of a part, for example, we define only the surface we are
applying toolpath to as the feature.
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b Multi Axis operation that uses a multi surface feature of the faces that are being cut

Ch

In this case study we will create a 3-axis toolpath using a Multi Axis Operation generated off a single
surface, Multi surface feature. The boundary of the toolpath will be contained by the outside of the
defined Multi Surface feature.
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1. Open part
a. Open the part 030303_04.SLDPRT in the …\Lesson 03\Case Study folder
b. Click on the CAMWorks Feature tab and the CAMWorks CommandManager toolbar
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2. Define the Machine
a. Edit the Machine definition
b. On the Machine tab, select Mill – Metric
c. On the Tool Crib tab, select Tool Crib 2 (Metric) as the tool crib
d. On the Post Processor tab, select
C:\CAMWorksData\CAMWorks2022x64\Posts\M3AXIS-TUTORIAL.ctl as the post
processor
e. Click OK
3. Define the Coordinate System
a. Define the Fixture Coordinate System
b. For Method, select User Defined
c. For Origin, select Part bounding box vertex and select the top center node of the part
as shown
d. Define the Z axis direction from the top face as shown
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e. Click OK
4. Define Machinable Feature
a. Insert new Mill Part Setup
b. For the Setup direction entity, select the top face as shown
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c. Click OK
d. Create new Multi Surface feature under Mill Part Setup1

When defining multi surface features for multi-axis operations only the surfaces that are being
machined should be selected for the feature. The tool will generally cut the surface selected.
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Faces or Surfaces – When this option is selected, CAMWorks allows you to create a multi
surface feature by selecting desired faces/surfaces on the part. Typically, this Feature type
should be selected when defining Multi-Surface features for Multi-Axis operations
All Displayed – When this option is selected, CAMWorks will dynamically collect and machine all
the visible faces and surfaces at the time of generating toolpath. This is the recommended
method for defining a multi surface feature and has the following benefits:
• Extremely fast creation. Regardless of the number of visible faces and surfaces, creating
a multi surface using this option is instantaneous.
• Feature rebuild, and toolpath creation time is improved for models that contain
thousands of faces and surfaces.
• Associativity between the toolpath and the displayed current model shape and size is
maintained because whatever is displayed, will be machined.
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For this part, the following Feature Types are available to be used to select the surfaces needed to be
machined:

Features defined using the All Displayed option have the following characteristics:
•
•

•
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No face names or number of faces will be displayed in the Selected Faces list.
When selecting the feature or an operation machining the feature in the tree views, the
feature will not highlight
This method is not typically used to define Multi-Surface features for Multi-Axis operations
STL File – When this option is selected, CAMWorks allows the multi surface feature to be
defined from an STL file.
Faces by Color – When this option is selected, CAMWorks allows the multi surface feature to be
defined from surfaces with specific colors define in SOLIDWORKS.
Faces by Surface Finish – When this option is selected, CAMWorks allows the Multi Surface
Feature to be defined from surfaces with specific Surface Finish or Roughness values. The part
faces will be grouped and listed in the New Multi Surface Feature dialog box based on its Surface
Finish Type or Roughness values.

For this part we can use the Faces or Surfaces method or the Faces by Color

Ro
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e. Under Feature Type select Faces by Color
CAMWorks will examine the part and provide a list of all the colors applied to the part in SOLIDWORKS.
f. Under Faces by Color, check the check box next to the yellow Face Color
g. Set the Strategy to 3 Axis Under Cut
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For this example, the Multi-Surface feature will be defined using the “Faces or Surface” Feature Type

ng

When the Feature Type method is set to “Faces or Surface” in the Multi Surface Feature dialog following
face selection options are available:
Select Faces – This option allows us to select each face individually. When a face on the part is
selected in the graphics area the face will be listed in the Selected Faces area of the Multi
Surface Feature Dialog.

•

Window Selection – This option allows us to use a selection box to select the surfaces on the
part. To use this tool, draw a box around the faces that are to be defined as the Multi Surface
Feature. The faces inside the box will be selected.
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Select Adjacent – When this option is used, the adjacent surfaces of the selected face are also
selected. The image on the left shows what is selected when the surface in the center of the
part. The adjacent surfaces are selected.
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Select All Faces – When this option is used, all of the faces of the solid model are selected for
the Multi Surface Feature similar to the “All Displayed” Feature Type method. This is different
from the “All Displayed” method in that the feature surfaces will display and this feature will not
be associative to future model changes.
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Subsequent clicks on the same surface will select additional adjacent faces as shown in the
picture below in the center and on the right.
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Clear Face – This will clear the first face in the Selected Faces box
Clear All Faces – This will clear all the faces in the Selected Faces box
Highlight faces – Toggles on and off the highlight of the face in the graphics area
Show normal check box and Reverse direction icon are not used in 3 axis milling
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When using the Feature Type, Faces or Surface, we select faces from the model in the graphics area.
h. Under Feature Type, select Faces or Surfaces
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Since the previous feature type was Faces by Color, the follow warning message will appear asking to
use the previously selected face as part of the feature. Normally, the faces and surfaces selected would
be selected in the graphics area.

i.

Click Yes to the warning message
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Under Selected Faces, click on the Show normal checkbox
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The selected surfaces in the graphics area will now show a green arrow. This arrow shows which side of
the face the surface normal is.
When selecting surfaces from any solid body geometry or surfaces that have been offset from a solid
body, the surface normal is established and this step is not necessary.
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This option can be used when defining a multi surface feature from a revolved or extruded surface. The
normal direction can be reversed by selecting the surface in the Selected Faces box and toggling on the
Reverse Direction button.

By reversing the direction of the surface normal, we can tell CAMWorks which side of the Multi-Surface
feature we want to machine.
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This option will used more extensively later in the lesson.
k. Leave this normal direction as is and click OK to insert the new Multi-Surface feature
5. Generate operation plan
6. Select a 10mm ball endmill
a. Click on the CAMWorks tool tree
b. Drag and drop Multiaxis Mill1 from T13 – 19.5 Keyway to T08 – 10 Ball Nose
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e2

7. Edit the Operation Parameters Axis Control tab
a. Edit Multi Axis Mill1
b. Click on the Axis Control Tab
c. Under the Number of axis area, notice that the Number of axis is set to 3 Axis

The Multi-Axis operation in CAMWorks has hundreds of parameters along multiple tabs in its operation
parameters. To simplify things starting out, this case study will use a Multi-Axis operation set to 3-axis.
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When programming for 4 and 5 axes, the Axis Control tab controls the tilt of the tool relative to the
Multi Surface feature.

For this example, the Number of Axis is set to 3 Axis. This parameter is set to this by the 3 Axis Under
Cut strategy in the Technology Database.
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8. Edit Operation Parameters
a. Click on the Pattern tab
b. Set the Pattern to Pattern: Flowline Between Curves

c. Click on the Upper… button to define the upper flowline curve
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d. Select the shown model edge for the Upper flowline curve

Select the shown model edge for the lower flowline curve
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e. Click on the Lower… button to define the lower flowline curve

g. Set the Direction pattern to Pattern: Zigzag
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h. Set the Limits to Method: Avoid Cuts At Exact Edges
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ng

This parameter will generate toolpath that avoids a pass on the feature surface edges. This will generally
produce a smoother toolpath.
CAMWorks will process the feature edges as faceted. When using the Start and End At Exact Surface
Edges the generated tool will potentially not be as smooth and non-continuous.
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The Entry/Retract tab will control how the toolpath will begin and end. The following settings will let us
set up this toolpath
On the Entry/Retract tab, set the Clearance to Type: Plane in Z and the X: to 25mm

j.

Under Distances, set the Rapid length to 15mm and the Feed length to 5mm
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i.

The Finish tab generally controls the surface finish of the toolpath with respect to the part. There is also
an option that controls how the toolpath terminates when it reaches the end of the feature. The
Extend/trim parameter and its associated options allow for the tool path to extends past the extents of
the multi-surface feature. This “extending” is typically tangent to the toolpath.
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2

On this part, the toolpath will need to extend past the feature to ensure a good finish on either end

Set the Start and End Tangent Extensions to 5mm respectively
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k. On the Finish tab, under Options section, check on the Extend/Trim button and click on
the Extend/Trim options

m. Click OK to the Extend/Trim box
n. Click Preview at the bottom to view the toolpath
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Notice the corners of the toolpath seem to fishtail on itself
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In the middle of the cavity the toolpath seems to double back on itself or fish tail. This will happen when
the radius in the corner is less that the tool radius. These fishtail moves can gouge the part and need to
be removed
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There are two ways to eliminate these fishtail moves. The first is to gouge checking against the multisurface feature on the Gouge Checking tab. The second is to enable the Blend surfaces by tool radius
parameter. Blend surfaces by tool radius is a faster method when it comes to toolpath generation.
When this option is checked, the fish tail motion will be removed from the toolpath.
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An Addition blend radius can be applied to the toolpath as well

o. Click on the Blend surfaces by tool checkbox
p. Click OK and regenerate the toolpath
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Case Study – Defining a Multi-Surface Feature using a surface body

2

Surface bodies can also be used to define multi surface features. Many times, it might be preferred to
work with the surface model to get a cleaner toolpath.
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1. Open part
a. Open the part 030303_05.SLDPRT in the …\Lesson 03\Case Study folder
b. Click on the CAMWorks Feature tab and the CAMWorks CommandManager toolbar
2. Define the Machine
a. Edit the Machine definition
b. On the Machine tab, select Mill – Metric
c. On the Tool Crib tab, select Tool Crib 2 (Metric) as the tool crib
d. On the Post Processor tab, select
C:\CAMWorksData\CAMWorks2022x64\Posts\M4AXIS-TUTORIAL.ctl as the post
processor
e. Click OK
3. Define the Coordinate System
a. Define the Fixture Coordinate System
b. For Method, select User Defined
c. For Origin, select Part bounding box vertex and select the far center node of the part
as shown
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d. Define the Z axis direction from the top face as shown
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4. Insert Mill Part Setup
a. Insert new Mill Part Setup
b. For the Setup direction entity, select the top flat face of the part
c. Click OK
5. Define Machinable feature from the part
a. Create new Multi Surface feature under Mill Part Setup1
b. For Feature Type, select Faces or Surfaces
c. For Strategy, select 4 Axis
d. For Selected Faces, select the yellow part surface from the graphics area

e. Click OK
6. Generate operation plan
7. Edit operation parameters
a. Edit the following parameters on the Pattern tab:
i. For Pattern, select Pattern: Flowline Between Curves
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ii. Define the upper flowline curve by clicking on the Upper… button and select
the shown edge as the upper curve in the Curve Wizard Property manager then
click OK
iii. Define the upper flowline curve by clicking on the Lower… button. Select the
shown edge as the lower curve and then click OK
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iv. Set the Limits to Method: Avoid Cuts At Exact Edges

Ro
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b. Edit the following parameters on the Entry/Retract tab:
i. Set the Clearance to Type: Plane in Z and set the distance to Z: 55mm

ii. Under Distances, set the Rapid length to 15mm and the Feed length to 5mm

c. Edit the following parameters on the Finish tab
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i. Under Options, check on the Blend surfaces by tool radius checkbox
ii. Check on the Extend/trim checkbox and under Tangent Extensions set the Start
and End to 5mm respectively
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iii. Click OK
d. Edit the following parameters on the Axis Control tab
i. Under Number of Axis, the Number of axis: 4 Axis is already set from the
feature strategy that was defined when the Multi-Surface feature was defined
ii. Set Rotate about: X Axis
iii. Uncheck the parameter Point tool to rotary axis
iv. Under Cutting direction tilt options set Tool axis will be: Tilted Relative to
Cutting Direction
v. Set Side tilt strategy: Follow Surface Iso Direction
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8. Generate toolpath

The Links tab
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The toolpath will jump over the holes in the Multi-surface feature. This is because of the setting defined
in the Links tab in the Multi-Axis operation parameters. The Links tab controls how the toolpath moves
when there is a gap either along the cut or between the cuts
For example, if we have a hole in the surface, the generated toolpath will produce a link move when the
tool comes up to the hole. The link move can be one of the following link types:
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Retract to Feed Distance – The tool retracts to
feed distance. The retracting direction is the
tool axis. With rapid speed feed rate, the tool
leaves the surface and moves over to the next
toolpath point with machining speed. In the
picture shown shows the retraction above the
gap.
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Direct – The tool uses the shortest path to the
other side of the gap without any retracting
movements. The toolpath in the gap is a straight
line and the tool moves in machining speed.
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Retract to Clearance – The tool moves back to
the Clearance. The tool feed rate is rapid speed.
Only the return to the surface has machining
speed. In the picture shown, the tool retracts to
the rapid plane. It leaves and enters the
surfaces along its axis.
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Blend Spline – The blend spline connects the
surfaces with a toolpath that leaves and enters
the surfaces tangentially. The result is a very
smooth connection even on edgy gaps.

2

Follow Surfaces – The tool tries to follow the
geometry and even when passing the gap, the
toolpath will be generated similar to closed
geometry. In the picture shown, the red surface
is an avoid surface. The tool follows the avoid
surface exactly and passes the gap.
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Retract to Rapid Distance – When a gap is
detected, the tool retracts to the rapid distance.
The retracting direction is the tool axis. With
rapid speed, the tool leaves the surface and
moves over to the next toolpath point with
machining speed.

In this example the link type will be set to Direct
9. Edit operation parameters
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10. Click OK
11. Generate Toolpath
12. Simulate toolpath
a. Run toolpath simulation
b. Do a compare
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a. Edit the operation parameters
b. Edit the Following parameters on the Links tab:
i. Under Links along cut, set the Gaps>link threshold to Link type: Direct and
Entry/Exit method: None
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Notice how the direct link move will gouge the part. It might be more desirable to have the toolpath
follow the defined Multi Surface features as if the holes and gaps were not there.
This can be done by defining the Multi Surface feature from a surface body that has been created
without the holes. These surface bodies are modeled using the SOLIDWORKS surfacing tools in
SOLIDWORKS.
Surface bodies can be accessed on the SOLIDWORKS feature tree. By clicking on the surface and clicking
the Show icon, the surface can be shown. Bodies can also be hidden and shown as needed.
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13. Show the surface bodies in SOLIDWORKS
a. Click on the SOLIDWORKS feature tree
b. Under the Surface Bodies folder, show Surface-Extend1
c. Under the Solid Bodies folder, Hide the solid body named Cut-Extrude4
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14. Create new Multi Surface feature
a. Click on the CAMWorks Feature tree
b. Under Mill Part Setup1 insert new Multi Surface Feature
c. For Feature Type, select Faces and Surfaces
d. For Strategy, select 4 Axis
e. Under Selected Faces select the surface body from the graphics area
f. Click on the Show normal checkbox to verify the normal direction.

g. Click OK
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15. Generate operation plan
16. Edit operation parameters
a. On the CAMWORKS Operation tree, edit Multiaxis Mill2
b. On the Pattern tab:
i. set the Pattern to Pattern: Flowline Between Curves
ii. For the Upper… and Lower… flow curves select the shown edges

2
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iii. Se the Limits to Method: Avoid Cut At Exact Edges
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c. On the Entry/Retract tab:
i. Set the Clearance to Type: Plane in Z and set the distance to Z: 55mm

ii. Under Distances, set the Rapid length to 15mm and the Feed length to 5mm

d. On the Finish tab:
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i. Under Options, check on the Blend surface by tool radius checkbox
e. On the Axis Control tab:
i. Make sure the Number of axis is set to Number of Axis: 4 Axis and Rotate
about: X Axis
ii. Uncheck Point tool to rotary axis
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f. Click OK
17. Generate toolpath
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18. Show solid body.
a. Click on the SOLIDWORKS feature tree
b. Under the Solid Bodies folder, show the solid boy named Cut-Extrude4
c. Under the Surface Bodies folder, hide the surface body named Surface-Extend1
19. Simulate toolpath
a. Right click on Multiaxis Mill2 and select on Simulate Toolpath…
b. Run Simulation
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Case Study – Creating and modifying a surface body in SOLIDWORKS for
Multi Surface features

02

It may be necessary to create or modify surface geometry using SOLIDWORKS surfacing tool to get the
most optimal toolpath. This case study uses a few surface modelling techniques that can be used to
create surface bodies.
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SOLIDWORKS surface modelling is an advanced topic. It is not possible to show every tool available for
surface creation. The purpose of this lesson is to show simple edit that can be made to surfaces that can
help in the creation of Multi-surface features for Multi axis operation. Here are a few examples of where
a SOLDWORKS surface body might be preferable to the part surfaces for a Multi-Surface feature.
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1. Open part
a. Open the part 030303_06.SLDPRT in the …\Lesson 03\Case Study folder
b. Click on the CAMWorks Feature tab and the CAMWorks CommandManager toolbar
2. Define the Machine
a. The machine has already been defined and a Mill Part Setup has been created
3. Create Offset surface in SOLIDWORKS
a. Click on the SOLIDWORKS feature tree
b. Activate the SOLIDWORKS Surface CommandManager toolbar
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The SOLIDWORKS Surface CommandManager Toolbar might not be active from the default
SOLIDWORKS installation. To activate the SOLIDWORKS Surface CommandManager, right click on any of
the existing CommandManager tabs and select Surfaces
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In SOLIDWORKS, there are numerous tools and methods that can be used to create surfaces in general.
For example, surfaces can be extruded or revolved from a sketch, lofted or swept in the same way we
would work with solid geometry. For this example, we will use the follow surfacing tools:
Offset surface – offsets or copies a single or multiple faces

Ch

Delete Hole – Deletes internal edges and patches holes on surfaces

Untrim surface – fills holes and extends external edges

Boundary surface – Will create a surface between two boundaries
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Knit Surface – Combines multiple separate surfaces into one surface

Any of the other surface tools in SOLIDWORKS can be used in other situations to create the desired
geometry. For more information on SOLIDWORKS surfacing, please consult the SOLIDWOROKS training
documentation
In this example we will need to create a single smooth surface from the two yellow surfaces on top of
the part. Using the SOLIDWORKS surfacing tool we can copy these surfaces and fill the holes and gap
and merge the surface to create a single, continuous toolpath.
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There are a couple of ways to copy a surface in SOLIDWORKS. Either the Offset Surface or the Knit
Surface command can be used. For this example, we will use the Offset Surface command with a 0mm
offset since there are more than one separate, non-touching surfaces. If the desired surface is a single
surface, then the Knit Surface command can be used.
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c. Click on the Offset Surface tool on the SOLIDWORKS Surface CommandManager
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d. Under Offset Parameters in the Offset Surface Property Manager, select the two yellow
faces of the part
e. Set the Offset Distance to 0mm
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Notice that the name of the SOLIDWORKS Offset Surface Property manager changes to “Copy Surface”

f. Click OK
4. Hide the solid body
a. Under the Solid Bodies folder, hide the solid body named Imported1

This will hide the solid geometry and make it easier to manipulate the surface.
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We will first, need to get rid of the holes in the surfaces. To do this, we can use the Delete Hole tool by
clicking on the Delete Hole icon on the Surfaces tab of the SOLIDWORKS CommandManager
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From there a Choose Option dialogue pops up asking if we are deleting the feature or the hole. By
selecting hole and clicking OK, a new feature will be placed in the SOLIDWORKS Feature tree
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We can now edit the Delete Hole feature to select any other hole edges of the surface body

If there are multiple surface bodies in the part, this procedure will need to be done once for each solid
body.
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5. Delete the holes in the surfaces
a. Select the edge of one of the holes in one of the surfaces
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Hit the Delete key
In the Choose Option box select Delete Hole(s) and click OK
Edit DeleteHole1 in the SOLIDWORKS feature tree
Select the other hole edge from the graphics area and click OK

f.

Repeat for the other surface body
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b.
c.
d.
e.

Since the goal is to produce a smooth toolpath over the top surface of the part out next step will be to
use the Untrim tool to extend the cutouts of the surfaces.
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6. Untrim the surfaces
a. Click on the Untrim Surface tool
b. Select the shown edges
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c. Click OK
d. Do the same to the other surface body
7. Use the Boundary Surface tool to create a surface between two surfaces
a. Click on the Boundary Surface icon on the Surface tool bar of the SOLIDWORKS
CommandManager
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b. Right click in the Direction 1 box and select Selection Manager

The select manager allows us to select multiple edges as one of the boundary edges in the Boundary
Surface definition
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c. Click on the push pin in the Selection manager to keep it active
d. Select the shown edges and click on the OK button the Selection Manager
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e. Under Direction 1 select the shown edges and click on the OK button the Selection
Manager

Under Direction 1 there are now two profile groups selected. There is also a previewed surface shown in
the graphics area.
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Next, we will ensure that this new surface is tangent to the two existing surfaces. Below the Direction 1
box there is a drop-down menu that controls the Tangency type for each edge. There is also flag off each
selection group that says “None”.

ng

Set the Tangency Type to Tangent to Face for both selections and click OK
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f.

Next, we will combine the three surface bodies to one surface body. This is an optional step, but it can
make things easier to define the multi-surface feature. This is done with the Knit Surface tool
g. Click on the Knit Surface tool
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h. Click on the three surfaces in the graphics area
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i. Click OK
8. Create new Multi-Surface Feature in CAMWorks
a. Click on the CAMWorks feature tree
b. Under Mill Part Setup1, define new Multi-Surface feature
c. Under Strategy, select 4 Axis
d. Select the shown faces in the graphics area
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e. Click OK
9. Generate operation plan
10. Edit operation
a. Edit Multiaxis Mill1 and set the following operations
i. On the Pattern tab set the Pattern to Pattern: Flowline Between Curves
ii. For Upper… select the shown set of edges
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iii. For Lower… select the shown set of edges

Ch

iv. Set the Limits to Method: Avoid Cuts At Exact Edges
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b. On the Entry/Retract tab set the following
i. Set the Clearance to Type: Plane in Z and set the distance to Z: 55mm

ii. Under Distances, set the Rapid length to 15mm and the Feed length to 5mm
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c. On the Finish tab set the following:
i. Under Options check on Blend surfaces by tool radius
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e. Click OK
11. Generate toolpath
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d. On the Axis Control tab:
i. Make sure the Number of axis is set to Number of Axis: 4 Axis and Rotate
about: X Axis
ii. Uncheck Point tool to rotary axis

12. Show solid body.
a. Click on the SOLIDWORKS feature tree
b. Under the Solid Bodies folder, show the solid boy named Imported1
c. Under the Surface Bodies folder, hide the surface body named Surface-Knit1
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13. Simulate toolpath
a. Right click on Multiaxis Mill1 and select on Simulate Toolpath…
b. Run Simulation
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Define Multi surface feature using a surface body

•
•
•

02

This lab exercise will reinforce the following skills taught in Lesson 3:
Define a Multi surface feature for Multi Axis operation
Generate Multi Axis operation
Modify Operation parameters

e2

Procedure:
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1. Open part
a. Open EX_030303_04.SLDPRT from the . . .\Lesson 03\Exercises folder
b. Click on the CAMWorks Feature Tree
c. Edit machine node and examine the Setup tab and Rotary Axis tab
d. Examine the Fixture Coordinate System setup
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2. Define Multi Surface feature
a. Click on the CAMWorks Feature Tree
b. Under Mill Part Setup1, create new Multi-Surface feature
c. Set the Strategy to 4 Axis
d. Under Selected Faces, select the shown face

e. Click OK
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3. Generate Operation Plan
a. Generate the operation plan for the Multi Surface Feature
4. Edit Operation
a. Edit the Multi Axis Feature
b. On the Pattern tab, set the following:
i. Set the Pattern to Pattern: Flowline Between Curves
ii. For Upper… and Lower… select the shown edges respectively
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iii. Under Limits set the Method to Method: Avoid Cuts At Exact Edges
iv. Under Surface finish set Max. stepover: 1mm
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c. On the Entry/Retract tab set the following:
i. Under Clearance set the Type to Type: Plane in Z and set the distance to Z:
55mm
ii. Under Distances, set Rapid length: 15mm and Feed length: 5mm
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d. On the Links tab set the following:
i. Set the Links between cuts link threshold percentage to, Link threshold: 200
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f. Click OK
5. Generate toolpath
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e. On the Axis Control tab set the following:
i. Under Number of axis set Number of axis: 4 Axis and set Rotate about: X
Axis
ii. Uncheck the Point tool to rotary axis checkbox

6. Show the Surface body in SOLIDWORKS
a. Click on the SOLIDWORKS feature tab
b. Under the Surface Bodies folder, show the surface named SURFACE BODY
c. Under the Solid Bodies folder, hide the solid body named SOLID BODY
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7. Define Multi Surface feature
a. Click on the CAMWorks Feature Tree
b. Under Mill Part Setup1, create new Multi-Surface feature
c. Set the Strategy to 4 Axis
d. Under Selected Faces, select the surface body
e. Click on the Show normal check box to ensure the normal is pointing in the correct
direction
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f. Click OK
8. Generate operation plan
9. Edit Operation parameters
a. Set the same operation parameters as instructed in step 4
b. The Upper… and Lower… flowline curves are should be defined as shown below:

10. Generate toolpath
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12. Simulate toolpath
a. Click on the CAMWorks Operation tree
b. Run toolpath simulation
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11. Show the solid body in SOLIDWORKS
a. Click on the SOLIDWORKS feature tab
b. Under the Surface Bodies folder, hide the surface named SURFACE BODY
c. Under the Solid Bodies folder, show the solid body named SOLID BODY
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Create a surface body in SOLIDWORKS to use to define a Multi Surface feature for a multi-axis operation.

Create a SOLIDWORKS surface body using the Offset Surface tool
Modify the surface body using the Untrim surface tool and boundary surface
Knit the surfaces
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This lab exercise will reinforce the following skills taught in Lesson 3:

Procedure:
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1. Open part
a. Open EX_030303_06.SLDPRT from the . . .\Lesson 03\Exercises folder
2. Create Surface feature in SOLIDWORKS
a. Use the Offset Surface tool in SOLIDWORKS to offset the shown faces
b. Set the Offset Distance to 0.00mm
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c. Click OK
3. Hide Solid body
a. Under the Solid Bodies folder, hide the solid body named imported
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4. Untrim surfaces
a. Use the Untrim Surface tool to untrim the shown edges
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5. Use the Boundary Surface to merge the two surfaces
a. Click on the Boundary Surface tool
b. Under Direction 1 select the shown edges
c. Set the Tangency type to Tangency to Face for both edges
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6. Knit the surface
a. Click on the Knit Surface tool
b. Under Selections select the three surface bodies

7. Create Multi Surface feature in CAMWorks
a. Click on the CAMWorks Feature tree
b. Insert new Multi-Surface under Mill Part Setup1
c. Under Strategy select 4 Axis
d. Under Select faces select the tree shown faces
e. Use the Show normal check bock to verify the normal side of the surface is correct
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f. Click OK
8. Generate Operation Plan
9. Create 3D sketches for Flowline curves
a. Start a new 3D sketch
b. Click on the Convert Entities tool
c. Under Entities to Convert select the shown edges
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d. Click OK and exit sketch
e. Rename the Sketch to Flowline1
f. Start a new 3D sketch and so the same for the other shown edges
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g. Rename the 3D Sketch to Flowline2
10. Edit Operation
a. Edit the Multi Axis Operation
b. On the Pattern tab, set the following:
i. Set the Pattern to Pattern: Flowline Between Curves
ii. For Upper… select the 3D Sketch Flowline1
iii. For Lower… select the 3D Sketch Flowline2
iv. Under Limits set the Method to Method: Avoid Cuts At Exact Edges
v. Under Surface finish set Max. stepover: 1mm

c. On the Entry/Retract tab set the following:
i. Under Clearance set the Type to Type: Cylinder About X and set the Radius to
Radius: 125mm
ii. Under Distances, set Rapid length: 15mm and Feed length: 5mm
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d. On the Axis Control tab set the following:
i. Under Number of axis set Number of axis: 4 Axis and set Rotate about: X
Axis
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e. Click OK
11. Generate Toolpath
12. Show Solid Body
a. On the SOLIDWORKS feature tree show the solid body named Imported1 under the
Solid Bodies folder
b. Hide the surface body named Surface-Knit1 under the Surface Bodies folder
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13. Simulate toolpath
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Lesson 4—Multi Axis Operation Parameters
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•
•
•
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Work with the general workflow for working with Multi Axis operations
Insert a Multi Axis operation and use the following pattern types:
o Flowline between surfaces
o Offset from surface
o Curve Projection
o Slice
Have a basic understanding of the following Axis Control Parameters
o Number of Axis
o Tilt option types
Work with Gouge Checking
Understand how the Entry/Retract parameters affect the toolpath
Work with the linking parameters
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•
•
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Lesson 4—Multi Axis Operation Parameters

2

In Lesson 1 we talked about the workflow for using CAMWorks to create CNC code. In this lesson, we
will discuss the process for generating 5 axis toolpaths using the multi axis operation.
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The multi axis operation has thousands of parameters across 13 separate tabs. Because of this, the
process for creating a good toolpath is generally an iterative process where we follow the below
highlighted steps in the flowchart repeatedly.

Ch

After defining the Multi surface feature and generating or inserting a Multi-Axis operation, we will work
on defining the best operation parameters for the toolpath.
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Generally, we will follow the process of first, determining the most desirable pattern and then, second,
define how the tool will tilt relative to that surface while working within the constraints of the machine’s
4th and 5th axis limits. Finally, we will work with the other tabs in the operation parameters dialog box to
set how the toolpath will enter or retract from the part and other settings.
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Case Study – Multi Axis Operation Pattern Types
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In this case study, we will examine the five-axis toolpath types and how to set up a five-axis toolpath
pattern.
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1. Open part
a. Open the part UC_EX_02.SLDPRT in the …\Lesson 04\Case Study folder
b. Click on the CAMWorks Feature tab and the CAMWorks CommandManager toolbar
2. Define Multi-Surface Feature
a. Click on the CAMWorks Operation tree
b. Create new Multi Surface Feature
c. For Feature Type select Faces or Surfaces
d. Set the Strategy to 5 Axis
e. Under Selected Faces select the shown surfaces
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f. Click OK
3. Generate Operation Plan
4. Edit Multi-Axis Operation
a. On the Pattern tab, examine the Pattern settings:
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The following patterns are available:
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Flowline Between Curves – Generates toolpath
that morphs between two selected curves

ng

Cuts Across Curve – Generates a toolpath
orthogonal to a selected curve

02

Slice – Creates toolpaths that are parallel to
each other. The direction of the cuts is defined
by the two angles
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Offset from Curve – Creates toolpath segments
parallel to a selected curve

Curve Projection – Generates a single toolpath
along a curve
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Offset from Surfaces – Generates cuts on the
surface that are parallel to a surface
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Flowline Between Surfaces – Generates
toolpath that morphs between two surfaces

ng

b. Under Pattern select Pattern: Flowline Between Surfaces
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e

For the pattern types Flowline Between Surface and Offset From Surface additional multi surface
features need to be defined in CAMWorks. This can be done in the same way as the other Multi-Surface
features on the CAMWorks feature tree. This can also be done on the fly from the Multi Axis operation
parameters dialog.
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Clicking on the Upper… or Lower… buttons when using a Flowline Between Surfaces pattern or the
Surface button when using the Offset From Surface pattern will bring up the following dialog:

Any existing multi axis features will be listed under the Features list. The Show Avoid Features only
check box will filter out any multi surface feature that is not designated as an avoid feature.
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This designation is set when defining the multi surface feature. Checking on the Define as Avoid Feature
checkbox will set the feature as an Avoid feature and not operations will be generated using that Multi
Surface feature when Generate Operation Plan is run
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c. Click on the Upper… button in the Operation parameters
d. In the Upper Edge Surfaces dialog, select Creates Features…
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e. Under Selected Faces select the shown face and Click OK
f. Check the box next to Multi Surface Feature2[Avoid] and Click OK
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g. Click on the Lower… button in the Operation parameters
h. In the Lower Edge Surfaces dialog, select Creates Features…

i.
j.
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Check the box next to Multi Surface Feature3 and Click OK
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Set the direction

Ch

l.
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ng

k. Click Preview

Some common settings that are used on the Pattern tab is the Direction, Limits, Surface finish and
Margins

Direction
Pattern:

Ro
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There are options that determine how the toolpath with generate at the end of a pass. The options for
direction are Pattern: Zigzag, Zig, and Spiral.
Zigzag—The toolpath that is
generated has alternating
parallel cuts that follow the
contour of the surface
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Zig—Generates
unidirectional parallel cuts
that follow the contour of
the surface. Between each
pass, the tool retracts,
rapids to the next cut, then
pierces again.

ng

e2

If you have a closed
geometry and you select Zig,
machining will move the tool
always around the part in
the same direction.
If you have geometry that is
not completely closed, then
you can select Maintain
cutting direction

Ch
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Spiral—Generates spiral cuts
on the surface

When the direction pattern is set to spiral, the following settings can apply to the toolpath:
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Blend spiral along distance—
Determines whether there will be a
full spiral or a specified distance
where the spiral will be applied
between on the Link moves
between passes

Close first cut—When this
parameter is checked, the first slice
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is performed in a closed contour.
The spiral machining motions start
with the second slice.
Close last cut—When this
parameter is checked, the last slice
is performed in a closed contour.
The spiral machining motions end
with the second last slice.

Order:

Ch

Sequential—maintains a default
cut order.

all
e

This parameter defines the processing order of the toolpath
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Inside to Out—machining
begins in the center of the
surface and progresses outward.
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Outside to In—machining
begins from the outside of the
surface and progresses inward.

e2

Cut direction:

This parameter defines the direction of the tool and is enabled when the Direction Pattern is set to Zig
or Spiral.
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CCW (counterclockwise)—The
tool moves around the closed
surface in a counter clockwise
direction.

ng

CW (clockwise)—The tool
moves around the closed
surface in a clockwise direction.
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Climb—This option forces
climb milling.

Machine By: Lane/Region

all
e

ng

Conventional—This option
forces conventional milling.

Ch

If there is more than one surface or region being machined the Machine by Lane/Region option control
how the surface will be machined.
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Machine by Lane—During
machining the tool retracts
because of the gaps link
jumps and because you are
working on two separated
drive faces. But generally
the machining will be
continued over all faces
assumed as one big face
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Other Direction Settings:

Ch
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ng

Reverse stepover—Changes the cutting start direction

e2
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Machine by region—The
system divides the faces
into single regions and
machines them
successively. The
machining is separated into
regions between the
separated faces and on the
faces where you find gaps.
This results in many regions
to machine.

m. Set the Direction to Pattern: Zigzag
n. Set the Order to Sequential and the Machine by to Lane
o. Under Limits, set the Method to Avoid Cuts At Exact Edges

Limits
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The Limits section of the Pattern tab defines how many passes and where the passes are generated on
the surface. The following methods are available:
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Start and End at Exact Surface Edge—
The toolpath is generated on the entire
surface and exactly to the surface edge
or to the nearest possible position.

2

Avoid Cuts at Exact Edges—the
generated toolpath will cut the entire
Multi Surface feature, but the edges of
the surface are avoided by less than half
the Max Stepover. This can be useful
when the boundary of the Multi-Surface
feature’s edge is not smooth and the
generated toolpath has multiple retract
moves
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By Number of Cuts—When you select
Offset From Curve, Offset From
Surface, Flowline Between Curves or
Flowline Between Surfaces, this option
allows you to specify the Number of
cuts. The first cut is at the exact edge
and can be shifted with a Start Margin.
The last cut is at the exact edge and can
be shifted with an End Margin.
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Between Two Points—Limits machining
between one or two user-defined
points. When you select this option, you
can type the coordinates or pick the
points.

ng

p. Under Surface finish, set the Max stepover to 2.5mm
q. Click on the Entry/Retract tab under Clearance, set the Type to Plane In Z and set the Z
value to 75mm
5. Generate Toolpath
a. Generate the toolpath by clicking on the Preview button at the bottom of the operation
parameters
6. Simulate toolpath

Ch
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As mentioned before, working with the Multi-Axis operation can be an iterative process of setting a
parameter, generating the toolpath, and simulating the generated toolpath to test the parameter.
For convenience, the Simulate and Step through toolpath commands have been placed in the upper
right corner of the operation. By clicking on these, we can easily test modified parameters without
having to exit the operation parameters and reopen the operation parameters.

Ro
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a. Click on the Simulate toolpath icon in the upper right of the operation parameters
b. Run simulation
c. Click OK to the Operation parameters
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Next, we will explore the offset from surface and curve projection patterns by programming the
geometry around the perimeter of the part
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7. Define Multi-Surface Feature
a. Click on the CAMWorks Operation tree
b. Create new Multi Surface Feature
c. For Feature Type select Faces or Surfaces
d. Set the Strategy to 5 Axis
e. Under Selected Faces select the shown surfaces around the perimeter of the part

8. Create new Multi Axis operation interactively
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a. Click on the CAMWorks Operation Tree
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ng

e2
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Operations can be created interactively on the CAMWorks operation tree. This can be done from the
Icon on the CAMWorks property manager toolbar or by right clicking in the CAMWorks Operation tree
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b. Create new Multi Axis operation
c. On the Tool tab, select T09 – 12 Ball Nose
d. On the Features tab, select Multi Surface Feature4
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e. Click OK to insert the operation
9. Modify Operation Parameters
a. Modify the operation parameters
b. On the Pattern tab set the Pattern to Offset From Surface
c. Click on the Surface button
d. In the Single Edge Surfaces box click on the Create Features… button
e. In the Multi Surface Feature Property Manager, Selected Faces select the shown faces

f. Click OK
g. Check on Multi Surface Feature5 in the Single Edge Surfaces box and click OK
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h. Click on the Preview button in the operation parameters to preview the toolpath
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10. Simulate the Toolpath
a. Simulate the toolpath by clicking on the Simulate Toolpath icon in the upper right corner
of the collapsed operation parameters.
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11. Modify the operation parameters
a. Click on the Entry/Retract tab
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Clicking on any tab in the operation parameters dialog will expand the collapsed operation parameters
dialog box

Ch

b. Under Distances set the Rapid length:25mm and Feed length: 10mm
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c. Click OK
12. Generate Toolpath
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13. Create new Multi Axis Operation interactively
a. Create a new Multis axis operation
b. On the Tool tab, select T14 – 12 X 90 Countersink
c. On the Feature tab, select Multi Surface Feature4

d. Click OK to insert the operation
14. Modify Operation parameters
a. Edit Multiaxis Mill3
b. On the Pattern tab set the Pattern to Pattern: Curve Projection
c. Set Projection direction: Normal to surface and set Max projection dist: 25mm
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The Projection direction defines how the selected curve will project onto the multi-surface feature.
When set to Z axis, the projection will project the curve in the Z axis down to the surface. When set to
Normal To Surface the projection will project in the normal direction to the multi surface feature. The
Normal To Surface parameter will distort the curve if the curve is a 2D sketch projected onto a surface.
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The Max projection dist defines the maximum distance the projection curve can be above the surface.
When tilting is applied to a surface, then only lines within this distance will be used. Other curves that
are beyond the Max projection distance will be ignored. Note, that the tilt curves are snapped to the
machining surface via the shortest distance from the curve to the surface.
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d. Click on the Curve…
e. Under Allowed Sketches, select CURVE to PROJECT and click OK
f. Click Preview to see the toolpath
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15. Modify Entry/Retract parameters
a. Under Leadin move and Leadout move method to Method: None respectively

ng

b. Click on the Entry/Retract tab and set the Distances for Rapid length: 25mm and Feed
length: 10mm
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16. Set the Links method
a. Click on the Links tab
b. Under Links along cut, set the Gaps > link threshold to Entry/Exit method: None
c. Under Links between cuts, set the Stepover > link threshold to Entry/Exit method:
None

17. Modify parameter on the Finish tab
a. Click on the Finish tab
b. Set the Depth along tool axis to -1mm
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c. Click OK
18. Generate Toolpath
19. Simulate toolpath
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Case Study – Multi Axis Operation Axis Control
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The next element of multi axis toolpath is controlling how the tool will tilt relative to the surface. In the
previous case study, the tilt of the tool was set to the default setting, Tilted Relative To Cutting
Direction, which by default sets tool to be normal to the Multi Surface feature. There are many
instances in which we would want to vary the tilt of the tool axis. One of these instances could be the
limitation of the machine axes. Another example might be that we want the tool to tilt at a certain angle
to the surface of the part to better engage the cutting edge of the tool with the surface.

e2

The CAMWorks Multi axis operation contains a lot of axis control parameters. This case study, and the
material in the next couple of lessons will focus on the parameters and strategies that are more
commonly used.

Once again, CAMWorks Multi-Axis programming can be an iterative process. It is expected that you will
be generating toolpath, stepping through, modifying parameters, and generating toolpath again over
and over until the desired toolpath is generated.
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ng

1. Open part
a. Open the part UC_EX_03.SLDPRT in the …\Lesson 04\Case Study folder
b. Click on the CAMWorks Operation Tree
2. Step Through Toolpath
a. Step through toolpath on Multiaxis Mill1
Multi Axis operations have already been created for this part using the strategies defined in the previous
case study
In multi axis operations, the step through toolpath can be useful to determine how the tool will tilt
based on the parameters applied. A couple of settings can be especially useful to better visualize the
toolpath.

Ch

The Show tools vectors option will show how the tool will tilt.
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b. Click on the Show Tool Vectors icon
c. Click on the Play/Pause button to step through the toolpath
d. Set the Display Number of Toolpath Records to From Start
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Notice the toolpath will generally be the normal to the multi surface feature.
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Now we will examine the settings that control the axis of the tool.

e. Click OK to the Step Through Toolpath to exit the Step Through Toolpath tool
3. Edit Operation Parameters
a. Edit operation parameters of Multiaxis Mill1
b. Click on the Axis Control tab

Ch

The first parameter that we will discuss here is the Number of axis. This parameter was mentioned in
the CAMWorks 3 Axis Essentials training manual. There are three settings that can be applied here:
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3 Axis—Fixes the tool axes and only allows the
tool to move in X, Y and Z. It is commonly used
when programming 3 axis parts.

4 Axis will allow you the tool to move in X, Y, Z
and another axis. This will require the selection of
a Rotate about axis. We can also lock the 5th axis
about a specified angle and point the tool to the
rotary axis
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5 Axis will allow the tool to move in X, Y, Z and
two other rotary axes.

ng

4. Define the Cutting direction tilt options

e2

c. Set the Number of axis to 5 Axis

The primary option in this section of the Axis Control tab of the operation parameters is the Tool axis
will be setting. Whatever is selected here will determine the settings available for the rest of the section.
These tilt options are:

Ch
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Normal to Surface – The surface normal and the
tool axis direction will be the same.
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Tilted Relative to Cutting Direction – This option
is similar to the Normal to Surface option except
we have options to tilt the tool on the surface.
• The Lead/lag angle setting controls the
forward/ backward tilt of the tool along the
cutting direction
• The Side tilt angle will control the side tilt of
the tool along the cutting direction
• The Side tilt strategy is an important setting to
define proper side milling with the tool. Side
milling is aimed to get a line contact between
the tool and the surface.
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Tilted at an Angle – The tool axis will be tilted
from the surface normal direction toward the tilt
axis. The tilt axis can be the X, Y and Z axis or any
line created in the geometry.

all
e

This method is recommended to be used for
rotational components, in 4-axis machining
process.

ng

Tilted With Fixed Angle to Axis – The tool axis
will be tilted from the tilt axis toward the surface
normal.

e2

This method is recommended to be used for
rotational components, in 4-axis machining
process
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Tilted Around Axis – The tool axis will have the
same direction as the surface normal but is tilted
around an axis.
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Tilted Through Curve – The tool axis will be
aligned to a tilt curve

e2
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Tilted Through Point – The tool will be tilted
through a specified point

Ch

Tilted Through Lines – The tool will be tilted
parallel to specified lines
• All Lines Weighted by Distance—the tool axis is
tilted with the average of these lines.
• Always Closest Two Lines—The orientation of
the tool axis is the same orientation as the tilt
lines
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Tilted Away From Point – The tool axis will be
aligned away from a specified point
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Tilted Relative to Impeller – The tool will stay
normal to the floor face of the impeller

e2
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Tilted From Curve – the tool points away from a
tilt curve

Ch

Tilted Relative to Contact Point – The surface
normal and tool axis direction will be the same.

This course will not cover all these options in detail. The most commonly used options will be covered in
this course. Please consult the help documentation for greater detail on all the parameters available
with these options.
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For this example, we will force the tool to tilt so that the ball end mill is at an angle of 22 deg to the
surface that it is cutting.
a. For Cutting direction tilt options set the Tool axis will be to Tilted Relative To Cutting
Direction
b. Check on the Allow flipping side direction checkbox
c. Set the Side tilt angle to 22deg
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d. Click Preview to generate the toolpath
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5. Simulate toolpath
a. Click on the Toolpath Simulation icon at the upper right corner of the operation
parameters
b. Notice the tool tilt
c. Exit out of the Toolpath Simulation
d. Click the “X” in the corner of the collapsed operation parameters dialogue box
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One of the noticeable aspects of the current toolpath is all the rapid
moves. These rapid moves are happening between each pass of the
tool. The Links tab in the multi axis operation parameters control how
the tool will behave between these passes
The Links tab will also control how the toolpath behaves when there
are gaps in the multi surface feature.

Ch

On the Links tab, the Link Along cut section contains the options for
linking when there is a gap in the toolpath.
The Links between cuts section contains the option for linking when
between the cuts of the toolpath.
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The Links between passes section will be grayed out by default. It will
become active when there are multiple passes enabled by applying a
roughing strategy to the toolpath
6. Modify Link Parameters
a. Click on the Links tab
b. Under Links between cuts, Stepover > link threshold set the Link type to Blend Spline
and the Entry/Exit method to None
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c. Click Preview
7. Simulate Toolpath
a. Click on the Toolpath Simulation icon at the upper right corner of the operation
parameters
b. Run the toolpath simulation and examine the toolpath
8. Click OK
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In this case study, we highlighted the Axis Control, Cutting direction tilt options, Tool axis will be: Tilted
Relative to Cutting Direction. As mentioned before, an important option when using this axis tilt option
is the Side tilt strategy. Here, we have six strategies that can be used.
Follow Surface Iso Direction – This tilt strategy will use the surfaced U and V directions to tilt the tool. U
and V curves are not readily shown in SOLIDWORKS surfaces. We can use the following method to
define the tilting strategy using Follow Surface Iso Direction.

Ch

1. Open part
a. Open the part Follow Surface Iso Direction.SLDPRT in the …\Lesson 04\Case Study
folder
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Here we have a part file with three separate solid bodies with similar geometry. If we click on the
CAMWorks Operation Tree and highlight the three operations, we can see similar tool path

2. Examine the operations
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a. Click on the CAMWorks Operation Tree and examine the three Multi Axis operations
If we run the toolpath simulation, we can see drastic differences between how each operation tilts

Ch
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c. Simulate the operations

ng

e2
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3. Run Toolpath Simulation
a. Run toolpath simulation
b. In the Navigation options, set the navigation to Next Operation
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d. Click OK to exit the Simulate Toolpath command
Running the first operation, we notice that the tool generally stays tilted straight up. In the other
operations, there is more drastic tilting.
So, why is this the case? We have set the operation parameters to use the Side tilt strategy of Follow
Surface Iso Direction.
To view the Iso curve of a surface in SOLIDWORKS, we can view the Surface Curvature Combs.
4. Show ISO Curves
a. In SOLIDWORKS, go to View, Display, Surface Curvature Combs
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b. Select the face on the Yellow solid body

We can see on this solid body, the Iso curve seem to match the tilt of the operation. We can use this
same tool to examine the other two faces
c. Select the other faces on the other two solid bodies
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Other side tilt strategies:

ng

By using the Follow Surface Iso Direction option, the actual tilt of the tool will depend on how the
surface was modelled.

Ortho To Cut Dir At Each Direction – The side tilt direction is determined by an orthogonal line from the
current surface contact point to the lower edge curve. That means that the tool axis is always
orthogonal to the toolpath.
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Use this option when the lead angle direction should be defined by the toolpath moving direction. If you
set a lead/lag angle, then this angle is added to the orthogonal orientation.
Ortho To Cut Dir At Each Contour – During machining, the tool axis is always orthogonal to the selected
lower curve. The side tilt direction is determined by an orthogonal line from a complete contour
segment. CAMWorks gets this segment and approximates from all orthogonal vectors a single vector. If
you set a lead/lag angle, then this angle is added to the orthogonal orientation.

Ch

Use Spindle Direction – This option uses the machine definition's spindle main direction vector
definition as the reference for finding the side tilt direction. The side tilting always occurs from the view
defined by the spindle main direction vector. For example, if the spindle main direction vector is the Z
axis and side tilting of 90 degrees from the surface normal takes place, then the tool axis orientation is
the surface normal rotated 90 degrees toward the spindle main direction. In practical terms, such a
rotation can be handled by a machine tool without utilizing the C axis.
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User Defined Direction – This option is the same as Use Spindle Direction except you can set a userdefined direction instead of using the spindle main direction.
Use Tilt Line Definition – This option allows you to select lines to define the side tilting direction. When
you select this option and click the Tilt Lines button, the Select Axis dialog box is displayed. If you set a
lead/lag angle, then this angle is added to the orthogonal orientation.
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Case Study – Multi Axis Operation Gouge Checking
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Up to this point we have defined surfaces to cut, define the pattern to cut and finally, how the tool will
tilt relative to the surface.

02

The next element to working with Multi Axis milling is the Gouge Checking tool. Gouge checking allows
use to tell CAMWorks what surfaces not to cut. We can also control how the tool responds to the
surfaces we don’t want to cut.
In this case study, we will examine how to control the toolpath using gauge checking

Ch
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1. Open part
a. Open the part UC_EX_04.SLDPRT in the …\Lesson 04\Case Study folder
b. Click on the CAMWorks Feature Tree
2. Create new Multi Surface feature
a. Create a new Multi Surface Feature under Mill Part Setup1
b. For Feature Type select Faces and Surfaces
c. Set the Strategy to 5 Axis
d. Select the shown surfaces
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e. Click Ok to insert the feature
3. Generate Operation Plan
a. Generate the operation plan for Multi Surface Feature1
b. Edit Multiaxis Mill1
4. Edit Pattern parameters
a. Click on the Pattern tab
b. Set the Pattern to Flowline Between Curves
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c. For the Upper… and Lower… curves, select the shown edges respectively
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d. Set the Direction to Pattern: Zigzag
e. Set the Limits to Method: Avoid Cut At Exact Edges
f. Set the Surface finish to Max. stepover: 1mm

5. Edit the Entry/Retract parameters
a. Click on the Entry Retract tab
b. Set the Clearance to Type: Plane in Z and set the distance to Z:55mm
c. Set the Distances to Rapid length: 25mm and Feed length: 5mm
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6. Edit the Linking parameters
a. Click on the Links tab
b. Under Link between cuts, set the Stepover>link threshold to Link type: Direct and the
Entry/Entry method to None
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7. Edit Axis Control parameters
a. Click on the Axis Control tab
b. For Number of Axis select 5 Axis
c. Under Cutting direction tilt options set the Tool axis to be Tilted Relative To Cutting
Direction
d. For Side tilt Strategy select Follow Surface Iso Direction
e. Set the Surface radius limit to 100000mm
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Surface Radius Limit
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When the feature surface is not a ruled surface, meaning a surface that can be swept by moving a line in
space, a surface radius limit can be set to allow CAMWorks to us the feature surfaces as drive surfaces.
These surfaces can be swarf machined without any gouges using this parameter in an appropriate way
combined later with gouge checking
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8. Generate toolpath
a. Generate toolpath by click on the Preview button
b. Step through toolpath

There are a couple of things to notice about this generated toolpath. Firstly, the tool cuts along the
surface and then changes direction at the end of the surface keeping the tool center on the end of the
part. We will want the tool to extend past the part.
To do this, we can use the extend trim options to extend the toolpath past the part.
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The Extend/Trim parameters will allow the toolpath to be extended past any given surface. In this
dialogue we have:

ng

e2
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Tangent Extensions – which will extend or trim the end of the toolpath. This can be done by either a
percentage of the tool diameter or a given distance
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Side Extensions – will extend or trim the toolpath past the parallel edges of the toolpath. This is also
done by a percentage of the tool or a given distance

The section this we notice the tool basically moves normal to the multi axis surface. This might cause a
collision between the tool shank or tool holder and the part because the angle is so steep.
We will remedy this by using the gouge checking options to prevent collision between the non-cutting
portions of the tool and the part
9. Edit Finish Tab
a. Click on the Finish tab
b. Under Options click on the Extend/trim checkbox
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c. Click on the Extend/trim options
d. Under Tangent Extension set the Start and End to be 75% of the tool
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10. Generate Toolpath
a. Generate the toolpath by clicking on the Preview button

b. Simulation Toolpath by clicking on the Simulate toolpath icon in the upper-right corner
of the operation parameters window
c. Under the simulation Options, select on the Collisions to Pause on collision
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d. Run simulation

ng

Note the error message shows that the tool holder will collide with the stock of the part. We need to
change the toolpath to avoid the collision.

Define which aspect of the tool the gouge check will apply to
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The gouge checking can be applied to the Holder, Shank, Non-cutting portion, and the flute of the tool.

Define surfaces to check against

Ch

Defining gouge check conditions requires that we define which surfaces we want to check against and
how the tool will move from the surface.
The check surface can be defined from the Multi Surface feature. It might be necessary to use the Multi
Surface feature because we need to check that the noncutting parts of the tool will not collide with the
surface. The typical toolpath calculation will not consider the tool holder and shank so additional check
might be needed.
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The Check surface can also be a different surface feature. This is a Multi Surface feature that has been
defined in CAMWorks. This Multi Surface feature can also be created on the fly from within the
CAMWorks Operation Parameters
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Define Gouge Strategy

There are five different ways that that gouge checking can be applied
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Retract Along Tool Axis – The gouge is avoided by retracting the tool along its axis where the tool would
otherwise collide with the gouge check surface resulting in a gouge free toolpath.
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Move Tool Away – Assigns the direction to move the tool away from the gouge checking surface to cut
and the surface to avoid.

Tilt Tool – Gouge is avoided by tilting the tool away from the gouge check surface.
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Remove Gouged Positions – The toolpath leaves out the colliding toolpath segments.
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Stop Toolpath Calculation – The toolpath is created only until the first gouge is detected.
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A gouge checking strategy can be applied up to four times. For example, we can force the tool to tilt to
avoid a particular surface and have it also retract along its axis to avoid another surface. These different
strategies are called Groups
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For this current example, we will use gouge checking to tilt the tool away from the part to avoid collision
with the tool.

02

11. Edit the Gouge Checking parameters
a. Click on the Gouge Checking tab

We will check the tool’s geometry against the part’s geometry. To start, we will determine the
components of the tool that will use to check.
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b. Under Group1, click on the Apply gouge checking to checkbox
c. Click on the Holder, Shank, Non-cutting portion, and Flute checkboxes

Next, we will define the surfaces in the model that will be checked against. These surfaces need to be
defined as CAMWorks Multi Surface Features in the CAMWorks Operation tree.
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d. Uncheck the Check against Feature surfaces check box
e. Check on the Other Surfaces check box
f. Click on the selection box to define the surfaces

g. Click on the Create Features… button in the Avoid Features box
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i.
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h. Click on the Select all faces icon in the Multi Surface Feature definition property
manager and click OK

Check the checkbox next to Multi Surface Feature2 in the Avoid Feature box then click
OK

Ch

Next, we will define in the Gouge check options, that the tool will tilt away from that surface. There are
three ways to define the tilt angle definition.
Use Side Tilt Angle – With this option the tool tilts to the sides, relative to the cutting direction. Positive
angles tilt the tool to the right, negative to the left.
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Use Lead/Lag Angle – With this option the tool tilts to the front or back, relative to the cutting direction.
Positive angles tilt the tool to the front, negative to the back.
Automatic – This option will only work for ball nose endmills. This will automatically tilt the tool based
on the surface
j. Set the Strategy to Tilt Tool
k. Set the Angle definition to Use Side Tilt Angle
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l. Click OK
12. Generate Toolpath
13. Simulate toolpath
a. Run toolpath simulation
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In the next example, we will apply gouge differently.
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14. Create Multi Surface feature
a. Click on the CAMWorks Feature tree
b. Under Mill Part Setup1 create new Multi Surface Feature
c. Set the Strategy to 5 Axis

d. Select the shown face in the graphics area
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e. Click OK
15. Generate Operation plan
16. Edit Multi Axis Mill pattern operation parameters
a. On the Pattern tab, set the Pattern to Pattern: Offset from Surface
b. Click on the Surface button
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c. In the Single Edge Surface dialogue box, click on Create Features

d. For the Selected Faces select the shown faces in the graphics area
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e. In the Single Edge Surfaces dialogue box, check the checkbox next to Multi Surface
Feature4
f. Click OK

Ch

g. Under Limits set the Method to Start and End At Exact Surface Edges
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17. Edit Operation Parameters, Entry/Retract operation parameters
a. Under Clearance set the Type to Plane In Z and set the distance to Z: 75mm
b. Under Distances, set the Rapid length to 25mm and the Feed length to 5mm

18. Edit the Linking parameters
a. Click on the Links tab
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b. Under Links along cut, set the Gaps>link threshold to Link type: Direct and Entry/Exit
method to None
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c. Under Links between cuts, set the Stepover>link threshold to Link type: Direct and the
Entry/Entry method to None
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19. Edit the Axis Control Parameters
a. Click on the Axis Control tab
b. Under Cutting direction tilt options, set the Tool axis will be to Tilted Relative To
Cutting Direction
c. Set the Side tilt angle to 90deg
d. Set the Side tilt strategy to Follow Surface Iso Direction
e. Set the Surface radius limit to 100000mm
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20. Edit the Finish parameters
a. Click on the Finish tab
b. Under Options, check the Extend/trim checkbox
c. Click on the Extend/Trim options
d. Set the Tangent Extensions to Start: 75mm and End: 75mm

2
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e. Click OK
21. Generate toolpath
a. Click on the Preview button to generate the toolpath

22. Simulate toolpath
a. Run the toolpath simulation with the Tool Shoulder/Shank Pause on Collision turned
on
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23. Edit Gouge Checking parameters
a. Click on the Gouge Checking tab
b. Under the Group1 click on the Apply gouge checking to check box
c. Click on the Non-cutting portion checkbox and the Flute check box
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d. Under Check against, uncheck the Feature surfaces check box
e. Check on the Other surfaces checkbox and click on the Avoid Features box

f.

Check on Multi Surface Feature4 and click OK
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g. Under Gouge check options set the Strategy to Retract Along Tool Axis
h. Click OK and Generate Toolpath
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24. Simulate toolpath
a. Run the toolpath simulation with the Tool Shoulder/Shank Pause on Collision turned
on

The tool shank is still colliding with the stock. We can address this by adding a second group of gouge
checking
25. Edit gouge checking parameters
a. Click on the Gouge checking tab
b. Click on the Group2 tab and check on the Apply gouge checking to checkbox
c. Click on the Shank check box
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d. Under Check against, check on the Feature surfaces check box
e. Under Gouge check options, set the Strategy to Tilt tool and the Angle definition to
Use Side Tilt Angle
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f. Click OK
26. Generate toolpath
27. Simulate toolpath

Ch

We will do one more operation for this part to cut the floor of the side cavity of the part. In this toolpath
we will have the tool tilt to avoid collision with the side of the blade
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28. Create new Multi Surface feature
a. Create new Multi Surface Feature under Mill part Setup1
b. For Feature Type select Faces and Surfaces
c. Set the Strategy to 5 Axis
d. Select the shown surface
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e. Click OK to insert the feature
29. Generate Operation Plan
a. Generate the operation plan for Multi Surface Feature1
b. Edit the operation Multiaxis Mill3
30. Edit the pattern Parameters
a. On the Pattern tab, set the Pattern to Pattern: Offset from Surface
b. Click on the Surface button

2
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c. In the Single Edge Surface dialogue box, click on Create Features
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d. For the Selected Faces select the shown faces in the graphics area

e. In the Single Edge Surfaces dialogue box, check the checkbox next to Multi Surface
Feature6
f. Click OK
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g. Under Limits set the Method to Start and End At Exact Surface Edges
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31. Edit Operation Parameters, Entry/Retract operation parameters
a. Under Clearance set the Type to Plane In Z and set the distance to Z: 75mm
b. Under Distances, set the Rapid length to 25mm and the Feed length to 5mm
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32. Edit the Linking parameters
a. Click on the Links tab
b. Under Links between cuts, set the Stepover>link threshold to Link type: Direct and the
Entry/Entry method to None

33. Edit the Axis Control Parameters
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a. Click on the Axis Control tab
b. Under Cutting direction tilt options, set the Tool axis will be to Tilted Relative To
Cutting Direction
c. Set the Side tilt strategy to Follow Surface Iso Direction
d. Set the Surface radius limit to 100000mm
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34. Edit the Finish parameters
a. Click on the Finish tab
b. Under Options, check the Extend/trim checkbox
c. Click on the Extend/Trim options
d. Set the Tangent Extensions to Start: 75mm and End: 75mm
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e. Click OK
35. Generate toolpath
36. Simulate Toolpath
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Select Multi Surface Feature6 and click OK
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37. Edit Gouge checking
a. Click on the Gouge Checking tab
b. Under Group 1 – Gouge checking, check on the Apply gouge checking to check box
c. Check on the Shank, Non-cutting portion, and Flute check boxes
d. Under Check against, uncheck the Feature surfaces check box
e. Check on the Other surfaces checkbox and then click on the Avoid Features box

g. Under Gouge check options, set the Strategy to Tilt tool and the Angle definition to
Use Side Tilt Angle
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h. Click OK
38. Generate toolpath
39. Simulate toolpath
a. Simulate the whole toolpath
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Exercise 7 – Programming a Blade
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Define a Multi Axis Operation

•
•
•
•

02

This lab exercise will reinforce the following skills taught in Lesson 4:
Define and edit a Multi Axis Operation
Define the pattern of the toolpath
Define the tilt option
Define the gouge checking option to tilt the toolpath

e2

Procedure:
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1. Open part
a. Open 5AxPart.SLDPRT from the . . .\Lesson 04\Exercises folder
b. Click on the CAMWorks Feature Tree
c. Examine the setup
d. Run Toolpath simulation
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2. Insert New Multi Surface Feature
a. Insert new a Multi Surface feature under Mill Part Setup1
b. Set the Strategy to 5 Axis
c. Under Selected Faces select the following faces from the graphics area
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d. Click OK
3. Generate operation plan
a. Generate Operation Plan on Multi Axis
4. Change the tool
a. Click on the CAMWorks Tool Tree change the tool to T08 – 10.000 Ball Nose
5. Edit Operation Parameters – Pattern Tab
a. Edit the Multi Axis1 operation parameters and set the following on the Pattern tab
b. For Pattern, set it to Pattern: Offset from Surface
c. Define the shown surfaces as the offset surface
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d. For Direction, set the Pattern to Zig and check on the
Maintain cutting direction checkbox
e. Under Limits, set the Method to Avoid Cuts At Exact
Edges
f. Under surface Finish, set Max. stevoper to 1mm
6. Edit Operation Parameters – Axis Control Tab
a. Set the following parameters on the Axis Control tab
b. Set the Number of axis to 5 Axis
c. Set the Cutting direction tilt options, Tool axis will be: to Tilted Relative To Cutting
Direction
d. Set the Surface radius limit to 100000mm
7. Edit Operation Parameters – Gouge Checking Tab
a. Set the following parameters on the Gouge Checking tab:
b. Check the Check link motions for collisions check box
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c. Click on the Apply gouge checking to checkbox and apply the gouge checking to the
Holder, Shank, Non-cutting portion and Flute
d. Click on the Check against Other surfaces checkbox and select the browse box
e. Select Multi Surface Feature1 under Mill Part Setup1 for the gouge check surface
f. Under Gouge check option, set the Strategy to Tilt Tool
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8. Edit Operation Parameters – Entry Retract tab
a. Edit the following parameters on the Entry/Retract tab
b. Set the Lead in and Lead out move methods to None
c. Under Clearance set the Type to Cylinder About Z
d. Set the Rapid Length to 25mm and the Feed Length to 5mm
9. Edit Operation Parameters – Links tab
a. Edit the following parameters on the Links tab
b. Set the Links along cut, Gaps>link threshold, Entry/Exit method to None
c. Set the Links between cuts, Gaps>link threshold, Entry/Exit method to None
d. Click OK
10. Generate toolpath
a. Generate toolpath

11. Create new Multi Surface feature
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a. Create new Multi Surface Feature under Mill Part Setup1
b. For Strategy, select 5 Axis
c. Under Selected Faces, select the shown surface
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d. Click OK to insert the feature
12. Generate Operation Plan
a. Generate Operation Plan
13. Change the tool
a. Click on the CAMWorks Tool Tree change the tool to T08 – 10.000 Ball Nose
14. Edit Operation Parameters – Pattern tab
a. Set the following operation parameters on the Pattern tab:
b. Set the pattern to Flowline Between Surfaces
c. For the Upper… surface create a new Multi Surface Feature for the outside faces of the
part
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d. For the Lower…surface select Multi Surface Feature4
e. Set the Direction to Pattern: Zig
f. Check on the Maintain cutting direction checkbox
g. Set the Limits method to Avoid Cuts At Exact Edges
h. Set the Surface finish Max. stepover to 1mm
15. Edit Operation Parameters – Axis Control tab
a. Set the following operation parameters on the Axis Control tab:
b. Set the Number of axis to 5 Axis
c. Set the Tool axis will be: to Tilted Relative to Cutting Direction
d. Set the Side tilt strategy to Ortho To Cut At Each Position
16. Edit Operation Parameters – Gouge Checking tab
a. Set the following operation parameters on the Gouge Checking tab:
b. On the Group 1 tab check on the Apply gouge checking to check box. Apply the gouge
check to the Holder, Shank, Non-cutting portion and Flute
c. Check against the blade surface, Multi Surface Feature3
d. For the Gouge check options, set the Strategy to Tilt Tool
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e. On the Group 2 tab check on the Apply gouge checking to check box. Apply the gouge
check to the Non-cutting portion and Flute
f. Check against the bottom fillet, Multi Surface Feature4
g. Set the Gouge check options to Strategy: Retract Along Tool Axis
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17. Edit Operation Parameters – Entry/Retract tab
a. Edit the following parameters on the Entry/Retract tab
b. Set the Lead in and Lead out move methods to None
c. Under Clearance set the Type to Cylinder About Z
d. Set the Rapid Length to 25mm and the Feed Length to 5mm
18. Edit Operation Parameters – Links tab
a. Edit the following parameters on the Links tab
b. Set the Links along cut, Gaps>link threshold, Entry/Exit method to None
c. Set the Links between cuts, Gaps>link threshold, Entry/Exit method to None
d. Click OK
19. Generate Toolpath
20. Simulate Toolpath
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Lesson 5—Multi Axis Operations
Upon successful completion of this lesson, you will:

02

Use CAMWorks Multi Axis Operation Parameters to program the following types of parts:
o Ports
o Impellors
o Gouge check to move the tool back
o Programming a screw
o 5 Axis Trimming of a thermoformed part
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In the previous lesson we established the general workflow for working within the Operation
Parameters of a Multi-Axis operation. First, we will determine the pattern of the toolpath, then how the
tool will tilt, followed by defining the surfaces we want to avoid cutting by applying a gouge check to.
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In this lesson, we will work with some specific types of parts to show the general operation parameters
used.
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Case Study – Port Machining
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A common strategy with 5 axis machining is machining the inside of an intake or exhaust channel. This
case study shows the procedure to set this up.
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1. Open part
a. Open the part Cylinder Head GT 2.SLDPRT in the …\Lesson 05\Case Study folder
2. Show the SOLIDWORKS surface body
a. Show Surface-Untrim1 in the Surface bodies folder in the SOLIDWORKS feature tree
b. Hide the Solid body of the part

A surface body has already been modeled for this part. We will be using this surface to create the
finishing toolpath.
Also note, the stock has already been defined to be the part body
3. Create Multi Surface Feature
a. Create new Multi Surface Feature under Mill Part Setup1
b. For the Strategy, select 5 Axis Port
c. For the Selected Faces, select the faces of the surface body
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d. Ensure that the normal vectors of the surfaces point to the inside of the surface body
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e. Click OK to insert the feature
4. Generate Operation Plan
5. Change the tool
a. On the CAMWorks Tool Tree, change the tool to T13 – 10 Lollipop.
6. Edit Multi Axis Operation Parameters – Pattern Tab
a. Edit the operation parameters of Multi Axis1 and edit the following parameters on the
Pattern Tab:
b. Under Pattern, change the Pattern to Flowline Between Curves
c. For the Upper… curve, select the top edge of the surface
d. For the Lower… curve, select the bottom edge of the surface

e. For Direction set the Pattern to Spiral
f. Set the Limits, Method to Avoid Cuts At Exact Edges
g. Set the Surface Finish, Max. stepover to 1mm
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7. Edit Multi Axis Operation Parameters – Axis Control Tab
a. Edit the following parameters on the Axis Control Tab:
b. Under Number of axis, set the Number of axis to 5 Axis
c. Under Cutting Tilt Options, set the Tool axis will be: to Tilted Through Curve
d. Set the Curve tilt strategy to From Start To End
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As the preview image in the operation parameters indicated, this setting will force the tool axis to be
coincident to the curve from the start point of the curve. As the tool moves down the surface, the axis of
the tool will stay coincident to the curve until it reached the endpoint of the curve that will coincide to
the lower edge flowline curve of the operation.
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The next step will be to define the curve. This is done by selecting the Tilt Curve…button which will
activate the Curve Wizard property manager
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e. Click on the Tilt Curve button

ng

From here, we can select either the SOLIDWORKS sketches, or existing edges in the model to serve as
out Tilt Curve.
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f. On the SOLIDWORKS Feature tree show the Curve1 feature
g. Click on the Tilt Curve button to activate the Curve Wizard Property Manager

h. Select the curve geometry in the graphics area
i. Click OK to the Curve Wizard Property Manager

Most likely we will need to create our own curve features in SOLIDWORKS. For this reason, it is
important to review how this Curve feature was created.
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If we examine Curve1 in the SOLIDWORKS feature tree we can see that it is based from two
SOLIDWORKS sketches. There is a SOLIDWORKS curve creation tool call Project curve. We can use this
tool to project a 2D sketch onto another 2D sketch. It was this method that was used to create this
curve.
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If we examine a side view of the part and unhide the 2D Sketch Sketch2 we can see where Sketch 4 was
based on.

Here, Sketch2 depicts sketch geometry of the tool and how far it can physical reach inside of the surface.
The blue line is Sketch3, which is one component of the tilt curve
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Sketch4 is the 90 degree view rotation of the part and a representation of the tilt curve at that view

The Project curve feature will take these two sketches and project them onto each other to produce a
3D curve
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8. Edit Multi Axis Operation Parameters – Entry/Retract Tab
a. Edit the following parameters on the Axis Control Tab:
b. For the Leadin move and the Leadout move, set the Method to None respectively
c. Set the Clearance type to Plane in Z and set the value to Z:200mm
d. Set the Rapid length to 40mm
e. Set the Feed length to 5mm
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9. Edit Multi Axis Operation Parameters – Links Tab
a. Edit the following parameters on the Links Tab:
b. Set the Links along cut, Gaps > link threshold, Entry/Exit method to None
c. Set the Links between cut, Gaps > link threshold, Entry/Exit method to None
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d. Click OK
10. Generate Toolpath
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11. Show Solid body
a. On the SOLIDWORKS feature tree, show the solid body
b. Hide the surface body
12. Simulate toolpath
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Case Study – Impeller Machining
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In this case study, we examine some of the techniques that can be used to program an impellor.

1. Open part
a. Open the part Impeller 01.SLDPRT in the …\Lesson 05\Case Study folder
b. Click on the CAMWorks Feature tree tab
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The machine, stock, and Fixture Coordinate System have already been defined. A Mill part setup has also
been created.
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2. Create new Multi Surface Feature
a. Under Mill Part Setup1, create a new Multi Surface Feature
b. For the Strategy, select 5 Axis Impeller
c. For the Selected Faces, select the blade faces that are colored Green
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On this part, one of the blades has been colored tab for this exact purpose

2

It can be useful when working with impellers or any parts with circularly patterned features to apply a
different color to the surfaces of the blade we are working with. This will help us keep track of the blade
we are working on.
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3. Generate Operation Plan
a. Generate the operation plan
4. Select tool
a. Click on the CAMWorks tool tab
b. Drag Multiaxis Mill1 from T09 – 12.00 Ball Nose to T08 – 10.00 Ball Nose
5. Edit Operation Parameters – Pattern Tab
a. Edit the operation parameters of Multiaxis Mill1 and edit the following parameters on
the Pattern Tab:
b. Under Pattern, set the Pattern to Offset From Surface
c. Click on the Surface button

d. Create a new multi surface feature by clicking the Create Features… button
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e. Under the Selected Faces select the fillet faces between the blade and the floor as
shown
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f. Click OK to insert the feature
g. Check on the checkbox next to Multi Surface Feature2 and click OK

h. Under Direction, set the Pattern to Zig and set the Cut direction to Climb
i. Under Limits, set the Method to Avoid Cuts At Exact Edges
j. Under Surface, set the Max. stepover to 2.5mm
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We want the tool to be tilted so that it is close to perpendicular to the blade surface. We will modify the
axis control parameters to accomplish this.
6. Edit Operation Parameters – Axis Control tab
a. Under Cutting direction tilt options set the Tool axis will be to Tilted Relative To
Cutting Direction
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The Side tilt angle will control the angle of the tool axis from the surface normal direction based on the
toolpath cut direction

b. Set the Side tilt angle to 91deg
c. Set the Side Tilt Strategy to Ortho To Cut Dir At Each Position
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If generated, the toolpath will most likely gouge the floor of the impeller and the blade. We can define a
gouge check strategy that will push the tool back on its axis when it gouges the floor and tilts the tool
when it gouges the blades
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7. Edit Operation Parameters – Gouge Checking tab
a. Edit the following parameters on the Gouge Checking Tab:
b. On the Group 1 tab, under Gouge checking, check on the Apply gouge checking to
check box and check on the Non-cutting position and Flute check boxes
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c. Under Check against, check on the Other surfaces check box
d. Click on the selection box to define the Other surfaces

e. Click on the Create Features…button
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Select the floor surface of the impeller as the Selected Faces and click OK to insert the
Multi-Surface Feature
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f.
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g. Check on the check box next to Multi Surface Feature3 and click OK

h. Under the Gouge check options set the Strategy to Retract Along Tool Axis
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j.

On the Group 2 tab, under Gouge checking, check on the Apply gouge checking to
check box and check on the Shank, Non-cutting position, and Flute check boxes
Under Check against, check on the Feature surfaces check box

2

i.
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k. Under Gouge check options, set the Strategy to Tilt Tool and the Angle definition to
Use Side Tilt Angle

Next, we will set the Entry/Retract and Links parameters to optimize the toolpath.
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8. Edit Operation Parameters – Entry/Retract tab
a. Edit the following parameters on the Entry/Retract Tab:
b. Under Clearance, set the Type to Cylinder About Z and set the Radius to 125mm
c. Under the Distances, set the Rapid length to 15mm and the Feed length to 5mm
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d. Click OK
10. Generate Toolpath
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9. Edit Operation Parameters – Links tab
a. Edit the following parameters on the Links Tab:
b. Set the Links along cut, Gaps > link threshold, Entry/Exit method to None
c. Set the Links between cut, Stepover > link threshold, Link type to Retract to Rapid
Distance and Entry/Exit method to None

Since working with Multi Axis operations is an iterative process we might want to come back and make
some changes to the operation parameters to get something better.
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Since this operation might work, we will keep it as is for now.

2

It can be a good practice to copy an operation and make changes to the copy to adjust parameters to
see if we can get a better toolpath without affecting the original operation.

ng

e2

11. Copy Multiaxis Mill1
a. CRTL+Drag and drop on Multiaxis Mill1 to make a copy of it

02

In this example we will change the pattern type to see if we can clean up the excessive rapid moves in
the toolpath
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12. Edit the new operation parameters – Pattern tab
a. Edit Multiaxis Mill1 – Copy and change the following on the Pattern tab:
b. Change the Pattern to Flowline Between Surfaces
c. Click on the Upper… button and then click on the Create Features… button to create
a new Multi surface feature for the upper flow surface
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d. For the Selected Faces, select the top face of the blade as shown and click OK to create
the new multi surface feature
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e. Check on the check box next to Multi Surface Feature4 and click OK

Click on the Lower… button and select Multi Surface Feature2 as the lower flow
surface
g. Click OK
13. Generate toolpath
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f.

In Lesson 6 we will use this same part and create some roughing toolpaths to clear out the material
between the blades.
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Case Study – Using a Clean Core to Generate 5 Axis Toolpath

2

Some parts can have complex geometries that it is difficult to control the tilt of the tool based on the
surfaces selected for the Multi surface feature.
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In this case study, we will use a simplified multi surface feature to drive the tilting of the tool and then
apply a gouge check to force the tool to machine the desired geometry.
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1. Open part
a. Open the part TROHPY.SLDPRT in the …\Lesson 05\Case Study folder
2. Hide the SOLIDWORKS solid body
a. Hide the solid body Boss-Extrude2 in the Surface Bodies folder in the SOLIDWORKS
feature tree
3. Create new Multi Surface Feature
a. Click on the CAMWorks Feature tree tab
b. Under Mill Part Setup1, create new Multi Surface Feature
c. For Feature Type, select Faces or Surfaces
d. Set the Strategy to 5 Axis
e. Under Selected Faces, select the shown faces
f. Click on the Show normal check box to ensure the normal direction is correct
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g. Click OK to insert the new multi surface feature
4. Generate the operation plan
5. Modify the operation parameters – Pattern tab
a. Edit the operation and on the Pattern Tab, edit the following:
b. Under Pattern, set the Pattern type to Offset from curve
c. Click on the Curve… button
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d. Select the bottom edge as the offset curve and click OK
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e. Under Direction, set the Pattern to Zig
f. Under Limits, set the Method to Avoid Cuts At Exact Edges
g. Set the Surface finish to 1mm
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6. Edit Multi Axis Operation Parameters – Axis Control Tab
a. On the Axis Control tab, edit the following parameters:
b. Under Cutting direction tilt options, set the Tool axis will be to Normal To Surface
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7. Edit Multi Axis Operation Parameters – Entry/Retract Tab
a. On the Entry/Retract tab, set the following parameters:
b. Under Leadin move, set the Method to None
c. Under Leadout move, set the Method to None
d. Under Clearance, set the Type to Cylinder About Z and set the Radius to 125mm
e. Under Distances, set the Rapid length to 25mm and the Feed length to 10mm
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8. Edit Multi Axis Operation Parameters – Links Tab
a. On the Links tab, set the following parameters:
b. Under Links between cuts, set the Link threshold to 250%
c. Under Stepover>link threshold, set the Link type to Direct
d. Set the Entry/Exit method to None
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9. Generate the toolpath
a. Generate the toolpath by clicking on the Preview button at the bottom
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b. Step through the toolpath
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We can see from the step through tool path the tilt of the tool. In the next step, we will use the gouge
check to force the tool to cut the desired geometry.
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10. Edit Multi Axis Operation Parameters – Gouge Checking Tab
a. Edit the following parameters on the Gouge Checking tab:
b. Under Options, check on the checkbox next to the Check link motions for collision
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c. Under the Group1 tab, check on the Apply gouge checking to checkbox
d. Check on the Non-cutting portion and Flute checkboxes

e. Under Check against, check on the Other surfaces checkbox and uncheck the Feature
surfaces checkbox
f. Click on the selection box
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Since a multi surface feature has not yet been defined that we can use to gouge check against we will
need to create a multi surface feature for this purpose.
Before we create the feature, we will need to show the solid body.

Ch

Under the Feature Type select Faces by Color
Click on the checkbox next to the gray Face Color
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g. Click on the SOLIDWORKS feature tab and show the Boss-Extrude2 solid body under
the Solid Bodies folder
h. Click on the Creates Features… button

k. Click OK to insert the Multi Surface Feature
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Click the checkbox next to Multi Surface Feature2 and click OK
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l.
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n. Click OK
11. Generate toolpath
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m. Under Gouge check options, set the Strategy to Retract Along Tool Axis

We can also use this same technique to project the toolpath from a surface back onto the gouge
checking surface.
12. Show the surface body
a. Click on the SOLIDWORKS Feature Tree
b. Show Boundary-Surface2 and Hide Fillet1 under the Surface Bodies folder
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13. Create New Multi Surface Feature
a. Create new Multi-Surface feature
b. For Feature Type, select Faces or Surface
c. Set the Strategy to 5 Axis
d. Select the yellow surface body for the Selected Faces
e. Click on the Show normal checkbox to verify which side the surface normal is
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14. Generate Operation Plan
a. Generate operation plan on Multi Surface Feature3
15. Change the tool
a. Click on the CAMWorks Tool Tree
b. Drag Multiaxis Mill2 from T09 – 12 Ball Nose to T08 – 10 Ball Nose
16. Edit Multi Axis Operation Parameters – Pattern Tab
a. Click on the CAMWorks Operation tree
b. Click on the Pattern tab and set the following parameters:
c. Under Pattern set the Pattern to Offset From Curve
d. Click on the Curve… button
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e. Select the shown edges for the Selected contours and click OK
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f. Under Direction set the Pattern to Zig
g. Under Limits, set the Method to Avoid Cuts At Exact Edges
h. Under Surface finish, set the Max stepover to 0.5mm

17. Edit Multi Axis Operation Parameters – Axis Control Tab
a. On the Axis Control tab, edit the following parameters:
b. Under Cutting direction tilt options, set the Tool axis will be to Normal To Surface
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18. Edit Multi Axis Operation Parameters – Entry/Retract Tab
a. On the Entry/Retract tab, set the following parameters:
b. Under Leadin move, set the Method to None
c. Under Leadout move, set the Method to None
d. Under Clearance, set the Type to Cylinder About Z and set the Radius to 125mm
e. Under Distances, set the Rapid length to 25mm and the Feed length to 10mm
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19. Edit Multi Axis Operation Parameters – Links Tab
a. On the Links tab, set the following parameters:
b. Under Links between cuts, set the Link threshold to 250%

20. Generate the toolpath
a. Generate the toolpath by clicking on the Preview button at the bottom
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b. Step through toolpath to examine the tilt of the tool
21. Edit Multi Axis Operation Parameters – Gouge Checking Tab
a. Edit the following parameters on the Gouge Checking tab:
b. Under the Group1 tab, check on the Apply gouge checking to checkbox
c. Check on the Non-cutting portion and Flute checkboxes
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d. Under Check against, check on the Other surfaces checkbox and uncheck the Feature
surfaces checkbox
e. Click on the selection box

f. Click on the checkbox next to Multi Surface Feature2 [Avoid] and click OK
g. Under Gouge check options set the Strategy to Retract Along Tool Axis
h. Check on the Project tool on direction wherever needed checkbox
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23. Simulate Toolpath
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e2

i. Click OK
22. Generate toolpath
a. Generate toolpath
b. On the SOLIDWORKS Feature Tree, hide Boundary-Surface2 surface body in the
Surface Bodies folder
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The toolpath will simulate faster by changing the simulation settings. In the Simulation options, under
Tool mode, set the Stock/tool deviation to a lesser value.
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Case Study – Machining a Screw
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Multi Axis operations can be applied to the machining of a screw.

1. Open part
a. Open the part SCREW_4AX_02.SLDPRT in the …\Lesson 05\Case Study folder
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The Stock and Coordinate System have already been defined. For this example, we will be programming
this part for a machine with only 4 axis capabilities.
We will start by programing the toolpath that finishes the floor of the helical cut.
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2. Define Multi Surface Feature
a. Click on the CAMWorks Feature Tree tab
b. Insert new Mill Part Setup using the Top Plane
c. Click on the Reverse Selected Entity button to set the Mill Part Setup direction

d. Define a Multi Surface feature under Mill Part Setup1
e. Under Strategy, select 4 Axis
f. For the Selected Faces, select the shown face
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g. Click OK
3. Generate Operation Plan
a. Generate Operation Plan
4. Edit Operation Parameters – Pattern tab
a. On the CAMWorks Operation Tree tab, edit Multiaxis Mill1
b. Click on the Pattern tab
c. Under Pattern, set the Pattern to Flowline Between Surfaces
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d. Click on the Upper… button
e. In the Upper Edge Surfaces box click on the Create Features... button

f.
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In the Multi Surface Feature property manager, under Selected Faces, select the shown
face
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Click on the Lower… button
In the Lower Edge Surfaces box click on the Create Features... button
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g. Click OK to the Multi Surface Feature property manager
h. Click on the checkbox next to Multi Surface Feature2 and click OK

k. In the Multi Surface Feature property manager, under Selected Faces, select the shown
face
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l. Click OK to the Multi Surface Feature property manager
m. Click on the checkbox next to Multi Surface Feature3 and click OK
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5. Edit Operation Parameters – Entry/Retract tab
a. Click on the Entry/Retract tab
b. Under Leadin move set the Method to None
c. Under Leadout move, set the Method to None
d. Under Clearance, set the Type to Cylinder About X and set the Radius to 125mm
e. Under Distances, set the Rapid length to 25mm and the Feed length to 5mm
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6. Edit Operation Parameters – Links tab
a. Click on the Links tab
b. Under Links between cuts, under Stepover > link threshold, set the Link type to Direct
c. Set the Entry/Exit method to None
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7. Edit Operation Parameters – Axis Control tab
a. Click on the Axis Control tab
b. Under Number of axis, set the Number of axis to 4 Axis
c. Set the Rotate about to X Axis
d. Click on the Point tool to rotary axis checkbox
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e. Click OK
8. Generate Toolpath
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The toolpath will move the tool down the thread from one side of the part to the other.

2

Next, we will program the toolpath for the walls of the screw. For this, we will still constrain the toolpath
to four axes but instead of pointing the tool to the X axis we will allow the tool to tilt in a lead/lag angle
to the surface to give a better machining angle to the feature surface.
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9. Insert new Multi Surface feature
a. Click on the CAMWorks Feature Tree tab
b. Insert new Multi Surface feature
c. In the Multi Surface Feature property manager, for the Strategy select 4 Axis
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Because of the geometry of the part, if we select the surface of the wall of the screw, we might not get
the cleanest toolpath

Instead, we can define the multi surface feature from a predefined surface body.
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d. Under Selected Faces, select Surface-Offset2 from the expanded SOLIDWORKS feature
tree
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e. Click OK
10. Generate Operation Plan
a. Generate the operation plan for the newly created multi surface feature
11. Edit Operation parameters – Pattern tab
a. Edit the new Multiaxis Mill operation and click on the Pattern tab
b. Under Pattern, set the Pattern to Offset From Surface
c. Click on the Surface button
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d. In the Single Edge Surface box select the checkbox next to Multi Surface Feature3
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e. Click OK
f. Under Direction, set the Pattern to Zig
g. Under Surface finish, set the Max. stepover to 5mm
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12. Edit Operation parameters – Entry/Retract tab
a. Click on the Entry/Retract tab
b. Under Leadin move, set the Method to None
c. Under Leadout move, set the Method to None
d. Under Clearance, set the Type to Cylinder About X, set the Radius to 125mm
e. Under Distances, set the Rapid length to 25mm
f. Set the Feed length to 5mm
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13. Edit Operation parameters – Links tab
a. Click on the Links tab
b. Under Links along cut, under Gap > link threshold set the Entry/Exit method to None
c. Under Links between cuts, set the Link threshold to 250%
d. Under Stepover > link threshold, set the Entry/Exit method to None

The intended toolpath will move down the thread as the axis of the part turns. We want the tool to
move off the part at each end a certain distance after each pass.
To do this we can set the Extend/Trim options on the Finish tab
14. Edit Operation parameters – Finish tab
a. Click on the Finish tab
b. Under Options click on the Extend/trim checkbox
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c. Click on the Extend/trim properties button
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d. Under Tangent Extensions set the Start and End to 15mm respectively
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To get the tool to line up with the surface we will first use the Axis Control settings to force the tool to
cut into the surface using a lag angle.

Using Gouge Checking, we can then force the tool to tilt back to the surface.
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15. Edit Operation parameters – Axis Control tab
a. Click on the Axis Control tab
b. Under Number of axis, set Rotate about to X Axis
c. Uncheck the checkbox next to Point tool to rotary axis
d. Under Cutting direction tilt options, set the Lead/lag angle to -45deg
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16. Edit Operation parameters – Gouge Checking tab
a. Click on the Gouge Checking tab
b. On the Group 1 tab, under Gouge checking, check on then Apply gouge checking to
checkbox
c. Click on the Shank, Non-cutting portion, and Flute checkboxes
d. Under Check against, uncheck the Other surfaces checkbox
e. Under Gouge check options, for Strategy, select Tilt Tool
f. For Angle definition, select Use Lead/Lag Angle
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g. Click OK
17. Generate toolpath

The same techniques can be applied to the face on the other side of the groove
18. Insert new Multi Surface feature
a. Click on the CAMWorks Feature Tree tab
b. Insert new Multi Surface feature
c. In the Multi Surface Feature property manager, for the Strategy select 4 Axis
d. Under Selected Faces, select Surface-Offset3 from the expanded SOLIDWORKS feature
tree
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a. Click OK
19. Generate Operation Plan
a. Generate the operation plan for the newly created multi surface feature
20. Edit Operation parameters – Pattern tab
a. Edit the new Multiaxis Mill operation and click on the Pattern tab
b. Under Pattern, set the Pattern to Offset From Surface
c. Click on the Surface button
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d. In the Single Edge Surface box select the checkbox next to Multi Surface Feature3
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Click OK
Under Direction, set the Pattern to Zig
Set the Cut Direction to CCW
Under Surface finish, set the Max. stepover to 5mm
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21. Edit Operation parameters – Entry/Retract tab
a. Click on the Entry/Retract tab
b. Under Leadin move, set the Method to None
c. Under Leadout move, set the Method to None
d. Under Clearance, set the Type to Cylinder About X, set the Radius to 125mm
e. Under Distances, set the Rapid length to 25mm
f. Set the Feed length to 5mm

22. Edit Operation parameters – Links tab
a. Click on the Links tab
b. Under Links along cut, under Gap > link threshold set the Entry/Exit method to None
c. Under Links between cuts, set the Link threshold to 250%
d. Under Stepover > link threshold, set the Entry/Exit method to None
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23. Edit Operation parameters – Finish tab
a. Click on the Finish tab
b. Under Options click on the Extend/trim checkbox
c. Click on the Extend/trim properties button
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d. Under Tangent Extensions set the Start and End to 15mm respectively
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24. Edit Operation parameters – Axis Control tab
a. Click on the Axis Control tab
b. Under Number of axis, set Rotate about to X Axis
c. Uncheck the checkbox next to Point tool to rotary axis
d. Under Cutting direction tilt options, set the Lead/lag angle to 45deg
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25. Edit Operation parameters – Gouge Checking tab
a. Click on the Gouge Checking tab
b. On the Group 1 tab, under Gouge checking, check on then Apply gouge checking to
checkbox
c. Click on the Shank, Non-cutting portion, and Flute checkboxes
d. Under Check against, uncheck the Other surfaces checkbox
e. Under Gouge check options, for Strategy, select Tilt Tool
f. For Angle definition, select Use Lead/Lag Angle

g. Click OK
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27. Simulation toolpath
a. Simulate Mill Part Setup1
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26. Generate toolpath
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Case Study – 5 Axis Trimming
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5 Axis Mill can be used to trim material from the perimeter of a plastic thermoformed or composite part
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28. Open assembly
a. Open the part Trimming.SLDASM in the …\Lesson 05\Case Study folder
29. Define Multi Surface Feature
a. Click on the CAMWorks Feature Tree tab
b. Expand the Part Manager and under Mill Part Setup1 create new Multi Surface Feature

c. For Feature Type, select the Faces or Surfaces
d. For Strategy, select 5 Axis
e. For the Selected Faces, select the shown faces around the edges of the part
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f. Click OK to insert the multi surface feature
30. Generate Operation Plan
a. Generate the Operation Plan form Multi Surface Feature1
31. Change the tool
a. Click on the CAMWorks Tool Tree
b. Drag and drop Multiaxis Mill1 from T09 – 12 Ball Nose to T05 – 20 Flat End
32. Edit Operation Parameters – Pattern Tab
a. Click on the CAMWorks Operation Tree and edit Multi Axis Mill1
b. Go to the Pattern tab and edit the following parameters:
c. For the Pattern, set the Pattern to Offset From Surface
d. Click on the Surface button and create new Multi surface feature from the Create
Features… button

e. Select on the faces that connect to the Multi Surface Feature1
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It can be easier to hide the Fixture Base part in SOLIDWORKS

Click OK to create the Multi Surface Feature and check on the check box next to Multi
Surface Feature2 and click OK
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g. Under Limits, set the Method to By Number of Cuts and set the Number of Cuts to 1
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33. Edit Operation Parameters – Axis Control tab
a. Set the following parameters on the Axis Control tab:
b. Under Cutting direction tilt options set the Tool axis will be to Tilted Relative to
Cutting Direction
c. Set the Side tilt angle to 90.00deg
d. Set the Side tilt strategy to Ortho To Cut Dir At Each Position
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e. Click Preview to generate the toolpath
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Things are looking good so far. We need to adjust the Entry/Retract parameters to ensure that the tool
starts above the part
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34. Edit Operation Parameters – Entry/Retract Tab
a. Click on the Entry Retract tab and edit the following parameters
b. Under Clearance set the Z: distance to 750mm

c. Under Distances, set the Rapid length to 25mm and the Feed length to 10mm

d. Under Leadin tab, set the Tool diameter % to 100
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e. Under Leadout tab, set the Tool diameter % to 100
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f. Click OK
35. Generate Toolpath
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36. Simulate toolpath
a. In the SOLIDWORKS feature tree, show the Fixture Base part file
b. On the CAMWorks operation tree, Edit Setup1, go to the Fixtures tab and assign
Fixture_Base as a fixture component
c. Run Toolpath Simulation
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Exercise 8 – Port Machining
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Define a Multi Axis toolpath for a porting strategy

•

02

This lab exercise will reinforce the following skills taught in Lesson 5:
Port machining strategy

Procedure:

Ch

all
e

ng

e2

1. Open part
a. Open 5AxPort.SLDPRT from the . . .\Lesson 05\Exercises folder
2. Define Multi Surface Feature
a. On the CAMWorks Feature Tab, under Mill Part Setup1, insert a Multi surface feature
b. Strategy: 5 Axis Port
c. Selected Faces: as shown

Ro
bo

d. Click OK
3. Generate Operation
a. Generate Operation plan
4. Edit operation parameters – Pattern Tab
a. Set Pattern to Pattern: Flowline between curves
b. For Upper... and Lower… define the shown curves respectively
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all
e
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c. Under Direction select Pattern: Zig
d. Under Limits set the Method: Avoid Cuts At Exact Edges
e. Under Surface finish set Max. stepover to 1mm
5. Edit operation parameters – Axis Control Tab
a. Under Cutting direction tilt options, set the Tool axis will be to Tilted Through Point
b. Click on the Define tilt point button

Ro
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c. Use the point in the SOLIDWORKS sketch named Point
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6. Edit operation parameters – Entry/Retract tab
a. Under Clearance, set the Type to Plane in Z and the distance to 75mm
b. Under Distances, set the Rapid length to 25mm and the Feed length to 10mm
7. Generate toolpath
8. Simulate toolpath
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Exercise 9 – Impeller Machining

2

Define a Multi Axis toolpath for impeller machining

•

02

This lab exercise will reinforce the following skills taught in Lesson 5:
Machining an impeller blade

Procedure:

Ch

Click OK
Create new Multi Surface feature for the offset surface
Check on the Define as Avoid Feature checkbox
For Selected Faces select the shown faces

Ro
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d.
e.
f.
g.
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ng

e2

1. Open part
a. Open 020202.SLDPRT from the . . .\Lesson 05\Exercises folder
2. Create New Multi Surface Feature
a. Under Mill Part Setup1, create new multi surface feature
b. Set Strategy to 5 Axis Impeller
c. For Selected Faces select the shown faces
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ng
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h. Create new Multi Surface feature for the gouge checking
i. Check on the Define as Avoid Feature checkbox
j. For Selected Faces select the shown faces
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3. Generate Operation Plan
4. Edit Operation Parameters – Pattern Tab
a. For Pattern, select Pattern: Offset From Surface
b. Click on the Surface button and select Multi Surface Feature2 [Avoid] as the offset
surface
c. Set the Limits to Method: Avoid Cuts At Exact Edges
d. Set the Direction to Pattern: Zig
e. For Surface finish, set the Max. stepover to 1mm
5. Edit Operation Parameters – Axis Control Tab
a. For Cutting direction tilt options set the Tool axis will be to Tilted Relative To Cutting
Direction
b. Set the Side tilt angle to 90deg
c. Set the Side tilt strategy to Follow Surface Iso Direction
6. Edit Operation Parameters – Gouge Checking Tab
a. Under the Group 1 tab, under Gouge checking, check on the Apply gouge checking to
checkbox
b. Check on the Non-cutting portion and Flute checkboxes
c. Under Check against, uncheck Feature surfaces
d. Click on the surface box and select Multi Surface Feature3 [Avoid] as the gouge
checking surface
e. Under Gouge check options, set the Strategy to Retract Along Tool Axis
7. Edit Operation Parameters – Entry Retract Tab
a. Under Clearance set the Type to Cylinder About Z
8. Generate toolpath
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9. Simulate toolpath
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Exercise 10 – Clean Core Machining

2

Define a Multi Axis toolpath using the clean core method

•
•

Defining a Multiaxis operation using the clean core strategy
Using the Retract along tool axis to machine the desired geometry

Procedure:

02

This lab exercise will reinforce the following skills taught in Lesson 5:

all
e

ng

e2

1. Open part
a. Open 030303.SLDPRTfrom the . . .\Lesson 05\Exercises folder
2. Define Multi Surface feature
a. In the SOLIDWORKS Feature Tree, hide the solid body and show the surface body
b. Under Mill Part Setup1 create new Multi Surface Feature
c. Set the Strategy to 5 Axis
d. Select the surface body as the selection under Selected Faces
e. Make sure the surface normal is pointing outward
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f. Click OK
3. Generate Operation Plan
a. Generate the Operation Plan
4. Change tool
a. Change the tool to T07 – 4 Ball Nose
5. Edit Operation Parameters – Pattern Tab
a. For the Pattern, select Pattern: Flowline Between Curves
b. Define the end edges of the cylinder as the Upper… and Lower… flow curves
c. Under Direction, set the Pattern to Zig
d. Under Limits, set the Method to Avoid Cuts At Exact Edges
e. Under Surface finish, set the Max. stepover to 0.5mm
6. Edit Operation Parameters – Entry/Retract Tab
a. Under Clearance, set the Type to Cylinder About X
b. Set the Radius to 50mm
7. Edit Operation Parameters – Axis Control Tab
a. Under Cutting direction tilt options, set the Tool axis will be to Normal to surface
8. Edit Operation Parameters – Gouge Checking Tab
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Show the solid body in the SOLIDWORKS Feature tree
Under Group 1, under Gouge checking, click on the Apply gouge checking to checkbox
Check on the Non-cutting portion and Flute checkboxes
Under Check against, uncheck Feature surfaces
Check on the Other surfaces and click on the selection button
Click on the Create Features… button at the bottom of the Avoid Features dialogue
For the Feature Type, select All Displayed
Click OK
Check on the checkbox next to Multi Surface Feature2 in the Avoid Features dialogue
and Click OK
j. Under Gouge check options, set the Strategy to Retract Along Tool Axis
9. Edit Operation Parameters – Links Tab
a. Under Links between cuts, set the Link Threshold to 250
10. Generate Toolpath
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11. Simulate Toolpath
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ng

e2

02

2

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
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2

Lesson 6—Multi Axis Roughing
Upon successful completion of this lesson, you will:

02

Create roughing passes on multi axis operations
Use roughing parameter to machine the floor section of an impeller part
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e

ng

e2

o
o
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Case Study – 5 Axis Roughing

2

In this case study, we will apply some 5 Axis roughing parameters to existing Multi Axis operations

02

The best roughing strategies are not available in the Multi Axis operation parameters. Whenever
possible, the best results can be achieved using 3+2 axis machining techniques and the 3 Axis Area
Clearance or 2.5 Axis roughing to remove material

ng

e2

The 5 Axis Roughing parameters will generally create additional passes of the toolpath offset along the
tool’s axis or offset for in the normal direction of the feature surface.

all
e

1. Open Part
a. Open the part 5 Ax Roughing.SLDPRTin the …\Lesson 06\Case Study folder
b. Click on the CAMWorks Feature and Operations tree to examine the existing operations
On the CAMWorks Operation tree we have 3 Multiaxis Mill operations.
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Multiaxis Mill Top – Machines the top face of the part. It was created using the Multi Surface feature
Multi Surface Feature Top that was generated from a SOLIDWORKS surface body. The

This operation is using an Offset from curve pattern that offsets from the outer edge of the surface.
If we run Toolpath Simulation, we can see that there is material that needs to be removed before the
existing finishing multi axis operations
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Multiaxis Mill Outside Surfaces – Machines the outside face of the part. It is generated from a Multi
Surface Features that uses the part’s geometry of the faces on the outside perimeter of the part

all
e

ng

The operation is using a Flowline between curves pattern. The top edge of the fillet is the upper flow
curve and the bottom edge of the part is the lower flow curve
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If we run toolpath simulation, we can see that the tool is taking a heavy cut into the stock

Multiaxis Mill Pocket – this operation is cutting the floor of the part.
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It is using an Offset from Curve pattern from the outer edge of the surface
We will start with the first operation, Multiaxis Mill Top

ng

As mentioned before, Multi Axis roughing parameters will take the generated finishing operation and
generated additional passes either offset in the direction of the tool axis or normal to the feature
surfaces.
Here we have two general areas that we use to define the multi axis roughing. We can offset the
toolpath using Multi Passes or Axial cut Depths

all
e

Multi Passes – When this checkbox option is checked, the multiple cuts of the Roughing toolpath will be
calculated normal to the surface. The toolpath will be top down. The roughing passes will be located
above the finishing passes.
Axial cut Depths – The cuts will be along the tool axis.
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2. Edit Multi Axis Operation – Roughing Tab
a. Edit the operation Multiaxis Mill Top
b. Go to the Roughing tab and set the following parameters
c. Click on the Multi passes check box
d. Set the Depth processing to By Level
e. Under Roughing set the Number to 4 and set the Spacing to 10mm

f.
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Click Preview to generate the toolpath
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g. Run Toolpath Simulation
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Even though the toolpath generates with roughing passes there are a lot of feed moves that are cutting
a lot of air. We will next set the rest milling parameters to avoid feed moves in air.
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3. Edit Multi Axis Operation – Rest Tab
a. Click on the Rest tab and edit the following parameters:
b. Under Rest machining, set the Method to From WIP
4. Generate toolpath
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Generate tool path by clicking on the Preview button

Ch

all
e

f.

ng

e2
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5. Edit Multiaxis Mill Outside Surface – Roughing tab
a. Edit Multiaxis Mill Outside Surface
b. Click on the Roughing tab
c. Click on the Multi passes check box
d. Set the Depth processing to By Level
e. Under Roughing set the Number to 4 and set the Spacing to 8mm

2

Next, we will work with the operation Multiaxis Mill Outside Surface to add some roughing passes

Ro
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6. Edit Multiaxis Mill Outside Surface – Rest tab
a. Click on the Rest tab and edit the following parameters:
b. Under Rest machining set the Method to From WIP

c. Click OK
7. Generate Toolpath

Next, we will add roughing passes to the operation Multiaxis Mill Pocket.
8. Edit Multiaxis Mill Pocket – Roughing tab
a. Edit the operation Multiaxis Mill Pocket, go to the Roughing tab, and edit the
following parameters
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b. Click on the Axial cut depths checkbox
c. Set Depth processing to By Level
d. Under Roughing, set the Number to 5 and the Spacing to 6mm
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e. Generate the toolpath by clicking on the Preview button
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When analyzing the toolpath through step through or toolpath simulation, we can see that the tool will
collide with the walls of the part.

We will use gouge checking to avoid the collisions
9. Edit Multiaxis Mill Pocket – Gouge Checking tab
a. Click on the Gouge Checking tab and edit the following parameters
b. Under the Group 1 tab, under Gouge checking, check on the Apply gouge checking to
checkbox
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Create new Multi surface feature to check against. Click on the Create
Features…button
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f.

e2
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c. Check on the Non-cutting portion and Flute checkboxes
d. Under Check against, uncheck Feature surfaces and check on the Other surfaces
checkbox
e. Click on the selection box
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g. Under Selected Faces select the shown faces and click OK to insert the faces

h. Click on the check box next to Multi Surface Feature4 and click OK
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Under Gouge check options set the Strategy to Remove Gouged Positions and the
Trim type to Don’t Trim Toolpath
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j. Click OK
10. Generate Toolpath
11. Simulate Mill Part Setup1
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i.

e2
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Case Study – 5 Axis Roughing an Impeller Blade

2

In this case study, we will examine some roughing strategies for machining impellor blades using a multi
axis strategy.

ng

e2

02

Specifically, we with show how to program the roughing out of material in between the blades of an
impeller part
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1. Open Part
a. Open the part Impellor 02.SLDPRTin the …\Lesson 06\Case Study folder
b. Click on the CAMWorks Feature and Operations tree to examine the existing operations
2. Simulate Toolpath
a. Run toolpath simulation to examine the toolpath
b. Compare the toolpath

We need to rough out the material between the blades. To do this, we will define this same operation
but use a multi surface feature that machines two blades.
3. Edit Multi Surface Features
a. Click on the CAMWorks Feature tree
b. Edit Multi Surface Feature1
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c. In the graphics area, select the surfaces of the blade to the left of the existing selected
surfaces to add as part of the Multi Surface feature

Ch
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e
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d. Click OK
e. Edit Multi Surface Feature2 [Avoid]
f. In the graphics area, select the surfaces of the fillet of the blade to the left of the current
selection

Ro
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g. Click OK
4. Generate toolpath
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With the toolpath generated successfully on both blades we can now set the setting to rough out the
material between the blades and to finish the floor between the blades. To do this, we will set the Area
roughing parameter on the Roughing tab of the Multi Axis Operation Parameters

all
e

Once checked on, the options button to the left of the Area Roughing check box becomes active. When
we click on the Area Roughing options box, we get the following options for area roughing:
Calculation applied—this controls how the roughing toolpath is calculated.
If the option After Gouge Checking is selected, then gouge checking will be applied before the toolpath
is calculated. However, is the gouge checking method is set to either Move Tool Away or Retract Along
Tool Axis, the toolpath will be gouge checked after the roughing toolpath is computed.

Ch

If Before Tilting is selected, then the toolpath will be computed without consideration of the tool axis.
Rotate about—allows us to define the rotary axis of the impeller.
Max stepover—defines the number of cuts and distance between each cut based on a user defined
stepover value

Ro
bo

Number of Cuts—defines the number of cuts and distance between each cut based on a specified the
number of cuts. This is the number of cuts for each section of area roughing.
Pattern—defines the pattern of the roughing passes
Area—defines how much of the area is machined. The area to be machined can be: Complete, Left side
or Right side.
For impeller machining, it is helpful to machine first the left and then the right side since both will
require different tilting directions to be gouge free.
5. Edit the Multi Axis operation
a. Edit Multiaxis Mill1 and click on the Roughing tab
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b. Check on the Area roughing checkbox
c. Click on the Options box to the left of the Area roughing checkbox
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6. Edit the Area Roughing Options
a. Set the Calculation applied to After Gouge Checking
b. Set the Rotate about to Z-Axis
c. Set the Max stepover to 5mm
d. Set the Pattern to Zigzag

e. Click OK to the Area Roughing options dialog
7. Generate Toolpath
a. Click Preview to generate toolpath
8. Simulate Toolpath
a. Simulate the toolpath by clicking on the Simulate toolpath button to the right of the
collapsed operation parameters dialog box
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ng

The next step is to finish the floor of the part between the blades. To do this we will insert a new Multi
Surface feature
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9. Insert New Multi Surface Feature
a. Click on the CAMWorks Feature tree
b. Insert new Multi Surface feature
c. Click on the Keep Visible push pin at the top of the New Multi Surface Feature
property manager
d. For Strategy, select 5 Axis
e. For Selected Faces, select the shown faces from the model

f.

Click OK to insert the new feature

Since we checked on the Keep Visible push pin, the New Multi Surface Feature property manager
remains active.
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2

We will now define the avoid surface that we will use to offset the toolpath.
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10. Insert new Multi Surface feature
a. Under Feature Type, check on the Define as Avoid Feature checkbox
b. Under Selected Faces, select the shown faces from the model
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c. Click OK to insert the Multi Surface feature.
d. Since the Keep Visible push pin is checked on click on the red X to exit out of the Multi
Surface Feature property manager
11. Generate Operation
a. Generate the operation for the new feature
12. Edit Operation Parameters
a. Edit operation
b. On the Tool, Tool Crib tab, change the tool to T08 – 10 Ball Nose
c. Click on the Pattern Tab
d. Under Pattern, set the Pattern to Offset From Surface
e. Click on the Surface button

f.

Click on the check box next to the Multi Surface feature for the bottom radius between
the blades
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ng

g. Click OK
h. Under Limits, set the Method to By Number of Cuts and set the Number of cuts to 1
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13. Edit the Operation Parameters, Entry/Retract tab
a. Click on the Entry/Retract tab
b. Under Clearance, set the Type to Cylinder About Z
c. Set the Radius to 150mm
d. Under Distances, set the Rapid length to 15mm and the Feed length to 5mm

e.
f.
g.
h.
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Click on the Leadin tab and set the Type to Parallel Line
Set the Length to 5mm
Click on the Leadout tab and set the Type to Parallel Line
Set the Length to 5mm
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14. Edit the Operation, Axis Control tab
a. Click on the Axis Control tab
b. Under Cutting direction tilt options, set the Side tilt angle to 85deg
c. Set the Side tilt strategy to Ortho To Cut Dir At Each Position
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15. Edit the Operation, Finish tab
a. Click on the Finish tab
b. Under Surface finish, set the Depth along tool axis to -3mm

c. Click OK
16. Generate toolpath
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2

Examine the generated toolpath. Notice how the toolpath is below the floor of the part. We will use
gouge checking to move the tool back to the floor surface
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17. Edit Operation Parameters, Gouge Checking tab
a. Click on the Gouge Checking tab
b. Under Group 1, Gouge checking click on the Apply gouge checking to checkbox
c. Click on Non-cutting portion and Flute checkboxes
d. Under Check against, click on the Other surfaces check box and click on the selection
button

Ch
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e. In the Avoid Feature selection box select the floor surface and click OK

Under Gouge check options, set the Strategy to Retract Along Tool Axis
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f.
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g. Click Preview to Generate toolpath

Notice how the toolpath in now generated on the floor surface.
We will now apply the Area roughing to this toolpath

For Calculation applied select After Gouge Checking
Set the Max stepover to 1mm
Set the Pattern to Zigzag
Click OK
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18. Edit Operation Parameters, Roughing tab
a. Click on the Roughing tab
b. Check on the Area roughing check box
c. Click on the Area roughing options button

h. Click OK to the operation parameters
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19. Generate Toolpath

We have just programmed the removal of material between two blades on an impeller part. In the next
steps, we will pattern the toolpath to the other blades
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Since we have three operations, we will do the same thing to each operation
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20. Edit Operation Parameters, Advanced tab
a. Edit Multiaxis Mill5
b. Click on the Advanced tab
c. Under Rotate toolpath check on the Rotate toolpath check box
d. Set the Rotate about to Z Axis
e. Set the Number of steps to 8
f. Set the Rotation angle to 45deg

g. Click OK
h. Do the same thing to Multiaxis Mill1 and Multiaxis Mill6

For Multi Axis Mill1, we might want to machine each roughing pass on each instance around the part
before moving on to the next depth. This might be desired because internal stress in the material might
cause the part to deform is one toolpath is machined to depth before the other instances
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2

This can be accomplished by setting the Sort by parameters under the Rotate toolpath section of the
Advanced tab
There are four options available:

e2
ng

all
e

Passes – Each layer, or pass, will be machined
before moving on to the next instance of the
pattern

02

Complete toolpath – The complete toolpath
section will be machined before moving on to the
next instance
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Slices – One cut will be machined before moving
onto the next instance
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Partial toolpath – A percentage of the toolpath
will be machined before moving onto the next
instance. The parameter % of toolpath
determines how much of the toolpath is
machined at each instance
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21. Generate toolpath
22. Simulate toolpath
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2

Create a 5 Axis roughing toolpath.

•
•
•

02

This exercise will reinforce the following skills taught in Lesson 6:
Create roughing passes on a Multi Axis operation
Apply rest machining to a Multi Axis operation
Defining a Pattern on a Multi Axis operation

e2

Procedure:

Ch
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1. Open part
a. Open 07E_02a.SLDPRT from the . . .\Lesson 06\Exercises folder
2. Examine the existing CAM data
a. Click on the CAMWorks Feature Tree
b. Examine Multi Surface Feature1
c. Click on the CAMWorks Operation Tree
d. Examine Multiaxis Mill1
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3. Run toolpath simulation
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4. Edit Operation Parameters
a. Edit Multiaxis Mill1 and click on the Roughing tab
b. Click on the Axial cut depths check box
c. Under Roughing, set the Number to 6 and the Spacing to 2mm
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5. Generate Toolpath
a. Click on the Preview button to generate the toolpath
6. Apply rest machining
a. Click on the Rest tab
b. Under Rest Machining, set the Method to WIP
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7. Apply Circular Pattern
a. Click on the Advanced tab
b. Under Rotate toolpath, click on the Rotate toolpath checkbox
c. Set Rotate about to X Axis
d. Set the Number of steps to 3
e. Set the Rotation Angle to 120deg

8. Generate toolpath
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9. Simulate toolpath
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Exercise 12 – 5 Axis Roughing on Impeller Blade

2

Create a 5 Axis roughing toolpath on an impellor blade.

•
•

02

This exercise will reinforce the following skills taught in Lesson 6:
Create roughing passes between the blades on an impeller in a Multi Axis operation
Defining a Pattern on a Multi Axis operation

Procedure:
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1. Open part
a. Open 06E_01.SLDPRT from the . . .\Lesson 06\Exercises folder
2. Change the color on two of the blades
a. Hold down CTRL and select the following eight surfaces on the model
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b. On the right click menu, select the Appearances icon
c. Click on the Face Icon

d. From the color property manager select on a color for the blade faces
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e. Click OK
3. Insert Mill part setup
a. Click on the CAMWorks Feature tree
b. Insert Mill Part setup using the Top Plane
c. Click on the Reverse Selected Entity button to make sure the setup direction is in the
correct orientation

d. Click OK
4. Create New Multi-Surface Feature
a. Under Mill Part Setup1, create new Multi-Surface feature
b. Make sure the Keep Visible push pins in toggled on
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c. For Feature Type, select Faces by Color
d. For Strategy, select 5 Axis
e. Under Faces by Color, check the check box next to the eight colored faces

2
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f. Click OK
5. Create new Multi-Surface feature
a. Under Feature Type, select Faces or Surfaces
b. Click on the Define as Avoid Feature checkbox
c. Under Selected Faces, select the faces shown below

d. Click OK
6. Create new Multi-Surface Feature
a. Toggle off the Keep Visible push pin
b. Under Feature Type, click on the Define as Avoid Feature checkbox
c. Under Selected Faces, select the faces shown below
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d. Click OK
7. Generate Operation Plan
8. Edit Multi Axis Operation, Pattern Tab
a. Click on the Pattern tab
b. Under Pattern, set the Pattern to Offset From Surface
c. Click on the Surface button
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d. In the Singe Edge Surfaces box check on the check box next to Multi Surface Feature2

e. Click OK
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9. Edit Operation Parameters, Entry/Retract tab
a. Click on the Entry/Retract tab
b. Under Clearance, set the Type to Cylinder About X
c. Set the Radius to 100mm
d. Under Distances, set the Rapid length to 15mm
e. Set the Feed length to 5mm
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f. Set the Limits to Method: By Number of Cuts
g. Set the Number of cuts to 1
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10. Edit Operation Parameters, Axis Control Tab
a. Click on the Axis Control tab
b. Under Number of axis, set the Number of axis to 5 Axis
c. Under Cutting direction tilt options, set the Tool axis will be to Tilted Relative To
Cutting Direction
d. Set the Side tilt angle to 90deg
e. Set the Side tilt strategy to Follow Surface Iso Direction
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11. Edit Operation Parameters, Gouge Checking Tab
a. Click on the Gouge Checking tab
b. Under Options, click on the Check link motions for collision checkbox
c. On the Group 1 tab, under Gouge checking, click on the Apply gouge checking to
checkbox
d. Click on the Non-cutting portion and Flute checkboxes
e. Under Check against, click on the Other surfaces check box
f. Click on the Avoid surface selection button
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g. In the Avoid Features dialog box, under Avoid Group1, click on the check box next to
Multi Surface Feature3
h. Click OK

i.

Under Gouge check options, set the Strategy to Retract Along Tool Axis
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j. Click on the Group 2 tab
k. On the Group 2 tab, under Gouge checking, click on the Apply gouge checking to
checkbox
l. Click on the Non-cutting portion and Flute checkboxes
m. Under Check against, click on the Feature surfaces check box
n. Under Gouge check options, set the Strategy to Tilt Tool
o. Set the Angle definition to Use Side Tilt Angle
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p. Click OK
12. Generate Tool path
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13. Simulate toolpath

Ro
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14. Copy Multiaxis Mill1
a. CRTL+drag and drop Multiaxis Mill1 to copy it
15. Edit Multiaxis Mill1 – Copy
a. Edit Multiaxis Mill1 – Copy
b. Click on the Pattern Tab
c. Under Limits, set the Method to Avoid Cuts At Exact Edges

d. Click on the Roughing tab and check on the Area roughing checkbox
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e. Click on the Area roughing options box

Set Calculation applied to After Gouge Checking
Set the Rotate about to X-Axis
Set the Max stepover to 2mm
Set the Pattern to Zigzag

j.
k.
l.
m.
n.
o.
p.

Click OK
Click on the Advanced tab
Under Rotate toolpath, check on the Rotate toolpath checkbox
Set the Rotate about to X Axis
Set the Number of Steps to 8
Set the Rotation angle to 45deg
Set the Sort by to Complete toolpath
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f.
g.
h.
i.

q. Click OK
16. Generate toolpath
17. Edit Multi Axis Mill1
a. Click on the Advanced tab
b. Under Rotate toolpath, check on the Rotate toolpath checkbox
c. Set the Rotate about to X Axis
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g. Click OK
18. Simulate Toolpath for Mill Part Setup1
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d. Set the Number of Steps to 4
e. Set the Rotation angle to 90deg
f. Set the Sort by to Complete toolpath
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Lesson 7—Swarf Machining
Create a Multi Axis Milling operation using a Swarf machining strategy
Run a simulation using CAMWorks Virtual Machine
Use a Swarf machining strategy to program an impeller blade
Use a Swarf machining strategy to program a 5-axis trimming operation
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Upon successful completion of this lesson, you will:
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Case Study – Swarf Milling
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Swarf Milling refers to cutting the part surfaces with the side of the tool.
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In this Case study, we will examine the Swarf Milling method that is a part of the Multi Axis milling
operation.

Ch

Although orienting the tool to cut the part surfaces with the side of the tool in CAMWorks multi axis can
be achieved by using the methods shown in previous lessons, using the Swarf Milling method provides a
simpler way of controlling the toolpath for this application.
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1. Open Assembly
a. Open the assembly file Swarf Machining.SLDASM in the …\Lesson 07\Case Study
folder
b. Click on the CAMWorks Feature and Operations tree to examine the existing operations
2. Run toolpath Simulation
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To gain a better understanding of how these toolpaths will perform, we can run a virtual simulation of
the toolpath using CAMWorks Virtual Machine.
CAMWorks Virtual Machine is an integrated simulation application that is available in three editions

Standard APT

Ch

Standard APT uses a special extended version of APT-CL to perform machine simulation using on
standard set of machines or a custom machine. The standard version can be launched only from within
the CAD application and simulates toolpaths records only (not the G-code)

Professional

Ro
bo

Professional provides true G-code simulation of the “in-session” program in CAMWorks. Full collision
detection and editing capabilities are also included. This edition provides everything required to
accurately simulate programs created using CAMWorks and can be launched only from within the CAD
application and simulates the actual G-code.

Premium

Premium allows true G-code machine simulation from any source. The Premium edition is still
seamlessly integrated with CAMWorks and will instantly simulate the program currently “in-session” and
in addition, the Premium edition can be run as a stand-alone system and allows G-code files from other
sources to be opened and simulated. It can be launched from within the CAD and as a standalone
application and can be used to assemble/create/modify machines.
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For this example, we will run CAMWorks Virtual Machine Standard.
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To get started, we will need to define which machine we are machining the part on. This is done by
editing the machine definition, selecting the Machine tab, and at the bottom selecting the Simulation
machine from the available list

For this Case Study, the Sample_5Ax_TT machine has already been defined

Ch
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To run CAMWorks Virtual Machine, right click on the machine and select Machine Simulation from the
list. From here, there are three options available: Legacy, Standard – APT CL and G-Code..
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Legacy machine simulation refers to an older machine simulation that uses a different engine. It will not
be discussed in this course.
The Standard – APT CL option will launch CAMWorks Virtual Machine Standard Apt simulation. If using a
customized machine, the machine must be configured to work with Standard Apt.
G-Code is only available in CAMWorks Virtual Machine Professional and Premium. If you do not have a
license for CAMWorks Virtual Machine Professional or Premium, then G-Code option will not show.
3. Run CAMWorks Virtual Machine
a. Right click on the Machine
b. Select Machine Simulation, Standard – APT CL

From here the CAMWorks Virtual Machine window will launch.
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At this point, the part, fixture, and stock are not showing. The fixture coordinate system of the assembly
is defined from the top center of the stock. The fixture coordinate system will also serve as the
attachment point to the machine template. For this machine, the defined attachment point in the
machine is the top table center.
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Because of this, the part, fixture and stock are buried in the table. We can move this to be above the
table
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c. Click on Settings, Machine origin offset

d. Set Z: to 115mm
e. Click OK
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Click on the play button on the Simulation toolbar
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g. Close the CAMWorks Virtual Machine window
4. Create Multi Surface Feature
a. Click on the CAMWorks Feature Tree
b. Under the Part Manager, under Swarf Milling.SLDPRT, expand the Feature manager
c. Under Mill Part Setup1, create a new Multi Surface Feature…
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d. Under Feature Type, select Faces or Surfaces
e. Under Strategy, select 5 Axis
f. Under Selected Faces, select the highlighted face

Ro
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g. Click OK
5. Generate Operation
a. Generate the operation plan for the new Multi Surface feature
6. Edit the Operation
a. Drag the Multiaxis Mill1 from Setup1[Group1] to Setup[Group3] below Countersink1
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b. Click on the CAMWorks Tool tab
c. Drag and drop Multiaxis Mill1 from T09 – 12 Ball Nose to T16 – 5x5° Ball End Tapered
7. Edit the Operation – Pattern tab
a. Click on the Pattern tab
b. For Method, select Swarf Milling
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Notice the change of the operation parameter dialog box

A whole new set of tabs are now available.
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The following sections are now made available on the pattern tab:

Ch

Machining

Ro
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Extensions – defines how the tool will tilt at the
start or end of a pass
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Surface Finish – controls the quality of the finish
on the multi surface feature. The machine
deviation represents the maximum deviation
between the actual part model and the
calculated toolpath. The Side Allowance is the
amount of material to be left on the feature
surfaces. The Floor allowance allows us to offset
the toolpath from the floor feature. The Max.
move distance sets the maximum distance
between the two successive points on the
toolpath.

ng

Floor Feature – when a floor feature is defined,
the tool will be projected along its axis until it
reaches the floor feature. A floor feature is a
Multi Surface feature that can be defined on the
fly.

2

Guide Curves – Upper and Lower guide curves
can be defined to help guide the toolpath

Lesson 7—Swarf Machining, Case Study – Swarf Milling
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Start Point – defines the start point of the tool tip
on the lower curve and the tool axis orientation
for closed contours

e2

Syncing – Controls how the tool will be aligned
along the cutting path

ng

c. Click on the Use Floor Feature checkbox and click on the Floor button

Ch
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d. In the Floor Features dialog, click on the Create Feature button
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e. Select the shown face and click OK
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f. Check on the checkbox next to the Multi Surface Feature3 [Avoid]
g. Click OK to the Floor Features dialog
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h. Under Extensions set the Start extension to 3mm and the End extension to 3mm

8. Edit the Operation – Entry/Retract tab
a. Under Clearance, set the Type to Plane In Z
b. Set the Z to 25mm
c. Under Distances, set the Rapid length to 15mm
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d. Set the Feed length to 5mm

9. Edit the Operation – Multiple Cuts tab
a. Click on the Multiple Cuts tab

ng

The Multiple Cuts tab controls the number of cuts in both the direction of along the tool axis and the
offset normal to the feature surfaces.
The following sections are available under the Multiple Cuts tab:
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Stepdown Pattern – controls how many passes
the tool will make in the tool axis direction. Cut
depths can be set by number of cuts or a slice
distance.
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Tool Guidance – controls the smoothing of the
tool motion within a non-tangent area. There are
tool shift options that controls the contact point
of the tool to the feature.
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Stepover Pattern – controls the number of
passes in the direction normal to the feature
surfaces

e2

Sorting – controls the tool direction of the slice
cuts. The options available are Zig and Zigzag
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f. Click OK
10. Generate toolpath
11. Simulate toolpath
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b. Under Stepdown Pattern, set the Pattern to Step from
Bottom
c. Under the Stepover Pattern, set the Number of cuts to 3
d. Set the Stepover dist to 1mm
e. Under Sorting, set the Method to Zigzag
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Next, we will create a swarf milling operation to machine the outside curved faces of the part.
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12. Create a new Multi Surface Feature
a. Click on the CAMWorks Feature tab
b. Under Mill Part Setup1, create new Multi Surface feature
c. Under Feature Type, select Faces or Surfaces
d. Under Strategy, select 5 Axis

e. For Selected Faces expand the feature tree in the graphics area to access the
SOLIWORKS feature tree
f. Under the part Swarf Milling (Default), expand the Surface Bodies folder and select
Surface-Imported1
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g. Click on the Show Normal checkbox to check with side is the normal surface

h. Use the Reverse Direction button to change the surface normal direction
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i. Click OK
13. Generate Operation Plan
a. Generate the operation plan
b. On the CAMWorks Operation tree, drag Multiaxis Mill2 from Setup1[Group] and drop
it under Setup1[Group2], below Mulitaxis Mill1
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16. Edit Operation – Entry/Retract tab
a. Under Clearance, set the type to Plane in Z
b. Set Z to 25mm
c. Under Distances, set the Rapid length to 25mm
d. Set the Feed length to 5mm

e2
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14. Define the Tool
a. Click on the CAMWorks Tool tab
b. Drag and drop Multiaxis Mill2 from T09 – 12 Ball Nose to T16 – 5x5° Ball End Tapered
15. Edit Operation – Pattern Tab
a. Click on the Pattern tab
b. Set the Method to Swarf Milling

17. Edit Operation – Gouge Checking tab
a. Click on the Gouge Checking tab
The Gouge Checking tab contains the options for gouge checking as well as avoidance with relinking and
retracting
The following parameters are available on the Gouge Checking tab:
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Gouge – determines the areas to be checked for
gouges. Based on the option selected, CAMWorks
will move the tool away from any gouges
detected in the area that was checked.
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Avoid by Relinking – Determines the areas to be
checked for gouges, trims away any portions of
the toolpath that gouge the selected areas and
relinks the toolpath after trimming

ng

all
e

Clearances – set the clearance values for holder,
shank and non-cutting portions of the tool
assigned for the Swarf Milling operation

e2

Avoid by Retracting – Determines the area to be
checked for gouges and retract the tool away
from the portions of the toolpath that gouge the
selected areas

Ch

b. Under Gouge set the check to Swarf Surfaces
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18. Edit Operation Multiple Cuts tab
a. Click on the Multiple Cuts tab
b. Under Stepdown Pattern, set the Depth steps to By Number of Slices
c. Set the Number of slices to 15
d. Set the Direction to Along Surfaces
e. Under Tool Guidance, set the Tool shift to Gradual for each Slice
f. Set the Start to 3mm
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This will set the tool shift to transition gradually from 3mm to 0mm from the top of the feature surfaces
to the bottom

g. Click OK
19. Generate toolpath
20. Run Toolpath Simulation
21. Run Machine Simulation
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a. Right click on the machine and click on Machine Simulation, Standard – APT CL
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b. Go to Settings, Machine origin offset
c. Set Z to 115mm

d. Click on Settings, Machining parameters
e. Set the Linear precision to 1mm
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f. Click OK
g. Run the simulation
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Case Study – Swarf Milling Impeller Blade
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We can use the same operation type to program an impeller blade
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1. Open Part
a. Open the assembly file 5 AX PART.SLDPRT in the …\Lesson 07\Case Study folder
2. Create a Multi surface feature
a. Click on the CAMWorks Feature Tree tab
b. Under Mill Part Setup1, create a new Multi Surface feature
c. For Feature Type, select Faces by Color
d. For Strategy, select 5 Axis
e. Check the checkbox next to the yellow color

f. Click OK
3. Generate Operation Plan
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4. Edit Operation – Pattern Tab
a. Click on the Pattern tab
b. Set the Method to Swarf Milling
c. Click on the Use Floor Feature checkbox and click on the Floor button
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d. In the Floor Features dialog box click on the Create Feature… button.
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e. Select the shown face as the Selected Face

f.
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g. Check on the checkbox next to Multi Surface Feature2 in the Floor Features dialog box
h. Click OK
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5. Edit Operation – Entry/Retract
a. Click on the Entry/Retract tab
b. Under Clearance, set the Type to Cylinder About Z
c. Set the Radius to 125mm
d. Under Distances, set the Rapid length to 35mm
e. Set the Feed length to 10mm
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6. Edit Operation – Multiple Cuts tab
a. Click on the Multiple Cuts tab
b. Under Stepdown Pattern, set the Number of slices to 2
c. Set the Pattern to Morph
d. Set the Direction to Along Contact Line
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f. Click OK
8. Generate toolpath
a. Generate the toolpath

ng

e2
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7. Edit Operation – Advanced tab
a. Click on the Advanced tab
b. Under Rotate toolpath, check on the checkbox next to Rotate toolpath
c. Set Rotate about to Z Axis
d. Set the Number to steps to 3
e. Set the Rotation angle to 120deg
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9. Simulation toolpath
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Case Study – Swarf Milling 5 Axis Trimming
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In Lesson 5 we examined a 5-axis trimming example using the 5 axis mill parameters. We can use the
Swarf Milling strategy to machine the same types of features.

At the end of this lesson, we will run CAMWorks Virtual Machine to verify the toolpath. For starters, we
will copy the machine we are using to simulate the toolpath.
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1. Copy Machine Simulation Template files
a. Copy the folder Sample_5Ax_HH from …\Lesson 07 to
C:\CAMWorksData\CAMWorks2022x64\MachSim\Machines\Mill

2. Open Assembly file
a. Open Trimming_Swarf from the …\Lesson 07\Case Study folder
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b. Click on the CAMWorks Feature Tree tab
3. Create a new Multi Surface Feature
a. Expand the Part Manager and under Mill Part Setup1, create new Multi Surface
Feature
b. For Feature Type, select Faces or Surfaces
c. For the Strategy, select 5 Axis
d. For Selected Faces, select the outside edge as shown
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e. Click OK
4. Generate Operation Plan
a. Generate the operation plan
5. Change the Tool
a. Click on the CAMWorks Tool Tree
b. Drag Multiaxis Mill1 from T09 – 12.00 Ball Nose to T05 – 20.00 Flat End

6. Edit Operation – Pattern tab
a. Click on the CAMWorks Operation tree
b. Edit Multi Axis Mill1
c. Click on the Pattern tab
d. Set the Method to Swarf Milling
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Under Selected Contours select the shown edge and click OK
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f.

e2
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e. Under Guide Curves check on the Use Guide Curves check box and click on the Upper…
button to launch the Curve Wizard
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g. Click on the Lower… button and in the Curve Wizard, under Selected Contours select
the shown edge and click OK
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h. Under Floor Feature, check on the Use Floor Feature checkbox and click on the
Floor… button

In the Floor Features dialog, click on the Create Feature…button

j.

In the Multi Surface Feature property manager, under Selected Faces select the shown
face on the underside of the part
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e2

i.

k. Click OK
l. In the Floor Features dialog box, click on the checkbox next to Multi Surface Feature2
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m. Click OK
n. Under Surface finish, set the Floor allowance to -1.00mm
o. Under Syncing, set the Method to Shortest Distance
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7. Operation Parameters – Entry/Retract
a. Under Clearance, set the Type to Plane In Z
b. Set the Z to 500mm
c. Under Distances, set the Rapid length to 25mm and the Feed length to 5mm

d. Click OK
8. Generate Toolpath

In some cases, very minimal modifications to the operation parameters are needed when using Swarf
Milling.
9. Define Multi Surface Feature
a. Click on the CAMWorks Feature tree
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Create new Multi Surface feature
For Feature Type, select Faces or Surfaces
For Strategy, select 5 Axis
For Selected Faces, selected the shown faces

ng
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e.
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f. Click OK
10. Genedrate Operation Plan
a. Generate the operation plan
11. Change the Tool
a. Click on the CAMWorks Tool Tree
b. Drag Multiaxis Mill1 from T09 – 12.00 Ball Nose to T05 – 20.00 Flat End
12. Edit Operation – Pattern Tab
a. For Method, select Swarf Milling
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13. Edit Operation – Entry/Retract
a. Under Clearance, set the Type to Plane In Z
b. Set the Z to 500mm
c. Under Distances, set the Rapid length to 25mm and the Feed length to 5mm
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14. Operation Parameters – Advanced tab
a. Click on the Advanced tab
b. Under Rotate toolpath, click on the Use Rotate toolpath check box
c. Set Rotate about to Z Axis
d. Set the Number of Steps to 2
e. Set the Rotation angle to 180deg
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f. Click OK
15. Generate toolpath
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16. Define fixture
a. Edit Setup1
b. Click on the Fixtures tab
c. Select the Fixture_Base part file as the fixture model
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d. Click OK
17. Simulate toolpath
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18. Run CAMWorks Virtual Machine
a. Define the machine to be used for the CAMWorks Virtual Machine simulation
b. Edit the machine definition
c. Click on the Machine tab
d. Under Active machine, set the Simulation machine to Sample_5Ax_HH
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e. Click OK
f. Run Machine Simulation
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Exercise 13 – Swarf Milling

2

Create a 5 Axis swarf milling toolpath.

Create a swarf milling operation
Run CAMWorks Virtual Machine
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e2
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This exercise will reinforce the following skills taught in Lesson 6:

Procedure:
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1. Open Assembly
a. Open Swarf_01.SLDASM from the from the . . .\Lesson 07\Exercises folder
b. Click on the CAMWorks Operation Tree tab and examine the assembly setup and
operations
2. Run Toolpath simulation
a. Run toolpath simulation

b. Click OK
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3. Create new Multi surface feature
a. Click on the CAMWorks Feature Tree tab
b. Expand the Part Manager, and under the part Swarf.SLDPRT, Mill Part Setup1, create a
new multi surface feature
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c. For the Feature Type, select Faces or Surfaces
d. For the Strategy, select 5 Axis
e. Under Selected Faces, select the shown face from the model in the graphics area

f. Click OK
4. Generate Operation Plan
a. Generate the Operation Plan for Multi Surface Feature3
5. Edit the Tool
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In the Floor Features box, click on the Create Features… box
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f.
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a. Click on the CAMWorks Tool Tree tab
b. Drag the Multiaxis Mill3 operation from T09 – 12 Ball Nose to T08 – 10 Ball Nose
6. Edit Operation Parameters – Pattern tab
a. Click on the CAMWorks Operation Tree tab
b. Edit Multiaxis Mill3
c. Click on the Pattern Tab
d. Set the Method to Swarf Milling
e. Check on the Use Floor Feature checkbox and click on the Floor… box to define the
Floor multi surface feature
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g. For the Selected Faces selected the shown faces to be the Floor Feature and click OK
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Under Extensions, set the Start extension to 3mm
Set the End extension to 3mm
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j.
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h. Click on the checkbox next to Multi Surface Feature4 [Avoid] and click OK
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7. Edit the operation Parameter – Entry/Retract tab
a. Click on the Entry/Retract tab and edit the following parameters:
b. Under Leadin move, set the Method to None
c. Under Leadout move, set the Method to None
d. Under Clearance, set the Z plane to 15mm
e. Under Distances, set the Rapid Length to 25mm
f. Set the Feed Length to 5mm
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8. Edit the Operation Parameters – Multiple Cuts tab
a. Click on the Multiple Cuts tab
b. Under Stepover Pattern, set the Number of cuts to 10 and the Stepover dist to 1mm
c. Under Sorting, set the Method to Zigzag
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d. Click OK
9. Generate Toolpath
a. Generate the toolpath
10. Copy Multiaxis Mill3
a. CRTL+drag and drop Multiaxis Mill3 to copy the operation

11. Edit Operation parameters – Pattern tab
a. Edit Multiaxis Mill3 – Copy and click on the Pattern tab
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b. Uncheck the Use Floor Feature checkbox
12. Edit Operation Parameters – Multiple Cuts tab
a. Click on the Multiple Cuts tab
b. Under Stepdown Pattern, set the Depth steps to By Slice Distance
c. Set the Distance to 5mm
d. Under Tool Guidance, set the End to 10mm
e. Under Stepover Pattern, set the Number of cuts to 1

2

Lesson 7—Swarf Machining, Exercise 13 – Swarf Milling
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13. Edit Operation Parameters – Links tab
a. Click on the Links tab
b. Under Links between cuts, under Stepover > link threshold, set the Entry/Exit method
to None

c. Click OK
14. Generate Toolpath
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15. Simulate Toolpath

16. Simulation the toolpath by running CAMWorks Virtual Machine
a. Run CAMWorks Virtual Machine for Setup1
b. Right click on Setup1, click on Machine Simulation, and then Standard – APT CL
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c. In the CWVM Window, go to Settings, Machine origin offset
d. Set the Z to 165mm and click OK
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e. Run the Simulation
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Lesson 8—5 Axis Drilling
Create a 5-axis drilling operation
Use a 3D SOLIDWORKS Sketch to define the drilling toolpath
Draw and modify a SOLIDWORKS 3D Sketch
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•
•
•
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Upon successful completion of this lesson, you will:
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Case Study – 5 Axis Drilling
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For parts with lots of holes that are not on the same plane, we can program using a separate Mill Part
setup for each hole. We can use the techniques discussed in Lesson 2 to program the drilling operations
for the holes
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We can also create a 5 Axis drilling operation that uses the axes of holes to drive the tool in a Multiaxis
operation.

This technique provides some advantages over having a single setup for each hole:
•
•

The hole machining is contained is a single operation.
Take advantage of the link and entry/retract parameters of the Multiaxis operation

There are some limitations to using a Multiaxis drilling operation:
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No drilling cycles will be output
Need to create a 3D SOLIDWORKS sketch with lines concentric to each hole. This can be time
consuming to create

2

•
•

02

We will start this Case Study by copying a machine template to the CAMWorks data folder so that we
can run a machine simulation at the end of the lesson.
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1. Copy Machine Simulation Template files
a. Copy the folder SAMPLE_HT_MACHINE from …\Lesson 08\Case Study to
C:\CAMWorksData\CAMWorks2022x64\MachSim\Machines\Mill
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2. Open Part
a. Open the part file 020563.SLDPRT in the …\Lesson 08\Case Study folder
b. Click on the CAMWorks Feature and Operations tree to examine the existing operation
c. Run toolpath simulation

3. Create new Multiaxis operation
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a. Insert new multiaxis operation
b. For the Tool, click on the Add New button to add the correct drill size
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c. Select a 10.0mm JOBBER DRILL from the Tool Select Filter and click OK

d. Select the new drill tool
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e. Click on the Features tab and select Multi Surface Feature1
f. Click OK to insert the operation
4. Edit Operation Parameters – Pattern tab
a. Edit the operation parameters of the new Multiaxis operation
b. Click on the Pattern Tab
c. For the Method, select Drilling
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To enable 5-axis drilling we will change the method to Drilling on the pattern tab. This will enable the
drilling parameters on the applicable tabs in the operation parameters dialog box

For CAMWorks to know where to drill the holes, the axis of each hole needs to be defined. This is done
with a sketch entity. On a part like this, we use a 3D sketch.
d. Click OK to exit the operation parameters
5. Examine the 3D Sketch
a. Click on the SOLIDWORKS Feature tree
b. Edit 3DSketch4 and examine the lines that are defined
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Each hole has a line that is constrained to the center of each hole cylinder. The endpoints are
constrained to the start and end depth of the hole.

This will determine where the tool will drill. The length of the line defines the drilling depth.

ng

For this first example, this 3D Sketch has already been defined.
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c. Close 3DSketch4
6. Edit Operation Parameters – Pattern tab
a. Click on the CAMWorks Operation tree and edit Multiaxis2
b. Click on the Pattern tab
c. Under Pattern, set the Pattern to Lines
d. Click on the Lines box
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e. In the Select Sketch box, select 3DSketch4 and click OK
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The Reverse Direction check box will change the direction of the tool
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For this example, we will leave the Reverse Direction box unchecked
7. Edit Operation Parameters – Entry/Retract tab
a. Click on the Entry/Retract tab
b. Under Clearance, set the Type to Cylinder about Z
c. Set the Radius to 250mm
d. Under Distances, set the Rapid length to 25mm and the Feed length to 5mm
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e. Click OK
8. Generate Toolpath

We might want to have the holes center drilled. We can copy the existing Multiaxis Mill2 operation and
adjust some parameters.
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9. Copy Multiaxis Mill2
a. CRTL+Drag and Drop Multiaxis Mill2 to copy the operation
b. Set the tool on the copied operation to T06 – 6MM X 60DEG Center Drill
10. Edit Operation Parameters – Pattern tab
a. Edit the operation parameters of Multiaxis Mill2 – Copy
b. Click on the Pattern tab
c. Under Pattern, set the Pattern parameter to Lines and Depth
d. Set the Drill depth to 2.5mm
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e. Click OK
11. Generate Toolpath
12. Simulate Toolpath
a. Simulate Mill Part Setup1
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Next, we will program the four holes on the body of the part. To do this, we need to create a 3D Sketch
in SOLIDWORKS to define the toolpath for the holes.
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As mentioned before, the 3D sketch will contain sketched lines that will be constrained concentric to the
hole. One endpoint of the line will be coincident with the start of the hole and the other endpoint will be
coincident with the depth of the hole.
End Point Consideration
Most of the time when dealing with a sketched line in SOLIDWORKS it does not matter what endpoint it
the start or the end. For the lines in this 3D Sketch, however, the startpoint and endpoint tell the 5 axis
operation where to start the drill hole.
In SOLIDWORKS, the startpoint of any sketched line is the first point of the line that you click on when
drawing the line. When you click to end the line, that point is the endpoint.
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There is no discernable characteristic that tells you in SOLIDWORKS when end of the line is the start or
endpoint. The only way you will be able to tell is when you go to generate the toolpath on the 5-axis
drilling operation.
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Earlier in the lesson we mentioned the Reverse direction checkbox on the Sketch Selection dialog box. If
your direction is wrong, toggling this checkbox on can fix it. However, this will only work for 3D sketches
with a single entity or multiple entities that are pointing in the same direction
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If your 3Dsketch has been drawing with the start and endpoint different in the check, then the Reverse
Direction check box will reverse the direction of both lines simultaneously.

This will result in the holes being drilled in the opposite direction.
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We will start the next operation by creating a 3D Sketch
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b. Click on the Line tool and draw a line in space

e2
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13. Create a 3D Sketch in SOLIDWORKS
a. Start a 3D Sketch in SOLIDWORKS
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c. Add a Concentric relation to the line and one of the hole cylinders.
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d. Add an On Surface relation between the Start Point of the line and the outside surface
of the part.

Ch

Do the same thing for the other three holes on the part
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f.
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e. Add another On Surface relation between the Endpoint of the line and the inside
surface of the part
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g. Exit the sketch and go back to the CAMWorks Operation Tree
14. Create new 5-axis operation
a. For the Tool, add a new 16mm drill from the library and select this tool to use for the
operation
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b. Click OK to insert the operation
15. Edit Operation Parameters – Pattern Tab
a. Edit the Operation Parameters and click on the Pattern tab
b. For the Method, select Drilling
c. Under Pattern, for the Pattern, select Lines
d. Click on the Lines button
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e. In the Select Sketch box, select on 3DSketch7

Notice the preview of the arrows on the part. There may be some arrows that are pointing the wrong
direction.
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If that is the case, then we need to edit the 3D Sketch and redraw the line or line that are pointing in the
opposite direction.
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f. Click OK to the Select Sketch
16. Edit Operation Parameters – Entry/Retract tab
a. Under Clearance, set the Type to Sphere
b. Set the Radius to 250mm
c. Set the Z distance to 250mm
d. Under Distances, set the Rapid length to 25mm
e. Set the Feed length to 5mm

f. Click OK
17. Generate toolpath
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18. Copy Operation for Centerdill operation
a. CRTL+Drag and Drop to copy Multiaxis Mill3
19. Edit Operation – Tool Tab
a. Edit the copied operation, Multiaxis Mill3 – Copy, and click on the Tool tab
b. Click on the Tool Crib tab
c. Select Stn. No. 6 Centerdrill as the tool

20. Edit Operation – Pattern Tab
a. Click on the Pattern tab
b. Under Pattern, set the Pattern to Lines and Depth
c. Set the Drill depth to 2.5mm
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d. Click OK
21. Generate toolpath
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22. Simulate toolpath
a. Simulate Mill Part Setup1
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c. Click OK
d. Run CAMWorks Virtual Machine

e2

02

23. Run CAMWorks Virtual Machine
a. Edit the machine definition
b. On the Machine tab, under Active machine, set the Simulation machine to
SAMPLE_HT_MACHINE

2

Lesson 8—5 Axis Drilling, Case Study – 5 Axis Drilling
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Exercise 14 – 5 Axis Drilling

2

Create a 5 Axis drilling toolpath. Draw a 3D SOLIDWORKS sketch to define the holes location and depth.

•
•
•

Define a 5-axis drilling operation
Use a 3D SOLIDWORKS Sketch to define the drilling toolpath
Draw and modify a SOLIDWORKS 3D Sketch

e2

Procedure:

02

This exercise will reinforce the following skills taught in Lesson 8:
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1. Open Part
a. Open 5AX_Drilling.SLDPRT from the from the . . .\Lesson 08\Exercises folder
2. Examine the existing CAM data on the part
a. Click on the CAMWorks Operation tree
b. Examine the existing operations
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3. Run toolpath simulation
a. Run toolpath simulation
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4. Create new Multiaxis operation
a. On the Tool tab, select T15 – 10x118.00deg Drill
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b. On the Features tab, select any feature
c. Click OK
5. Edit Operation Parameters – Pattern tab
a. Click on the Pattern Tab
b. For the Method, select Drilling
c. Under Pattern, set the Pattern to Lines
d. Click on the Lines box
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e. In the Select Sketch box, select 5AxisDrillingSketch

f.
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6. Edit Operation Parameters – Entry/Retract tab
a. Click on the Entry/Retract tab
b. Under Clearance, set the Type to Plane in Z
c. Set the Z offset to 125mm
d. Under Distances, set the Rapid length to 25mm
e. Set the Feed length to 5mm
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7. Edit Operation Parameters – Links tab
a. Click on the Links tab
b. Under Links between holes, under Gaps<= link threshold, set the Link type to Retract
to Rapid Distance
c. Under Gaps>= link threshold, set the Link type to Retract to Rapid Distance
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d. Click OK
8. Generate toolpath
a. Generate the toolpath
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9. Draw 3D SOLIDWORKS Sketch
a. Click on the SOLIDWORKS Feature tree
b. Start a 3D Sketch
c. Draw a line in space
d. Insert a Concentric sketch relation to the line and hole
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e. Add a Coincident sketch relation between the endpoint of the line and the bottom point
of the hole
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Add an On Surface sketch relation between the other endpoint and the top surface of
the part
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g. Do the same thing on the other hole
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f.
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h. Exit Sketch
10. Create Multiaxis Milling operation
a. Click on the CAMWorks Operation tree
b. Create new Multiaxis Mill operation
c. On the Tool tab, select T16-20.00x118.00deg Drill
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d. Click OK
11. Edit Operation Parameters – Pattern tab
a. Edit the operation and go to the Pattern tab
b. For Method, select Drilling
c. Under Pattern, set the Pattern to Lines
d. Click on the Lines box

e2
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e. In the Select Sketch box, select 3DSketch4 and click OK

12. Edit Operation Parameters – Entry/Retract tab
a. Click on the Entry/Retract tab
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Under Clearance, set the Type to Plane in Z
Set the Z offset to 125mm
Under Distances, set the Rapid length to 25mm
Set the Feed length to 5mm

e2
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b.
c.
d.
e.
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13. Edit Operation Parameters – Links tab
a. Click on the Links tab
b. Under Links between holes, under Gaps<= link threshold, set the Link type to Retract
to Rapid Distance
c. Under Gaps>= link threshold, set the Link type to Retract to Rapid Distance
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d. Click OK
14. Generate Toolpath
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15. Simulate Toolpath
a. Simulate the toolpath
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16. Run CAMWorks Virtual Machine to validate the toolpath
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2

Lesson 9—5 Axis Post Processor Considerations
Upon successful completion of this lesson, you will:

02

Understand how the post processor affects the machine movement of multi axis operations
Work with the post setting to manipulate the toolpath in the G-Code
Understand the benefits of Machine simulation in verifying G-Code
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•
•
•
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Case Study – 5 Axis Post Processors
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As with the rest of CAMWorks, the post processor converts the toolpath displayed in CAMWorks to the
G-Code transmitted to the machine. Generally, for 2.5 axis and 3 axis operations, the displayed numbers
of the toolpath are directly posted to the G-code.
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For the Multiaxis milling operations there can be big differences in between the on-screen numbers and
the G-Code depending on the Kinematics of the machine

When we talk about the Kinematics of a machine we are talking about how the machine is set up. In
Lesson 1, we talked about the types 5 axis machines, namely, Table Table, Head Table and Head Head.
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The type of machine configuration, the direction and limit of the 4th and 5th axes are determined by the
post processor. Prior to post processing, CAMWorks is not considering these machine conditions.
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The information about the CNC machine’s kinematics is stored in the .kin file of the post processor. If
you look in the C:\CAMWorksData\CAMWorks2022x64\Posts directory, for example, we will see
M5Axis-Tutorial.ctl, M5Axis-Tutorial.lng and M5Axis-Tutorial.kin files.
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If we open the M5Axis-Tutorial.kin file in Window’s Notepad, we can see how the Kinematics is defined
for this post processor:
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The first line sets the machine type. The first number, 3, sets the machine type as
TABLE_TABLE_TOOLCOMP. If we were working with another type of machine, we would set that first
number to something different.

e2

The second line set the output of the coordinate type. 0 if the XYZ output is based on the origin of the
part, or 1 if the XYZ output comes from the machine. Typically, for machines that use Tool Point Control
this line is set to 0.

ng

The next set of lines define which axis the tool is using. In this case the tool axis is parallel to the Z axis.
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The next set of lines define the first axis of rotation. This represents the rotary axis of the machine.
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The next set of line defines the second axis of rotation. This represent the tilt axis of the machine.
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The next set of lines in the .kin file define any offset between the top face of the rotary table and the 5th
axis

The next two lines set up the limits for the first axis of rotation, or rotary axis.
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The next two lines setup the limits of the second axis of rotation, or tilt axis.

The final line defines the machine that is used when running legacy machine simulation.

To illustrate how the post processor sets the toolpath we will use CAMWorks Virtual Machine.
CAMWorks Virtual Machine uses a post processor to post the APTCL code that it uses to simulate. The 5axis toolpath that is generated uses the same .kin file as the post processor.
1. Copy Machine Simulation Template files
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a. Copy the folder SAMPLE_HT_MACHINE_1 from …\Lesson 09\Case Study to
C:\CAMWorksData\CAMWorks2022x64\MachSim\Machines\Mill
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2. Open part
a. Open the part file 5_Axis.SLDPRTin the …\Lesson 09\Case Study folder
3. Define Machine simulation machine
a. Click on the CAMWorks Operation tree
b. Edit the Machine definition
c. Click on the Machine tab
d. Under Active machine, set the Simulation machine to SAMPLE_HT_MACHINE_1

e. Click OK
4. Run Machine Simulation
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We can see that one of the machine axes tilts at a 45deg. Notice that the tool will not be able to
machine the bottom of the part because it cannot physically reach that angle.
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5. Modify operation parameters
a. Exit CAMWorks Virtual Machine
b. Edit Multiaxis Mill1 operation parameters
c. Click on the Pattern tab
d. Under Margins, set the Start Margin to 2mm
e. Click OK
6. Regenerate toolpath
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7. Run Toolpath Simulation

The toolpath simulates without any error messages.
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When we run CAMWorks Virtual Machine Standard APT simulation, each machine selected uses its own
post processor to post out APT code. The kin file of that post processor defines kinematic of the machine
and process the code accordingly. Because of this, we will get an error message. This is because the
machine can’t position the tool at that angle.
Here is this .kin file of that machine:
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8. Run CAMWorks Virtual Machine
a. Run CAMWorks Virtual Machine
b. Note the error message
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This message is the same error message that we would get if we were to post process the G-Code with
the same machine.
On another machine with a different kinematic configuration, the toolpath will post process without
issue
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9. Edit Machine to Change the Simulation Machine
a. Edit machine parameters
b. Click on the Machine tab
c. Under Active machine, set the Simulation machine to Sample_5Ax_HH
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10. Run Machine Simulation
a. Run StandardAPT machine simulation
b. Note that there is no error message
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Case Study – Multi-Axis Parameters

2

The Multi-Axis Parameters on the Posting tab of the operation parameters provide some additional
control to the posted G-code. This lesson will cover these settings.

ng
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The Multi-Axis Parameters will only be available if the currently selected post processor support
Multiaxis functionality
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Start Angle

On a five-axis machine or simulator, the point at which the tool is positioned on the surface can be
accessed in two ways. We call these the Angle Pair solutions.
When defining a Mill part setup for 3 + 2 axis machining, as discussed in Lesson 2, we can designate
which angle pair is used by setting the Rotary and Tilt indexing angles on the Indexing tab.

Ch

For Multi-Axis operations the Angle Pair is setup using the start angle parameters.
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1. Open Assembly file
a. Open the assembly file START_ANGLE.SLDASM in the …\Lesson 09\Case Study
folder
b. Click on the CAMWorks Operation tree tab
2. Run toolpath simulation
a. Run Toolpath simulation to see the toolpath
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Here, we can see how the tool will cut the material relative to the part. How this actually runs on the
machine might be different than what we would expect depending on the machine.
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3. Run CAMWorks Virtual Machine
a. Run a StandardAPT CAMWorks Virtual machine session
b. Press the Simulate All button
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CAMWorks Virtual machine is a tool that will help us better visualize how the machine will actually move
as it cuts the part.

Notice how the table tilts backwards. If we need the table to tilt forward, the toolpath will still be the
same, it will just be using a different angle pair to move the tool to the same spot on the part.
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c. Close the CAMWorks Virtual Machine window
4. Edit Multiaxis Mill1 – Posting tab
a. Edit Multiaxis Mill1
b. Click on the Posting tab
c. Under the Multi-Axis Parameters, under Start Angle, set the Method to 1st Angle Pair
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d. Click OK
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The Start Angle method contains several options. In this case the option 1st Angle Pair will force the post
to tilt the table forward.
The following methods are available:

1st Angle Pair – Establishes an angular start position based on selecting the first angle pair of the two
angle pair solutions created by the system.

e2

2nd Angle Pair – Establishes an angular start position based on selecting the second angle pair of the
two angle pair solutions created by the system.

Closest to 0 Degrees – Selects the angle pair in which the 4th rotary axis angle is closest to zero degrees.

ng

User Defined 4th or 5th Axis Angle – The user can set the preferred start angle for the first and second
solution. The post will automatically choose that solution which brings the machine closer to your
desired start angle. When either of these two options are selected, the Rotation Angle field will become
active and the desired angular value can be entered.
Setup 4th or 5th Axis Index Angle – Uses the angles as described in the Setup definition.
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5. Run CAMWorks Virtual Machine
a. Run Standard APT CAMWorks Virtual Machine
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Pole Handling

The pole handling parameters specify how the spindle direction and table direction will be colinear. For
the Pole Handling Method, the following options are available:
Lock Rotation – This method specifies to lock both the 4th and 5th axes and machine with linear XYZ
movements.
Rotate within Limits – This method specifies to use table/head rotations within the rotational limits
versus XYZ movements.
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Linear Interpolation – This method specifies that when transitioning through a pole area, the moves
should be made in a linear fashion which will allow a rotational distribution based on the tool tip
distance from one point to the next point.

02

Force Rotation – This method is typically used for Mill-Turn machines. This method specifies that
rotational moves should be used versus XYZ moves, whenever possible.
The Angle Tolerance allows you to specify the angular range in which the spindle and table are
considered collinear.

•

When this checkbox option is checked, the system will automatically assign the lowest possible
pole angle tolerance value.
When this checkbox option is unchecked, the pole angle tolerance value you specify will be
applied.

ng

•

e2

Auto angle tolerance - This parameter is enabled only when the tool assigned for the operation is a nonball type.
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1. Open Part
a. Open the assembly file POLE_HANDLING.SLDPRT in the …\Lesson 09\Case Study
folder
b. Click on the CAMWorks Operation tab
2. Edit Multiaxis Mill1 – Posting tab
a. Edit Multiaxis Mill1 and click on the Posting tab
b. Under Multi-Axis Parameters, Under Pole Handling, note the Method is set to Lock
Rotation

c. Click OK
3. Run CAMWorks Virtual Machine
a. Right Click on Multiaxis Mill1 and select Machine Simulation and then StandardAPT
b. Click on the Simulate All icon on the Simulation toolbar
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Notice that the rotation angles are locked, and only X and Y movements are shown
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4. Edit the operation – Posting tab
a. Close the CAMWorks Virtual Machine window
b. Edit the Multiaxis Mill1 operation parameters
c. Click on the Posting tab
d. Under Multi-Axis Parameters, under Pole Handling, set the Method to Force Rotation
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The table rotates now
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e. Click OK
5. Run CAMWorks Virtual Machine
a. Right Click on Multiaxis Mill1 and select Machine Simulation and then StandardAPT
again
b. Click on the Simulate All icon on the Simulation toolbar

c. Run the simulation

The Pole Angle Tolerance specifies the angular range in which the spindle and table are considered
collinear. If the tool axis angle is within this tolerance to the vertical axis the numbers output will be
parallel to the table axis.
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Pole Angle tolerance is used for Ball End Mills and Lollopop tool cutting with the tip of the tool. It can be
advantageous to us the Pole angle tolerance to optimize the XYZ and rotation moves within the pole
area.
It is recommended that low values are used for this tolerance to avoid machining errors. If the tolerance
is too small, it can result in excess C axis motions with little changes of tool axis
6. Edit Multiaxis Mill2 – Posting tab
a. Close the CAMWorks Virtual Machine window
b. Edit Multiaxis Mill2 and click on the posting tab
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Under Multi-Axis Parameters, under the Pole Handling, note the Angle tolerance is set to 4deg. This is
typically a large value for the Pole Angle Tolerance. This has purposefully been set to a large number to
show the results
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c. Click OK
7. Run Toolpath Simulation
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Note the Toolpath.

8. Run Machine Simulation

Note that the generated toolpath snaps to B0 when the output angle gets smaller than 4deg
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Tool Repositioning
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The Tool Repositioning parameters control the repositioning moves that are not defined in the
calculated toolpath. We will not see these moves in the toolpath simulation, but they will be posted in
the G-Code. These moves will occur when the limits of the rotary or tilt axes are reached, and the tool
retracts and repositions.

Ch

1. Open part
a. Open TOOL_REPOSITIONING.SLDPRT in the …\Lesson 09\Case Study folder
b. Click on the CAMWorks Operation tree tab.
2. Edit Operation Parameter – Posting tab
a. Edit operation parameters of Multiaxis Mill1
b. Click on the Posting tab
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There are three Multi-Axis Parameters for Tool positioning on the posting tab of the operation
parameters.

Retract distance – This sets the distance that the tool will retract from the surface
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Rewind & Retract – This checkbox enables the retract and rewind moves that will be posted out. If this
option is unchecked, then the code will post out angles that may exceed the limits of the machine. If the
Machine Limits Method is set to No Limits this option will be grayed out

02

Angle Step – This will assign the angular value that represents the angular increments for the rewinding
of the rotary table to this parameter
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d. Click OK
3. Run CAMWorks Virtual Machine
a. Run CAMWorks Virtual Machine
b. Click on the Simulate All button
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c. Under Multi-Axis Parameters, Tool Repositioning, make sure the Retract & Rewind
check box is checked on
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Note the position in the toolpath where the tool will retract, rewind, and then continue machining.
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Follow Surface Iso Direction, 191
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3 to 5 Axis Conversion, 66
3+2 axis Machining, 52
3D Sketch, 368, 372
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Gouge Check Options
Project tool on direction wherever need, 254
Gouge Checking, 195
Gouge Checking Strategies, 202

5
5 Axis Drilling, 365
5 Axis Post Processor, 390
5 Axis Roughing, 288
5 Axis Roughing an Impeller Blade, 296
5 Axis Trimming, 274
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Impellor Machining, 234
Interactive Feature Definition, 34

A

Knit Surface, 141

B
Benefits of 4/5 axis Machining, 9
Blend Surfaces By Tool Radius, 118
Boundary Surface, 139
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Angle Pair, 59
Area Roughing Options, 298
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CAMWorks Options, 31
CAMWorks Virtual Machine, 347
CAMWorks VIrtual Machine, 324
CAMWorks Workflow, 14
Clean Core, 244
Combine Operations, 36, 57
Configuration Manager, 17
Cutting Direction Tilt Options, 185

D

Default Feature Strategies, 33
Define Fixture, 61
Define Machine, 17
Delete Hole in Surface, 137

Fixture Coordinate System, 19, 21, 52
Floor Feature, 332
Flowline Surface Definition, 162

M

Machine definition, 20
Machine Types, 10
Multi Surface Feature
Face or Surface method, 109
Multi-Axis Operation Axis Control, 183
Multi-Axis Operation Parameters
Limits on the Pattern Tab, 170
Links Tab, 125, 190
Multi-Axis Pattern Types, 160
Direction Controls, 165
Multi-Axis Post Parameters, 399
Multi-Surface Feature Definition
Create SOLIDWORKS Surface, 133
Face Selection Options, 109
Feature Types, 107
Part Surfaces, 104
With Surface Body, 121

O
Operation
Creating Interactively, 174
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Part Manager, 17
Port Machining, 227

Rest Machining, 291
Retractr Along Tool Axis, 304
Rotate Toolpath, 306

2

Swarf Milling 5 Axis Trimming, 347
Swarf Milling and Impeller Blade, 343

R

Tangent Extensions, 199
Tilted Work Plane, 58

S
Show ISO Curves, 192
Show Surface Body, 250
Side Extensions, 199
SOLIDWORKS Coordinate System, 21
SOLIDWORKS Surfacing, 134
Sort Operations, 64
Step Through Toolpath, 183
Stock Manager, 17, 29
Surface Radius Limit, 198
Swarf Milling, 323
Pattern Tab, 329
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Untrim Surface, 138
Unwrap Feature Geometry, 82
User Interface, 12
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Wrapped Feature Types, 76
Wrapped Toolpath, 69
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